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CENTRELINE 
Services 

CENTRELINE SERVICES provides 
the gliding fraternity with the 
complete service- to get you In 
the air- and keep you in the a lr. 

Our comprehensive Insurance and 
finance facilities are widely 
renowned -Immediate cover- no 
loading for competition pilots
progressive no claims bonus
agreed values- as Is our no 
nonsense approach to aviation 
accidents with prompt payment In 
the event that you come down to 
earth with a bump. 

Call us now and find out what we 
can do for you- you'll find us very 
approachable. 

20 MIDOt.E ROAD 
PARK GATE 

SOUTHAMPTON 

HAMPSHIRES03 7Al 

m : 0489 sss998 
FAX: 0489 885889 

SPECIALISTS IN 

AVIATION INSURANCE 

AND FINANCE 

A MEMBER OF THE 

CENTRELINE GROUP 

OF COMPANIES. 

In assoclallon with 

Edgat Hamlllon Ltd. 

uovo·s lltokers 

CENTRELINE SERVICES - THE RIGHT APPROACH 
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The following revised charts have been publ ished by the Civil Aviation Authority: -

also: 

1:500,000 - SOUTHERN ENGLAND & WALES- Edition 16 

- incorporaling new format topographical detail and revised sheet 
lmes. to show more N France and SE Ireland tnformation. 

1:250,000- NORTH EAST ENGLAND -SHEET 9- Edition 12 
1:250,000- SOUTH WALES- SHEET 12 - Edition 12 

Previous editions of these charts are now obsolete. 
You can purchase the latest editions of all quarter and half million aerorHtutlcal charts of the 
United Kingdom, as well as a comprehensive ciHtrt catalogue- ei ther in person or by post from:-

CAA CHART ROOM. 
T1120 CAA HOUSE, 
45-59 KINGSWAY, 
LONDON WC2B 6TE, 
Tel: 071 832 5569/8. 

And from the following accredited chart agents: -

AIRPLAN FLIGHT EQUIPMENT -Open Saturdays· AOPA BGA 
Building 523A, Southside, Manche~ter AirpQl't. SOa Cambridge St Ktmberley House, Vaughan Way, 
Cheshire SK!! 4lL hi: 061 499 0023/4. London SW1V 400 Tel: 071 834 5631. Leicester LE1 4SET!I 0533 531 051. 

AIRTOUA INTERNATIONAL . Ooen Saturdavs-
Eistree Aerodrome, · · 
Herts WDB JAW Tel: 081 953 4870. 

BRITISH AIRWAYS- AERAO EDWARD STANFORD lTD Open Saturdays-
AERAO House, 1-leatl! row Airport, I 2-i 4 l ong Acre. 
Middlesex TW6 2JA T! l 081562 0795. Londo n WC2E 9LP Tel: 071 836 1321. 

They are also stocked by most flyin.g clubs and schools. 

Civil Aviation Authority 
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GD CAMBRIDGE 
A SELECTION FROi\1 OUR PRODUCT RANGE 

CAVll M-NAV 50 snav 
Varjo- Average~ - Audio 

£329+VAT (.£378.35) 
Vario/ Na\' System - Four functi<•n .mdio Vario/Nav \ysce.m - Gntphic final glide displ;•y 

Speed Comn~lnd - Firul Glid~ Compllt<'r Progr:unnubk T1sks and >t•tisrics 

£998+ VAT (.£1147.70) £1674+VAT (£1925.10) 

Our Record Speaks for itself 

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS 
WARREN-SVGARBUSl-1 AUU•ORT 

RR llOX ifl9A WA.RRF.N, VERM ONT 05674 USA 
Pl-lt lN E: (802) 4%-7755 FAX (~ll:!.j -1116-1)235 

i\LL CAMI\RIDGE PRODI..:CTS C ARRY A fULL 2·-Yf AR WARRANTY. 

E & OE 

/ll·,rifub/,· Jrom: 

RD AVIATION LTD 
UNIT 2J, lJ t\Nl<.)IOE. KJDU NGTON 

OXON t>X.S I )E 
ft Ollt>H<414~ I FAX ti.'365-!l4:2495 
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TH E SUPER DIMONA HK 36 
A REAL STRIDE FORWARD 
16.2m span extendable to 1 7.6m 
CHOICE OF ENGINES 

Grob G103 Twin Ill Acro built to Grob 
high standards for spring 1989 
delivery 

Excellent for basic training through to 
performance training 

Send for detai ls: 

JOHN ADAMS 
SOARING (OXFORD) LTD 
Hoo Mill, lngestre, Stafford 
Tel: 0889-881495 FAX 0889 882189 

For details 

John Adams 
Soaring (Oxford) Ltd 
Hoo Mill, lngeatre, Stafford 
(0889) 881495 
FAX (0889) 882 189 

SUNTIGER SUNGLASSES 
• IMPROVE VISIBILITY IN HAZE • MAKE OTHER AIRCRAFT EASIER TO SEE • 

• IMPROVE CLOUD CONTRAST • ELIMINATE HARMFUL UV • 

"Suntiger ... sunglasses are the greatest contribution to 
air safety for many years" 

u • • • These ... sunglasses should be made mandatory for 
all ~ilots'' 

(Comments by Dick Johnson reported in PILOT. Feb. 1989) 

Used by many of the world's leading glider pilots - lngo Renner and 
Hans Werner Grosse are two of our customers. 

June/July 1990 

-·- -·- -·-
We can supply glasses or clip-ons. For further details write to or telephone: 

SUNTIGER (EUROPE) LTD., 9 Knoll Road, Fleet, Hants GU13 8PR. Tel: (0252) 615365 or 
5 Hampton Close, London SW20 ORY. Tet: 081-947 4870 
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For top flight gliding insurance ... 

. . . at down to earth prices. 

~ 
Sedgwick 

We are insurance advisers to the 

BGA with over 30 years professional 

service to gliding . 

We also provide insurance, 

reinsurance and related risk services 

to clients throughout the world. 

For details of our competitively 

priced insurance, call 

Richard Akehurst on 01-377 3125. 

Sedgwick Aviation Limited,Sedgwick House, The Sedgwick Centre, London E18DX. 
Telephone: 01-377 3125 Telex: 882131 · Facsimile: 01-377 3077 

A Lloyd\; l.kokcr acting as agent ofSG Services Limited. 

MODERNISE YOUR TRAILER FITTINGS 
Quick & Easy from AMF ENTERPRISES 

Builders of Britain's No. 1 Selling AMF DROOP SNOOT GLIDER TRAILER 

Choose from our extensive range of light weight, high strength fittings 
for all gliders. 

• JACKING BELLY TROLLEY • FUSELAGE-MOUNTED TAILPLANE FITTING • 
• NOSE CONE • WING ROOT BOXES • ROOT & TIP TROLLEYS • 

• SLINGS • TRIPOD TRESTLES • TIE·DOWN RING BOLTS & RATCHET STRAPS • 
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE 

AND IF YOU'RE STILL TOWING-OUT ON THE END OF A ROPE ... 
GO SOLO! 

AMF'S 'THREE-PIECE SUITE' IS DESIGNED FOR EASE AND COMFORT 
WINGTIP DOLLY TAIL DOLLY WITH HANDLE 

TOWBAR (Collapsible to fit in car boot) 

AMF - Specialist In GRP Mouldings 

SEND FOR FULL PRICE UST TO: 
AMF ENTERPRISES, MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS. RG 16 7T J 
Telephone/Fax; (0488) 72224 
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MORE ON SUNGLASSES 
Dear Editor, 

I am considering buying sunglasses suitable 
for soaring and remember that John Wright's 
article (June 1989 issue, p124) recommended 
a brown tint and particularly Cloudmaster 
sunglasses. 

Could John please give some further advice 
such as is it sufficient to obtain any old brown 
tint from an optician or can you insist on a 
lens material with the same performance as 
that achieved by Cloudmasters? If so, what do 
you ask for? 

I am sure I can't be the only pilot who pre
fers not to wear clip-on sunglasses so John's 
answers will be of benefit to many like me who 
prefer the light weight and simplicity of pre
scription sunglasses. 
CLIVE THOMAS, Guildford, Surrey 

John Wright replies: Recently several people 
have asked me the same question. The tint 
has to be coated on the lens after it is ground 
to the prescription, rather than ground from 
coloured glass as the varying thickness of the 
lens thus formed would result in variations in 
colour density across the field of vision. But 
most of the brown tints applied are actually a 
bit on the pale side, and merely cosmetic. lt 
could be tricky getting a tint that matched the 
original 1988 Cloudmasters. (RD Aviation had 
to test several different lenses to get a suitable 
replacement when the original supply dried 
up.) RD can now get prescription lenses 
coated in a suitable tint but I haven't seen any 
samples yet. But I do think that the original 
clip-on Cloudmasters are very good and worth 
a try. 

The American Vision Company, 7 
Scampston Mews, Cambridge Gardens, Lon
don W1 0 6HW, tell me they can recommend 
several opticians who can tint lenses to closely 
match their Randolph Engineenng Aviators Tan 
3 lens. I tested these sunglasses recently and 
found them to be very good. {They recom· 
mend their Grey 3 lens. used by the US 
military, for situations where accurate colour 
recognition is important, but for improving 
cloud contrast etc the Tan 3 is better.\ 

If you simply want a brown tint, you should 
ask your optician if it will be a "UV 400" tint, ie 
if it cuts out 98% or more of the UV. If you 
have a pair of Cloudmasters' clip-ons or your 
optician stocks Randolph Aviators (or 
RayBans), show them to the optician so he 
can compare his tinted samples for the best 
match. Remember, If you wear dark tinted pre
scription lenses, it is best to carry an untinted 
pair as well when flying for when it gets dull. 

Finally to briefly answer another question 
I've been asked often. Yes I've now tested 
brown RayBans and yes they are good. 

THE END OF STUBBLE FIRES 
Dear Editor, 

I enjoyed Tom Bradbury's excellent article 
"Encounters with Thermals" in the February 
issue, p9. but I was surprised at the difficulty 
he appears to have with debris in stubble fires. 
I have found that a gentle stall is quite sui-
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ficient, and often the "hitch hikers" depart just 
prior to the stall, so that no height Is lost at all. 
This may not work on all airCAaft but with my 
old Sky it is very effective. I must confess to 
not doing it very often, as no doubt the fire risk 
is much greater with wood and fabric than 
with a glass ship. 

On the question of stubble fires in general, 
recent legislation is going to outlaw the prac· 
lice and so, apart from accidental ones, they 
will no longer be part of the summer scene. As 
a farmer, I have burnt many fields and the 
most spectacular ones are those that are lit at 
the upwind edge of the field. These are 
obviously of much shorter duration, as Brad
bury notices. but in farming terms they are 
much better as all the straw, even between the 
rows, is consumed, IEtaving a cleaner field. 
This is contrary to the accepted code of prac
tice because the fire can readily get corn· 
pletely out of control. 

I always used to do it this way and never 
1 had one get away from me because I would 

spend half a day having a control led bum right 
around the headland, often as much as 50 
yards wide, followed by a really fierce fire, 
which would form its own cumulus cloud 
going to an estimated 3000 or 4000ft. I was 
often surprised that even with a strong surface 
wind the core usually appeared to be very 
close to the vertical. 
PETER CYSTER, Nor1hiam, Sussex 

A PLEA FOR CLUB CLASS 
CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Dear Editor, 

In response to Derek Copelands letter in the 
December issue, p277, and in particular the 
reply given by John Taylor. I would argue with 
John's statement that there is not enough 
interest to justify Club Class Championships. 

I have been lucky enough to fly at quite a 
number of sites throughout Great Britain and 
in discussion with numerous pilots, of varying 
expertise/experience, have come to believe 
that a Club Class series of competitions and 
eventual Championships would be most 
welcome. 

There is, I am sure, a quietly frustrated body 
of keen, average club pilots who, like me, 
desire to taste the fruits of competition flying 

but cannot find that initial foothold. 
I feel sure that the Club Class system will 

provide an ideal introduction and appren
ticeship to the rigours of competition. I believe 
that in the past we did in fact operate such a 
system but that it was laid to rest, as so many 
good ideas are, due to lack of interest. 
Perhaps the time has come for our Com
petitions Committee to look again at its merits 
and contemplate its resurrection. 

I have heard that there is a forum after the 
Nationals that reviews competitions in general 
and perhaps their deliberations could turn to 
the less fortunate who do not possess high 
performance, high priced gliders but who 
nevertheless would welcome the chance to 
indulge in competitions. Or is it to remain the 
province of the more affluent amongst the glid· 
ing fraternity? 

I would also welcome details on how one 
goes about entering competitions, licensing, 
etc as well as those competitions available to 
the average club pilot. 
AlAN DALGETTY, Holmfir1h, W. Yorl<s 

John Taytor, chairman of the BGA Com· 
petitions and Awards Committee until 
handing over to Ted Rlchards soon after 
dealing w ith this letter, repDes: The Inter
Club League. Competition Enterprise and 
Regionals all offer ideal introduct•ons to com
petition flying. Competitions are advertised in 
S&G and applications should be made direct 
to the organisers. Any pilot in current flying 
practice with a Silver badge C8tl obtain a com
petition licence from the BGA. Regionals' scor· 
ing is handicapped allowing pilots to enter in 
any type of glider, including the Club Class 
(15m span, fixed wheel, no flaps, no 
waterbaJiast). 

The tssue In debate here is whether pilots 
flying Club Class should have their own 
Regionals, or a Club Class Nationals to pro
gress to from existing Regionals, possibly 
leading to a British team entry to the European 
Club Class Championships. In order to solicit 
wider opinion, we will raise this topic at com
petition forums during 1990. Meanwhile we 
would welcome feedback from other pilots like 
Alan with an interest in reviving the Club 
Class .. 

SCHEIBE "FALKE" SF25C 2000 
Superb Touring and Training 
Excellent Take-off Performance 
Improved Handling 
Classic Construction 
Every School in Germany uses one 

SOARING EQUIPMENT UMITED 
193 RUSS£ll ROAD 

BlRMINGHAM 813 BRA 
Tel: 021-449-1121 Fax: 021 ·449·9855 
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Is something that we, at M owbray Vale, are quite good at. 
After a ll, we have been doing it for over twenty years! 

In that time we have seen, and heard just about everything. You 
wouldn't bel ieve the things some of our clients do with their 
gliders! 

So, if you're with Mowbray Vale and meet w ith any little mishap, you 
can be sure we won't get in a spin about it. In fact, you could be 
pleasantiy surprised at how quickly we can get it all together for you! 

Contact Carol Taylor or Stephen Hill on 
Thirsk {0845} 523018- 24 hr. Ansaphone Service. 
O r write to: 

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE 
8 Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1 Hl. 
Telex: 587 470 Represented at Lloyds Fax: 0845 525483 
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AN APOLOGY 
Dear Editor. 

I have been asked by the Royal A1r Force 
Gliding and Soaring Association to clarify a 
remm made in my article "Tipping the Vega" 
in the February issue. p16. 

There is apparently a separate service glid
ing organisation called the Royal Air Force 
Germany Gliding Association and it was the 
RAFGGA not the RAFGSA who sold me the 
Vega 

The RAFGSA point out that they never had 
anything to do with the aircraft and I must 
apologise for any confusion or embarrassment 
this error may have caused. 
M IKE CUMING, London 

CONTROLLED AIRSPACE 
DISMANTLED 
Dear Editor. 

Chris Garton's footnote to Tony Watson's 
letter in the April issue, p61 , follows the BGA 
line that over 40 years has failed to produce 
the relief from controlled airspace that sporting 
aviation desires. 

At a stage 2 meeting of the Roskill Inquiry 1 
was able to ask the director of NATS "What is 
the evidence of the need for controlled air
space?" His answer was that this need arose 
from an international convention in the separa
tion of airliners and ATC was the only means 
of implementation. Need I state the obvious 
corollary - if this separatioo can be maintained 
by some other means then there is no need 
for controlled airspace! 

Radar surveillance techniques have moved 
on since then and according to CM 
announcements will move even further in the 
next decade. Systems that can automatically 
assess the probability of collision and display 
this to a ground controller are being 
developed. The vital message that is being 
0\lert<>ol<ed is that the preferred destinatioo for 
such a display is the flight deck because this 
is where final responsibility for collision 
avoidance resides, ATC signals being advisory 
only The cost of providing this additional 
equipment and manpower upon the flight deck 
can then be borne most equitably by the fare 
paYing passengers. 

/~~ 
Cotswold Gliders 

HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIST WORK IN 

The main task of the BGA and similar 
bodies such as AOPA will then be to ensure 
that controlled airspace over the UK is dis
mantled in step with the introduction of these 
advanced systems and that this advance is not 
retarded by the empire building aspirations of 
the professional bodies whose members will 
be affected by the change. 
CHARLES ELLIS, llford, Essex 

CAN ANYONE HELP? 
Dear Editor, 

I am presently researching a glider hangar 
project, for construction in my local glider area 
(Southern California, USA). The goal is to 
shelter from sun and weather as many 
assembled gliders as possible under one roof. 
Space considerations require some system of 
slacking, shelving or suspending the weight 
and full span of our ships, together with a safe 
and efficient method of retrieval. 

I am unaware of the existence of any such 
hangar, although I have seen "dry marinas" in 
this country; these are barn-like structures In 
which rather heavy (albeit wingless) boats are 
forklifted to and from thirty foot high perches. I 
have also heard tell of compact glider storage 
in Europe. 

If any readers have any information oo such 
an undertaking I would appreciate a bit of 
advice. 
AOBERT L. HUNTER, 1211 '1/h Street, Suite 
200. Santa Monica, California 90401, USA. 

SOUTHDOWN GC CELEBRATES 
Dear Editor, 

The Southdown GC will be 60 this year and 
gliding in Sussex, beginning with the first soar
ing flight by Josee Weiss's glider in 1909. will 
be 81. We are mming our Diamond Jubilee 
and !he loog and fascinating history of gliding 
in our area with a celebration in September. 
On Thursday, September 13. we shall 
entertain natiooal, regional and local people of 
influence and we hope to persuade them that 
gliding is a sport deserving of the highest 
regard and worthy of their support. Peter 
Yarrantoo, chairman of the Sports Council, will 

Glassfibre, carbon, kevlar, wood and metal inc. alloy 
All types of repair undertaken - Motor glider engine approval 

Kestrei/Ubelle aileron drive rebuilds, also rudder drive NOT testing 

Full machining facilities for oversize wing pins, axles, control rods etc. 

Phone or write 
Tony Cox (Senior Inspector) 
18 Stanton Harcourt Road 
Wltney, Oxon OX8 6LO 0993 774892 anytlme 
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LLOYDS APPROVED 
CM APPROVED COMPANY 
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be our guest of honour. The week before will 
be a flying week with a party on the Saturday. 
The club will be "at home" to lOCal people dur
ing the week and we hope that many will use 
the opportunity of flying with us. 

We are linking our celebration with a festival 
arranged by our village, Storrington, on Satur
day, September 15, to commemorate the 50th 
anniversary of the Battle of Britain. West Sus
sex was in the thick of the Battle and our 
small grass airlield played a part. As many 
older members in gliding know, glider pilots 
were involved in all spheres of the war and 
when hostilities were over returning members 
of the Forces helped to set up the sport in 
peacetime. We will be celebrating their 
achievements as well as contributing to the 
village festivities. 

Members who flew before the war from 
several sites on the South Downs and after 
1946 at Friston, Firte and later at Parham will 
be very welcome during the week. We are 
planning an exhibition on "Gliding in Sussex" 
and we would be most grateful to hear of any 
material, (photographs, paintings, models and 
archive papers) which might be used. Please 
get in touch with me at Southdown GC, 
Pamam Airfield, Pulborough Road. Cootham. 
Pulborough, West Sussex RH20 4HP. 
JOAN CLOKE, Chairman of the Jubilee 
Committee 

BE KIND TO THE WRINKLIES 
Dear Editor, 

I oppose most strongly the assertioos by 
"One of the Evergreens" (February issue. p7) 
that the retired have time to wait around for 
launches. 

lt is a cold and harsh fact that they have, in 
view of the years left to them and their inevit
able slide downwards, far less time than their 
young colleagues. A fact that indicates that 
they should actually be put automatically at the 
head of the flying list as soon as they arrive at 
the launch point, on even the most promising 
day and irrespective of their arrival time. 

My own view oo arriving on site at 1400hrs 
oo an 8 up day has always been that since I 
am not a private owner there should be a 
glider held on the ground awaiting my 
pleasure. 

For some unfathomable reason I have been 
unable to get my fellow Booker members to 
share my point of view. The object of this letter 
is to appeal to the BGA to introduce a blanket 
1\Jie to meet my wishes - and, in view of the 
passage of time, as a matter of the greatest 
urgency. 

Dum spiro spero and there may not be 
much sp iro left. 
PHAETON 

AIR EDUCATION AND RECREATION 
ORGANISATION (AERO) 
Dear Editor, 

Gliding clubs have an ageing membership, 
and are all constantly on the look out for ways 
of attracting and retaining new, young mem-
bers. lt is obvious that the gliding movement .. 
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depends for its survival on a steady supply of 
young recruits. The more ,;air-minded" young 
people are when they emerge from school, the 
more inclined they will be to take up gliding , 
rather than sailing or rock-climbing. Your 
readers may be interested to hear about an 
organisation which is not widely known 
amongst glider pilots, but which has as one of 
its principal aims "to encourage young people 
to participate in air leisure activities''. 

The Air Education and Recreation Organisa· 
lion (AERO) is a voluntary body which brings 
together aviation enthusiasts from the worlds 
of teaching, educational administration and 
youth organisations as well as representatives 
from aeronautical industries and air sports. 
Many AERO members are active in schools 
and youth groups promoting the teaching of 
aviation in its broadest sense across the whole 
curriculum. AERO has produced some excel· 
lent teaching materials cross-referenced to key 
elements in the new national curriculum. Its 
regular publication Aeroleffer carries news and 
articles about all aspects of air education. 

Gliding club members can help AERO's 
efforts in two ways: by becoming a member 
(£1 0 for individual membership; institutional 
rates on application) and by offering help to 
your local AERO branch (eg free trips as 
prizes in competitions, illustrated talks to 
schools etc). For details, please write to: The 
Secretary, AERO, Surrey County Council 
Education Offices, 14a/b No rth Street, 
Guildford, Surrey. 
MAX BISHOP, Oxted, Surrey 

SURVIVAL KIT 
Dear Editor, 

I have become concerned about the lack of 
survival equipment carried by sailplanes flying 
over the moorlands and mountains of the 
British Isles. 

Even in a good summer "harmless" areas 
such as Dartmoor can produce weather con
ditions which can kill those foolish enough to 
walk across them without the proper equip
ment or training . Until recently all but the pun· 
dits avoided this type of " bad ground". Now 
with BGA encouragement the rabble (to which 
group I belong) are flying over the mountains 
of Scotland and Wales in winter. 

The probability of a pundit landing in a bad 

area may be very small but for the rest of us it 
is much higher. We now have many more 
people in the air on wave days so it can only 
be a matter of time before someone is caught. 

We had a minor acc ident at Brent Tor the 
year before last when an east wind wave 
triggered a thunderstorm which developed in 
three minutes. Cloudbase came down from 
7000ft to 800ft in heavy rain. One aircraft was 
caught at 7000ft. Luckily and with good 
judgment he did not land on the moors. 

Can you guarantee that your thermals will 
keep going across the bad area? Can you 
guarantee that at 20000ft the gaps will not 
close and the wave collapse? 

If you sail you are expected to carry survival 
kit with flares. life jackets etc. Surely it is time 
that better brains th~n mine devised a survival 
pack for sailplanes? Obviously it must be light 
and small. Might I suggest tl'e following for the 
British Isles? 

Waterproof, windproof, anorak and trousers; 
good walking shoes or boots; space blanket; 
compass; first aid kit; six metres of cord; whis
tle; fire making kit (matches, lighters etc); air· 
craft pickets and rope; groundsheet with 
eyelets; high energy food; water purifying 
tablets; metal mug and plastic bag large 
enough to sleep in. 

Some further thoughts: If you get caught 
above cloud filled with mountains do you bale 
out? If you land on a mountain do you stay 
with the aircraft or try to walk out? I would be 
very interested in other views. 
PETER WILLIAMS, Bideford, Devon a 

Anglia Sailplanes 
C of A Inspections and 
repairs to all sailplanes 

and motor gliders. 

Phone or wr ite to: 
Stu Hoy (BGA Senior Inspector) 
Crown Cottage, Lower Street 

Glsslng, Dlss, Norfolk IP22 3UJ 
Tel: Tivetsha/1 (03 79 77) 4 11 4 

YOUR LETTERS 

REVIEW 

Basic Exercise Notes for Gliding lnstruc· 
tors by Ken Stewart and marketed by Airtour 
Flight Equipment Ltd. lt consists of 16 flip 
cards of plastic paper approximately 8inX5in 
each and costs £6 plus p&p. 

The notes are concise and clearly printed as 
an aide memoire to flying exercises from ab
initio to early post solo. They do not deal with 
briefing, de-briefing or performance analysis 
(fault finding) and in fairness do not claim to. 

They are good on the well worn and 
generally well documented exercises but very 
sketchy in important places, eg "Circuit Plan· 
ning" gets one page and few more words than 
"Trimming"; "Aerotowing" gets four pages but 
still doesn't say how to keep the glider in pos· 
ition behind the tug and "Airbrakes, Spoilers, 
Flaps and Soaring" are not dealt with at all. 

The notes do not exactly reflect either the 
BGA "Revised Patter Notes" or "The Stalling 
Reinforcement Exercises" which are the basis 
of preparation for BGA instructors' courses, 
nor are they in tine with BGA teaching on 
other exercises. A prime example of this is 
"Difference Between Reduced g and The 
Stall" which makes completely the opposite 
point to the BGA exercise of the same name 
and was rejected by the lntructors' Committee 
when Ken worked for the BGA. 

They are stated to be for "all instructors 
from candidates reporting for the assistant 
instructors' course through to a CFI attempting 
a standardisation programme within his club", 
They clearly are not ideal for this role due to 
their lack of standardisation with the current 
BGA teaching. 

I think that what has been attempted here is 
not achievable since it is an aide memoire 
without the benefit of a more detailed publica· 
tion to back it up. Regretably I will not be 
recommending that BGA instructors buy these 
even though most instructors might find scme 
useful reminders of points they have not been 
emphasising recently. 
BERNIE MORRIS, chairman of the BGA 
Instructors' Committee. a 

EW Barograph: A superb newly developed fully electronic barograph 

With the launch in early 89 in the UK, of our new digital barograph, EW Avionics have been surprised by the response to this exciting new product. 
Already units are being used by pilots at national competition level as well as regional level. Many badge claims have already been made with many 
pilots commenting that they probably wouldn't have carried a barograph except for the convenience and user friendliness of the EW 

Barograph. 

No sealing Auto height scale selection to 12km 
Light weight 225 gms Full camera and motor detection 
Calculator sized 150X80X30mm Computer analysis available 

1-255hrs recording time 
Multiple traces 

At last a barograph small and light enough to fft Into your pocket 

EW AVIONICS 
45 Wyresdate Crescent, Mlddx UB6 8TH. Tel: 081·998 1510 
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C umutus streets were mentioned in an earlier 
article. This one is about some less regular lines 
of big cumulus extending more than 100km. 

Satellite pictures often show that the distri
bution of cu mutus is far from random. On four out 
of five days it looks as if the location of cumulus is 
strongly influenced by the topography. This often 
produces a long line or band of large cumulus. 
When there are enough wind observations one 
often finds that these cloud lines are due to low 
level convergence of air. Sometimes the con· 
vergence is due to minor troughs moving along in 
the pattern of isobars but at other times the con
vergence is fixed by geographical features. 

There seem to be several types of 
topog raphically modi fed flow which produce the 
kind of low level convergence necessary to 
cause long lines of cumulus. These are: 
(a} Sea breeze fronts when the land is warmer 
than the sea. 
(b) Land breeze fronts when the sea is warmer 
than the land. 
(c} Coastal convergence when the extra drag 
over land turns the now further towards tow 
pressure. 
(d) Flow constrictions causing air to be chan· 
nelled between regions of high ground. 

Sea breeze fronts 
Before a sea breeze forms the land has to 

become warmer than the sea. To get a soarable 
sea breeze front we usually need an offshore flow 
in the early morning to oppose the incoming sea 
air and form a front. No opposing flow means no 
discernible front. Over the British Isles the land 
does not usually become warm enough for a sea 
breeze unlit March. Then the frequency of sea 
breeze days increases month by month to reach 
a peak in June and July. From August the fre
quency starts to decrease and the season usually 
ends by mid October. 

Ag 1 

Rg 1 shows two types of sea breeze front 
(a) is the common type where cool sea air 
pushes inland during the heat of the day against 
an initial flow out to sea. The seaward flow per
sists at high level above the incoming sea air. The 
stronger the initial offshore wind the harder it is 
for the sea air to push in against it, but unless 
there is such a conflict a front does not 
develop. 
(b) shows what happens when the sea air moves 
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TOM BRADBURY 

Tom Bradbury continues his popular Met series, helping you 
exploit the soaring conditions 
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in from both coasts of a peninsula. The two flows 
meet somewhere near the centre to form a cloud 
line. When the general wind flow is along the 
length of the peninsula such a cloud line can 
grow downwind far beyond its starting point and 
reach a length of 200or 300km. Clearly the meet· 
ing of two sea breezes starts off a process which 
is self-maintaining long after the air has moved 
beyond the initial convergence zone. 

Land breeze fronts 
During clear nights when the land becomes 

colder than the sea an offshore wind can develop. 
Around the British Isles and NW Europe the 
effect is more noticeable during the w inter 
months. Then a land breeze front may develop 
offshore during the second half of the night. 
Where the sea forms a channel between land 
masses the land breezes from either side meet 
over the water to form a stronger convergence 
zone. The effect is enhanced if there are hills 
inland; (Fig 2A) then the katabatic wind down the 
slopes strengthens the land breeze. 

Coastal convergence 
Over the sea, where there is little drag, the wind 

speed is usually near the geostrophic value. 
Overland the extra drag reduces the speed at low 
levels. Anything which reduces the wind speed 
upsets the geostrophic balance and the slower 
moving air then turns across the isobars towards 
low pressure. When the isobars are roughly 

parallel to the coast and pressure is lower over 
the sea, the slower moving land air turns towards 
lower pressure and converges on the faster mov
ing sea air. This can produce a band of cloud near 
the coast. Fig 2B shows one kind of coastal con
vergence, 2C shows an example off Cornwall. In 
extreme cases, when the air coming off the land 
is very cold, this coastal convergence can pro
duce such a well marked front that it looks and 
behaves like the well known "polar front" de· 
scribed in many text books. 

Constrictions to flow 
A pair of large and mountainous islands such 

as Corsica and Sardinia may produce a constric
tion to the airflow in between. This can sometimes 
produce a line of c.loud which grows downwind 
from straits. Lesser constrictions such as the 
Cheshire gap with a NW wind and the Severn 
estuary with SW wind can also produce cloud 
bands extending downwind. 

Maps of convergence zones 
The series of eight little maps which follow is an 

attempt to show where topographic effects may 
produce cu mu I us lines. In the next four diagrams 
areas where lift is usually spoilt by sea air are 
shown by shading while convergence lines caus· 
ing bigger cumulus are marked by a dotted 
line. 

North·west winds 
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Fig 3 
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Fig 3 shows a north-westerly airflow. This often 

produces two long sea breeze fronts. One of the 
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Fig 4 

best known sea breeze lines develops along the 
south coast from Kent down to Devoo. The pos
ition depends on the strength of the wind; too 
much wind and it doesn't appear overland at all. 
but with a 15kt gradient it is often found very 
close to the shore. lt makes very slow progress 
inland against the gradient and may sometimes 
be found a little way off shore, especially in large 
bays. Notice how far the sea air spreads in from 
the Cheshire gap to the west of Birmingham and 
also into Somerset where the Bridgwa1er flats 
often become unsoarable. 

A second sea breeze front develops along the 
east coast from the Scottish border down to Lin
colnshire. This line does make progress inland 
across the wind and may end up over the ea stem 
slopes of the Pennines_ The coovergence some
times makes the cumulus build up far higher than 
elsewhere so that a line of showers develops 
along it. North-west winds often bring unstable 
aJr down over the North Sea and the front makes 
the cu even bigger. I have seen midnight tem
perature soundings showing cu tops would be 
limited to 7000ft but along the convergence line 
the tops were later reported to be twice as high, 
going up to 14000 with frequent showers spoil
ing an otherwise good day. The end of this line 
somellmes extends to East Anglia but on many 
north-westerly days the sea air moves uncheck
ed across the Wash and over Norfolk bringing 
showers but not forming a front. 

On days when there is a lid preventing cu from 
growing tall, the sea breeze front is often ch~ked 
by high ground such as the Yor1<shire Moors and 
the cold air tends to curve round rather than flow 
over the top. On showery days the line pays little 
attention to these hills and moves Inland till it is 
slowed down by the Pennines. 

Two other zones of bigger cumulus may also 
be found. One runs downwind from the Welsh 
mountains around Snowdonia and the other from 
Dartmoor. These two lines are often broader and 
not so easy to recognise in flight but they do 
show up on a number of satellite views. TI1ey are 
net sea breeze fronts; the cloud is boosted by 
flowing over the high ground and once formed 
seems to produce a long tail downwind. 
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North-easterly winds 
Fig 4 shows how north-easterly winds can 

bring poor soaring conditions far inland from the 
North Sea coasts. This dead area is chiefly a 
summer problem; in spring the north -easterlies 
are often so cold that they produce gOOd !her
mals a very short distance inland. The main sea 
breeze front is once again near the soutn coast 
but there are three other zooes where cumulus 
builds up higher_ One lies along the narrowing 
peninsula of Devon and Comwall. another along 
a rather similar peninsular out towards Pem
brokeshire, and a third along the edge of Snow
donia. These three often develop where the 
airflow curves inland to produce convergence 
lines. The Cornish line was much used in days 
when all long flights from clubs around London 
(and East Anglia) had to be downwind dashes. 
The end of this line tends to get shorter during the 
afternoon and late arrivals used to ilnd the cu 
stopped long before they reached Perranporth. 

FigS 

Fig 5 shows the kind of change one may f1nd if 
the north-westerly backs to become almost west
erly but is too strong for the east coast front to 
develop. Once again the south coast sea breeze 
front is usually the best developed and it can 
move further Inland during the afternoon 
because there Is less of an opposing current to 
slow it down. 

Satellite pictures sometimes show four lesser 
convergence lines. One develops north of the 
Solway Firth and produces a zone of bigger cu 
over the southern uplands of Scotland. Another 
build up occurs over North Wales. The third 
grows along the mountains north of the Bristol 
Channel across Carmarthen and Glamorgan. A 
fourth builds over the southern side of Cornwall 
and Devon from Bodmin to Dartmoor. One then 
finds that tne surface wind near Plymouth goes 
back to a southerly direction while on the north 
coast near Newquay it stays westerly_ 

South-westerly 
South-west winds (Fig 6} are seldom good for 

soaring except in dry summers. and then only 
well inland. However. the three penlnsulars 
extending into wind from Caemavon in North 
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Wales, towards Pembroke in South Wales, and 
especially the much larger peninsula of Devon 
and Cornwall all produce convergence lines. 
These lines are started by the sea breezes on 
either side of the pe01nsu1ars curving inland from 
north and south coasts. This convergence pro
duces a line of cumulus which steadily grows 
longer and,1f the wind is fairly fresh, extends far to 
the east. Although these lines start off due to sea 
breeze convergence, they develop a circulation 
which extends far beyond the originating penin
sulars. From Cornwall the row of dots ~ing 
the heavy cumulus sometimes runs all the way to 
London. The alignment varies as the wind direc
tion changes and one may find th is line widens 
out across Salisbury Plain. By the time it reaches 
the Chilterns it can spread out into several lines of 
cumulus. 

Notice that on days like this the sea air often 
spreads a long way inland up the Severn valley 
and also well inland over Dorset, Hampshire, 
Sussex and much of Kent too. This makes such 
cloud lines the only way of making progress 
westwards . 

Peninsula cloud lines 

Fig 7 illustrates this effect in more detail. In this 
map it Is the lines of cumulus which have been 
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BIG CUMULUS LINES 

shaded in. Their general alignment is mar1<ed 
with a heavy dot-dash line. The straight arrows 
show the general windflowwhile the thinner curv· 
ing arrows illustrate the way the low level winds 
converge on the peninsulars. The line near Caer· 
navon is usually the least prominent. Over South 
Wales there may be two parallel lines, one from 
Pembroke and the other starting near Swansea. 
The Cornish line is the biggest since that penin· 
sui a is much the largest. For these lines to form 
well the wind needs to blow fairly accurately 
along the axis of each peninsula. Too much of a 
crosswind and the cumulus line drifts out to sea 
at some point and never grows really long. 

11 seems that once these lines have formed 
they become self-sustaining and the band of big 
cu can continue to maintain itself until it reaches 
the east coast. Although the broadening line can 
still be picked out well enough on a satellite pie· 
lure it is not so easy to distinguish from the 
ground or when flying. Over the Midlands and 
East Anglia many other clumps of cumulus 
develop and obscure the original line. 

Troublesome shower lines 
The preceding figures have all illustrated days 

when the sea was too cold to produce much 
cumulus and the main development occurred 
overland. A different pattern appears when the air 
is so unstable that showers develop over the sea. 
Then one sometimes finds that high ground 
tends to funnel showers along particular lines. 

The Cheshire gap effect 
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Fig 8 shows a common pattern with showery 
north-westerlies. The map has been simplified by 
leaving out the showers which are common 
along all the windward coasts. The Welsh moun· 
tains and the Pennines collect most of the 
showers on these days but the Cheshire gap 
allows an easy passage for a band of showers to 
penetrate far inland. Such showers may persist 
well into the night when cloud has cleared from 
most other inland areas. They also tend to break 
out very early in the morning. long before the 
cumulus has started to build up on either side. 
This can happen at any time of the year but it is 
most likely in autumn and early winter when the 
sea i.s still relatively warm so that maritime 
showers are common. 

The alignment of the bell varies as the wind 
changes and it can be quite narrow. On a winter 
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fl ight I have seen snow showers lay a white 
pathway extending down to Tewkesbury while 
the ground on either side was still green. The 
Cheshire gap showers are so well known that 
they are mentioned in BBC weather forecasts. 

Bristol Channel shower line 
The shower line extending inland from the 

Bristol Channel is mentioned less often. This is 
another example of a day when showers, which 
were already widespread over the sea, formed 
tongues extending far inland. The gap between 
Exmoor and the mountains of South Wales acts 
rather like the Cheshire gap in funnelling showers 
inland. Fig 9 shows an occasion when a band of 

Fig 9 

heavy showers extended all the way from the 
Severn estuary to the Wash. 11 was so unstable 
that showers broke out elsewhere later that day 
but the line shown had a particularty vigorous 
chain of cu·nim clouds which stood out clearly on 
satellite pictures. 

uone can sometimes 
see a procession of 

big cu marching in from 
the Bristol Channel ... " 

With a westerly flow the shower line tends to I ie 
across the Mendips to Salisbury Plain. One can 
sometimes see a procession of big cu marching 
in from the Bristol Channel long before any other 
clouds have formed inland. 

Katabatlc convergence 
On clear nights in autumn and winter when the 

sea is still warm but the land becomes very cold 
there is often a katabatic flow of air from higher 
ground down to the coast and out to sea. When 
this happens in confined waters such as the Irish 
Sea and English Channel the convergence pro· 
duces a zone of cumulus over the sea. This is a 
reversal of the cumulus lines which form over 
peninsulars in summer. Such cumulus lines often 
start as very narrow tongues and broaden out 
downwind. For example cold north-easterlies 
can produce a very thin line of cu starting overthe 
Bristol Channel off Avonmouth and extending out 
towards Lundy. Without satell ite pictures we 

would remain ignorant of most of these offshore 
lines. Fig 10 illustrates three of these lines. The 
positions vary and they do not all appear at the 
same time, but one can often see signs of them 
on cold winter mornings, especially if the winds 
have a light north or north-easterly flow. 

In most cases they do not concern pilots in 
sailplanes, though I have heard reports of good 
looking cu confined to the narrow waters be· 
tween the Isle of Wight and the mainland. 
However, these offshore cumulus lines can have 
an effect on the winds. Where the land breez.es 
converge the wind tends to become stronger. 
The band of cu then also marks a strong wind 
z.one. 

Wind increases at cloud lines 
Where two separate airtlows converge along a 

line they sometimes produce an increase in wind 
speed as well as a band of cumulus. Once 
formed the convergence line develops its own 
circulation which may keep it going long after the 
katabatics have stopped. I was thoroughly 
caught out by this one autumn when forecasting 
for a microlight contest at Havertordwest. We had 
light northerty winds round an anticyclone to the 
west. The skies had been clear overland but a 
band of nocturnal cumulus formed out over the 
Irish Sea, rather like the one in Fig 10. The early 

Fig 10 

morning chart only showed a 1 5kt northerly 
gradient and the speed was expected to de· 
crease during the day. However, the nocturnal 
cloud line did not fade away but persisted 
throughout the day and gradually edged 
sideways until it crossed the Pembrokeshire 
coast and moved over Havertordwest. 

Now few microl ights fly fast and some can only 
go very slowly. The pilots of the most basic craft 
found that they were almost brought to a 
standstill by a wind which doubled in strength 
when the cloud arrived. A brief and fragile reputa· 
lion for accurate forecasting was blown away 
too. lii:l 
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Our members represent aeronautics in 
various types and all need space in the sky. Many 
of these members become the instructors at the 
flying clubs and schools and later the pilots and 
crews of commercial airlines of the world. 
Through its organising of World Championships 
in the various air sports, and its responsibility of 
homologation of world air and space records, FAI 
has brought the aviators of the world together 
and helped the cause of world peace. 

In this and many other ways ICAO and FAI 
have common interests and goals. We are all very 
much aware of the importance of safety and 
security at airports and in the sky. In Air Traffic 
Control (AT C), however. I believe that we should 
be closer together. This is vitally important to FAI 
because of ICAO's dominant role in ATC 
planning. 

As the airways and airports grow more crow
ded, the tendency of governments has been to 
place more airspace under positive control -
assuming, as they do, that positive control and 
safety go hand in hand. The result is that it is 
becoming more difficult and more expensive for 
the private pilot to fly his plane. So light aviation is 
being forced out of the skies and out of the 
system. 

A scramble to recruit 
enough pilots to 

maintain their schedules 

Now we are witnessing a wortdwide decline in 
pilot starts and a scfamble among virtually all air
lines of the world to recruit enough pilots to main
tain airtine schedules. Let me offer a few 
examples of what I mean: 

- The flight experience of new hired pilots of 
major airlines is on the decline. 

- The majority of new hired pilots are ex
military, which means that the problem is 
being shifted to the military. 

- The turnover rate of pilots of some small car
riers average 60% a year and in some cases 
exceeds 1 00%. 

- Trainees hired "off the street" and without a 
proven interest in aviation have high 
attrition rates. 

What governments are ignoring in this drive for 
more and more positive control is the fact that 
light aviation is the principal producer, not only of 
pilots to fly the airlines. but of mechanics, 
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AIRSPACE MUST 
NOT BE REDUCED 
Airspace restrictions became a major concern of the 1980s 
and as we go into the 1990s the prospects are even more 
serious. Andr~ Dumas, president of honour of the 
F~d~ration A~ronautique lnternationale, put this into context 
when he presented a paper to the International Civil 
Aviation Organisation from which we have taken extracts 

technicians, controllers, aeronautical engineers, 
aviation executives, aerospace scientists. 
astronauts and cosmonauts. Most of these 
people started out as air sport or small plane 
people- often aeromodellers and Air Cadets, but 
in all cases people who loved aviation and were 
willing to make sacrifices to be part of aviation. 
This was, and must always be, the base of the 
"aerospace people pyramid". This is best exem
plified by what has happened with the thousands 
of aero clubs that form the "people base" of 
FAL 

But this type of person offers something else -
high motivation at minimum cost. In countries 
where there are thriving aero clubs and where 
these are used as a source of commercial and 
business pilots, attrition is low because the pro
ducts of the aero clubs have proved their interest, 
desire and skills. When commercial pilots are 
hired "off the street", the attrition rate is much 
higher - and so are the training costs. 

Moreover. those sporting aviation pilots who 
have entered competition bring another bonus to 
their airtine work - ability to fly under pressure. As 
an example: the FAI Airmanship award was pre
sented a few years ago to the pilots of a well 
known international airtine for their skill of landing 
a 767 that had lost both engines. Both these 
pilots were qualified glider pilots. 11 is no coin
cidence that in every branch of sport aviation, in 
every country, large numbers of active airtine 
pilots continue enthusiastically to pursue the dis-

ciplines in which they first achieved their flying 
skills. 

Now my point is that it would be a terrible and 
tragic mistake to continue to reduce the airspace 
available to general and sport aviation. The result 
can only be that commercial aviation will run out 
of people, and the efforts of governments to pro
tect this element of aviation will lead to its 
breakdown. 

More serious, the ground based system of ATC 
with ever increasing positive control of airspace 
does not prevent airborne accidents and near 
misses. Humans are not perlecl and the perfect 
system of automation has yet to be designed. 
And what happens when all airspace comes 
under positive control? 

Put more responsibility 
for aircraft separation 

into the cockpit 

At the same time the technolOgY exists, or can 
soon exist, to put more of the responsibility for 
aircraft separation into the cockpit. "See and be 
seen" may no longer be feasible with the human 
eye, but it can be achieved electronically. With 
this approach there is no reason why we cannot 
devise a system that provides for light aviation 
and commercial aviation to coexist safely. 

In short, FAI strongly believes that safe coexis
tence rather than ever increasing ground based 
positive control is the right answer, and the only 
answer to maintaining a balanced "people 
pyramid" for the wor1d aerospace establish
ment. 

Since ICAO is the long range planner for the 
wor1d's airspace, FAI urges that ICAO take the 
lead in exploring the technological options for 
achieving a system whereby all elements of avia
tion can safely enjoy the use of the skies. This 
would bring aviation to its full potential to serve 
mankind and the cause of peace. il 
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The Grob Werke GmbH & Coin southern Ger· 
many is increasingly well known for its prOduct· 
ion of training and Club Class sailplanes. as well 
as motor gliders, and more recently for the pro
duction of light aeroplanes. 

Grob entered the glass-fibre sailplane market 
about 17 years ago with eo-production of the Std 
Cirrus, manufactured under licence from 
Schempp-Hirth. They soon introduced their own 
Astir sailplanes; first single-seaters and later two
seater Twin Astirs designated G1 03. Those low 
wing Twin Astirs were well designed with tandem 
seating, excellent cockpit layout and 17.5m 
wingspan. A relatively new Eppler 603 laminar 
flow airfoil was featured with a measured 
thickness-to-chord ratio of about .20 from wing 
root to tip. The 1982 flight test evaluation of the 
Grob 103 twin 2 was published In Soaring, see 
ref A. 

The newest twin model is called Grob 1 03c 
Twin 3, and it began production during early 
1989. the fuselage and tail surfaces are only 
slightly modified from the earlier Twin 2, but its 
wing design is entirely new. The wingspan has 
been increased by .5m to an 18m overall span, 
and its swept back leading edge outer portions 
are similar to the Discus. See Fig 1. 

Fig 1 

GROB TWIN 3 N103LH POLAR TEST DATA 
CLEAN [ONfJ/T!CW SNJ4107 

Fig 2 
CALIBRArED AIRSPf'ED M 
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THE GROB 103C 
TWIN3 
A flight evaluation test by Richard H. Johnson 

Photo: Soaring Oxford. 

A new Twin 3 became available for our flight 
testing before it was delivered to its owner and 
N103LM appeared to be of excellent workman· 
ship and well finished throughout The w ing spar 
caps are of strong and light carbon fibre, com
pared to glass for the earlier Twin 2. Chordwise 
wave gauge measurements of the wing surfaces 
showed lit tle waviness, averaging about .003in 
1 08mm) peak-to-peak on the top surfaces and 
about .004in (.10mm) on the flat1er bottom 
surfaces. 

The wing airfoil is significantly thinner than on 
the Twin 2, with a measured thickness·to·chord 
ratio of .170 compared to .200 measured with the 
Twin 2. The laminar airfoil designation is Eppler 
583, and its shape is similar to the very success· 
ful Discus. 

Since no flaps or waterballast tanks are 
included, the Twin 3's flight testing was sim· 
plified. Also. with two pilots aboard for all the test· 
ing this made the data recording chore relatively 
easy. The weather was co-operating on Novem
ber 19 so Mike Newgard and I had four high tows 
to measure the smooth air sink rates. I flew it from 
the front seat ('1 721b with 'chute) for the first two 
test flights while Mike (2341b with 'chute) recor· 
ded the data. We traded places and duties for the 
last two flights. 

The air was relatively still that day and the data 
scatter was fairly modest, as shown in Fig 2. The 
measured polar was very good with roughly an 
LJD of 36:1 shown between about 55 to 62kt. 
Only after exceeding 70kt did the glide ratio 
diminish significantly. The airflow appeared to 
perform wen and no high drag regions were 
found in the polar. 

The final test flight that day was with the air
speed system calibration, and those data are 
shown in Fig 3. Relatively small airspeed errors 
were measured there. The airspeed system pilot 
and static sources are from a Prandtle tube 
mounted on the vertical fin. 

Additionally, a small total energy venturi is 
mounted on the top of the Prandtle tube, and that 
provided excellent TE compensation to the 
variometers. Minimum indicated level night air· 
speed that Mike and I could achieve was about 
38kt IAS. That calibrated to about 40kt, which 
was close to the same min airspeed we 
measured earlier with the somewhat smaller and 
lighter weight Twin 2. At 4 '1 kt IAS and slower air· 
speeds, buffeting was Quite noticeable, as it 
should be. 

The following weekend's testing included wing 
profile drag probe measurements conducted 
with the instrumentation described in ref B. 
except that the wing trailing edge mounted prob· 
lem was reconfigured to the improved design 
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THE GROB 103c TWIN 3 

stall was approached, the sailplane airspeed 
indicators would begin to twitch, apparently due 
to wing root airflow separation vortices impinging 
upon the tail fin mounted pilot. That was a good 
warning to the pilot that apparently did not carry 
over into the Twin 3 for some reason. 

The Twin 3's airbrakes are large 67in (1 .70m) 
long Schempp-Hirth type of single flat plate 
devices that protrude from the wing top surfaces. 
They are each 12in (.30m) larger in span than 
those of the Twin 2. although not quite as high. 
Their effectiveness is just about ideal for this type 
of sailplane. Quite adequate for good glide path 
control, but not so powerful that a relatively inex· 
perienced pilot would be apt to get into 
difficulty. 

Sideslips are easy to perform, and combined 
with airbrakes really steep approaches can be 
made if needed. The main wheel is 6X6in and the 
wheel brake is a powerful hydraulically actuated 
disc unit which functions when the airbrake 
handle is pulled fully aft. For that reason one 
needs to be careful not to force the airbrakes full 
open at touchdown or the wheel brake will be 
actuated too early. 

Gentle but quickly 
spinable if pro·spin 

rudder is applied 

The controls all worl<ed efficiently and freely, 
making the Twin 3 both comfortable and pleasant 
to fly. The stall characteristics appeared to be 
similar to those of the Twin 2, gentle but quickly 
spinable if pro·spin rudder is applied. 

The empty weight of our test Acro Twin 3 was 
9281b (421 kg) which is about 781b (35kg} heavier 
than the non·Acro Twin 2 that we tested seven 
years earlier. Since the Twin 3's max allowable 
gross weight is 13231b (600kg), its max total 
payload is 3951b (179kg). With two heavy pilots 
or added equipment such as oxygen, baro· 
graphs etc it would be quite easy to exceed the 
13231b allowable gross weight limit. Each wing 
panel weighs about 2281b (103kg) and that is 
only about 20fb heavier than those of the Twin 
2 I tested. 

The overall assembly and control attachments 
are the same for the earlier Twin 2. Good, but only 
the elevator control is connected automatically. 
That is generally quite satisfactory for this type of 
sailplane because it is normally left assembled at 
most sites. Overall the Grob Twin 3 is really a first 
class two·seaterfor ab-initio to advanced training 
and still is excellent for pleasure flying. lt will likely 
be very popular throughout the world for those 
purposes in the coming years. 

No special sealing was included in our test 
sailplane, and we did notice a cockpit pressure 
change when the airbrakes were opened. 
Additional sealing would likely provide some 
additional performance increase to our flight 
test sailplane. 

References: A Johnson, R. H .. "A Right test 
evaluation of the Grab 103 Twin 2 sailplane", 
Soaring, February 1983. B. Johnson, R. H., "At 
last an instrument tl'1at reads drag", Soaring, 
October 1983. E',l 
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TRAVELLER'S TALE 

JAPAN 
Mlchael Haynes describes gliding at Takikawa 

SEA OF OKHOTSK 

High mountains ( 6000ff •) 

ISLAND 

0 50 100 150km 
~------------------------------

~ril 23, 1989: "Spaats·Spaats·Spaats!" 
The launch point duty pilot calls "All out!" on the 
radio to the winch driver and a Ubi K·13 whistles 
off the grass leaving a puff of dust behind on a 
crisp spring morning. The blue sky is filled with 
brilliantly clear sunlight and a fresh westerly wind 
is fanning spring thermals off newly dried fields 
from the recent snowmelt. Beside the airfield the 
melting water pours down the lshikari river 
towards the Sea of Japan while migrating red 
crested cranes fly in V·formation overhead. 

I had just taken a bus from Sapporo which is 
the capital c ity of Hokkaido, the northernmost of 
the four main islands of Japan. A career change 
to teaching English as a foreign language had 
brought me here and one of my students had 
mentioned an air experience flight at a "Guridar· 
port". So on the next free Sunday duty called 

Over the past ten years a hardy bunch of 
enthusiasts had doggedly built up a small gliding 
operation here at Takikawa, one of several small 
groups sprinkled around the island. it's a kind of 
Japanese Aboyne with the site situated close to 
wave and thermal generating mountains on each 
side. There are shades of Benalla about it too 
since the airfield is at the edge of a small country 
town. Thanks to the foresight of the city mayor 

A map of the island. 

and the club president a multi-purpose 
clubhouse containing a hangar, office, classroom 
and civic meeting room was built recently nest· 
ling behind a 1 Om high flood wall, as is the usual 
practice in Japan. 

The climate is roughly equivalent to the 
American mid·west with a hot and humid mid· 
summer, a pleasant autumn, a very cold dry win· 
ter and, for glider pilots, a large diurnal 
temperature range in the spring and early 
summer. 

Each spring morning starts with a low level 
temperature inversion which slowly breaks up as 
the sun warms the lshikari plain. Getting away 
from a winch launch can be tricky as the local 
meadows are slow to warm and thermals are 
churned up in the cool spring winds. Meanwhile 
over the local hills which are drier and warmer 
cumulus usually forms by mid-morning with a 
cloudbase rising to 4000ft. 

The group found a sponsor to buy a Motor 
Janus to train students and earty solo pilots in 
wave and mountain soaring. This payed off 
handsomely as many had their first taste of mod· 
ern cross-country gliding techniques in its first 
season of operation. 

Oxygen was hastily installed after lots of wave 
was contacted and a climb to 20000ft made in 
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the first month. The group's CFI, Mr Marui, could 
rarely be found on the ground as he built up many 
hours exploring the variety of soaring conditions 
together with his fortunate pupils. 

June 11, 1989: The previous night was cool 
and with max temperature predicted in the upper 
20s conditions were looking very promising. Mr 
lkeda, a helicopter pilot and the group's most 
experienced glider pilot, waited patiently at the 
launch point with an ASW·20 at the ready. 
Healthy cumulus fonned to the north as we 
waited for the rising temperature to pop the local 
inversion. Bu~~ards teased us for at least two 
hours until finally a winch launch at one o'clock 
took him off on Japan's first declared 300km 
which was achieved in under 4hrs. 

Still sit1ing on the ground at three o'clock 
salivating at the cumulus and wondering if I 
would miss the day, Mr Marui returned from a 
1 OOkm training flight in the Motor Janus. He 
advised me to save time rather than yen with a 
climb to 5000ft for a quick start. 

Localthermals were Aboyne like - strong nar· 
row cores which sheared around needing lots of 
centring until over the hills about1 Okm east of the 
site. Cloud base rose to 8000ft as we climbed and 
dolphined our way on a 150km 0/R to the 
volcanic Mount Tokachi. 

A new Robin tug arrived from France in mid· 
August which was blessed by aSh into priest who 
threw salt over the engine cowling for good luck. 

Mount Tokachi photographed by Michael. 

This was carefully washed off! 
This season an eight year plan will get under· 

way with the airfield becoming a centre for light 
aviation as well as gliding, ultralights and hot air 
balloons. The lshikari river will be diverted slightly 
to allow a runway realignment to take power traf· 
fie noise further away from the town. A leisure and 
sports complex is planned to broaden the site 
potential and tap the embryonic but fast develop· 
ing leisure market in Japan. With a population 
density of approximately half that of the Main 

LIGHTWING COMPANION CT6 

John Lee, an independent glider pilot from Sus· 
sex has developed a lightweight glass-glider, 
which he has been flying for some three years 
from a farmer's field using a wheel winch. Light· 
wing Companion is a cantilever, two-piece, high 
wing glider built of foam and glass· fibre through· 
out. Its Gottingen 535 aerofoil has no flaps or air· 
brakes, although the latter will become available. 
The two place open cockpit has facility for an in· 
flight mounted soft plastic windshield to protect 
both pilots. 

John feels that this aircraft is the best thing for 
pilots who are not so pushy and like the wind 
blowing through their hair at 20mph. 11 was re· 
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cently submitted to the BGA for preliminary 
evaluation. 
Specification Data: 
Span 40ft 
Aspect ratio 9.6 
Length 22ft 
Empty weight 3201bs 
Max weight 6701bs 
Wing loading 2.91b/sqft 
Min sink 3ft/sec 
Best glide 20:1 at 20mph solo 
Max speed 70mph in rough air 
HOWARD TORODE, Chairman of the BGA 
Technical CommiHee a 

Islands, Hokkaido offers a relatively pollution-free 
relaxing environment compared to the rest of 
the country. 

If you would like to try some mountain soaring 
in the Far East and enjoy the unique experience 
of a visit to Japan then Takikawa glider pilots will 
give you a wann welcome. Please contact: Mr 
lkeda or Mr Marui, Aerosports Desk, City Office 
of Takikawa, No. 2·1 Higashi 3·chrome, 
Ninosaka·cho, Takikawa·shi, Hokkaido 073, 
Japan. a 

New BGA Stock 

Following the success of the Whispering Wings 
sweat shirts, the BGA shop have T·shirts featur· 
ing this exclusive design in sky blue, navy or darl< 
green (si~es M, L or XL) at £6.35 including 
p&p. 

Keep the sun out of your eyes with one of the 
new white baseball caps decorated with a darl< 
blue single glider design. From the BGA shop at 
£3 including p&p and shown in the photograph 
above with the T·shirts. 

A Must for 
French Mountain Flying 

A map showing all the areas of potential danger 
in the southern French Alps has been published 
by the authorities in the Alpes de Haute Pro· 
vence. Essential study for all those who propose 
flying in the mountains of France, it is available at 
70fr including p&p from: Association Alpes de 
Haute Provence Sports Aeriens, Conseil General, 
Hotel du Departement, Boite Postale 216,04003 
Digne Cedex, France. 
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BASIC EXERCISE NOlES 
FOR 

GUOING INSlRUClORS 

The ever popular and 
practical 

KNEE BOARD 
The GB-3 Glider Kneeboordr with 
moulded back and velcro strop 
to suit th igh. Fitted spring clip to 
retain Flight Log pods etc. 
Functionally slim and usefully pre· 
printed with take-off and landing 
checks. Manufactured in long-lasting 
durable plastic. Glider Pilots Flight 
Log pods always available. 

BASIC EXERCISE NOTES FOR 
GLIDING INSTRUCTORS 
" Exercise Plans covering training from ob initio to early post solo. 

" Instructor's Notes giving advice on technique, training 
sequence and pitfalls. 

o Ideal for candidates preparing for the Assistant 
Instructor's Course. 

" Good Revision for all Gliding Instructors 
wishing to improve their technique. 

" A sound base for Club Standardisation . 

Produced in o 
handy pocket size, 
knee-pod formal. Flip over for 
eosy reference. Clearly pr i nted 

durable plastic paper. 

AIIITOUR 
GU A l'tLOT S rtYtNG LOG GOOK 

The Glider Pilots' 

LOGBOOK 
Cosebound Glider Pi lo ts 
log book containing 
sections for gliding 
certi ficates and other 
quali fications, previous experience 
plus space for handling notes. Page 
layout incorporates columns for Type, 
Registration, Holders Operating 
Capacity, Place and Type of launch, 
Time Flown and further remarks. 

ORDERS AND PERSONAL CALLIRS TO: 
Aero Shopping. 50A Cambridge Street, 
London SWIV 400. Just love mino!es from Vktorio Station 
to view two floors full wi•h everytloi••.g for Glider. fi>ed 
Wing. llolloon and Mocrolighr pilot;. 

Books, Charts and 
more Books in the 
Glider Pilots 

BOOKSHOP 
Aero Shopping 
hold a compre
hensive range 
of books and 

TllADE ORDERS TO: Airtour tnrcrnarionof Ltd.. ~~'-'i~~~~~;i!WiiiiiiiP.il 
Elsh~ Aerodrome, Herts W06 3AW. 01-953 4870/6064 f 

M:5IIIIIMiiMIIIililllliilititlilljlifiil .... 



BRENNIG JAMES 

THE BEST 
OF 
Brennig James has discovered that soaring the Sierra de 
Gredos ridge in Spain is the most enjoyable gliding he has 
ever experienced, particularly the challenge in marginal 
conditions 

When I flew to Malaga in my SF·27CM In 
1979 I could see the slope of Sierra de Gredos 
and its airfteld on my map. When I did my first 
1000km 1n 1986 1 saw a line of splendid cumulus 
along its summit from the north but it wasn't until 
last summer that I was able to explore the 
slope properly . 

lngo Renner and I each did a dozen flights 
along the 140km ridge which runs SW and starts 
aboul 50km from Fuentemllanos. The ridge rises 
from 6000ft to 8500ft and the ground to the south 
is 1200ft. There are only three problems - getting 
to the ridge, staying on it and getting back. 

The ground within twenty miles is unlandable 
but there is an airfield at Delta. just to the north, 
which may eventually be the best wave soaring 
Site in Europe At the moment it is deserted 
although it has excellent facilities. 

Usually a bit 
of a struggle which 
is much more fun 

In a southerly wind there is often an exciting 
combination of wave and thermals to get to the 
ridge and slope and thermals to fly along iL On a 
good thermal day you can fly from cloudbase to 
cloud base at 1 0 OOOft though usually it Is a bit of a 
struggle which is much more fun. 

The TP I prefer is Piornal on the slope. You 
need 9000ft of the ridge near El Almanzor 
(8500ft) to get to the Avila valley which is land able 
but sometimes considerable ingenuity is needed 
to get that height - I was once stuck under a layer 
of cirrus which refused to budge. I saw a series of 
cumulus fixed at even intervals along a line west 
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A map of the area. 

from El Barco de Avila. so Hew back to Sierra de 
Tormantos and picked up the wave system, using 
the cumulus marking the wave to get back to the 
Avila valley and fly home. 

Once I found wave to 20000ft near Segovia 
and Joined the ridge at the eastern end on a 
straight glide at 7000ft. and there was the day a 
series of waves from 1 2 000 to 1 5 OOOft got me to 
the ridge. 

Another way is to use thermals to fly to 
Mengamunos then dive through the gap north of 
Arenas de San Pedro. This is quite scary and you 
need about 12 OOOft before you start for the 
gap. 

Once on the ridge you must first identify the 
Delta airfield as this is your only funk hole. Nearby 
to the south are enormous pig farms covered with 
a shiny alumlnum roof which can be seen for 
miles. 

The ridge is fascinating with a full range of 
rugged scenery. You can fly very fast close to the 
crest in places but if flying west it is better to stay 
high because if you get caught behind a bastion 
you can get stuck while you work for a ctlmb in an 
area almost full of smking air. The ridge is very 
remote and inaccessible so there is plenty of wild 
life. lngo gets in very dose and assures me the 
little black spots you can see are in fact wild 
mountain goats with huge curting horns. 11 is fun 
to whiz along a ridge which would takt~ days to 
reach on horseback. 

I think Sierra de Grados is the most exciting 
flight in Europe because it relies heavily on your 
ingenuity as well as all your gliding skills. Several 
other Brits flew the ridge last summer with lngo 
and all were greatly impressed. My special 
thanks to lngo who found and explored this flight 
and encouraged us to fly it. ;3 

HARVEY CLARKE 

WOOF LE 
BALLS 
Harvey Clarke, the DCFI of 
the Royal Naval GC, reports 
on a useful device for 
aerotow ropes used in the 
USA 

D uring a visit to Soar Minden, Nevada, I 
noticed an interesting device used on their 
aerotow ropes, known locally as woofle balls and 
made by Woolfe Ball Co. USA. 

They art~ a hollow plastic softball, complete 
with holes, used in training - soft ball is a namby· 
pamby version of baseball. 

Cable 

Woofle ball 

The woofle balls have a small hole, just larger 
than the diameter of the aerotow cable, cut in one 
side and another larger hole, about 2in in diam· 
et er, diametrically opposite. They are threaded on 
to the aerotow rope. 

The aim is that they are free to slide up and 
· down the rope. The Test rings are attached using 
a knot very close to the rings. 

The woofle ball stops the flicking to and fro of 
the cable end and during the approach and land
ing it lifts the cable end level with the tug, protect· 
ing the glider end and rings from abrasion during 
landing. 

lt seemed a good idea and we tried it at our 
club with success. We bought plastic softballs 
from Toys Are Us at Southampton at £2.00 each. 

~ 

Cllppl~. The CAA's General Aviation Safety Informa
tion Leaflet quotes a pilot's report in NASA's Avialion 
Safety Reporting System "Callback". He complains 
about a widespread practice referred to as clipping -
speaking Immediately on the keying of a microphone, 
thus eliminating the first word of transmission. There Is 
often a delay between the time a receiver receives a car· 
rier frequency and when it automatically opens the 
squelch so that the audio can go through. Cruoial first 
words of the sentence are sometimes missed or mlsun· 
derstood due to impatience in starting talking. 
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S&tt 
GLASSIC 
CHOSEN BY THE ARM·CHAIR PILOT 

This series of S&G Classics is now at an end
nearly. You will remember that as a reward 
for not printing any of his own articles 
amongst the dozen he selected, the Arm· 
Chair Pilot was to be allowed one as a thir· 
teenth, hors concours as it were. 

The choice was inevitable, if only beCause 
of the title. 1t appeared in the October 1964 
S&G (pp364·6) and Is reprinted here minus 
three unimportant paragraphs. 1t intrOduced 
the threshold theorem of speed·to·fly theory 
("Rule Two") according to which o ne 
chooses a threshold or critiCal rate of climb 
depending on the conditions and then files 
to the usual theory with this as the Mac· 
Cready setting, only circling If the lift 
exceeds the critical rate. lt was not proved 
formally until nearly twenty years later (S&G , 
August 1983, p 1 59). 

U ke all good theories, it keeps on being 
rediscovered, for example by Rene Comte 
(SWiss Aero-Revlew, 1972) and our own 
Platypus (S&G, August 1982), b ut it has now 
become t he conventional wisdom, largely 
through the writings of Helmut Relchmann. 

A is well known, the standard best·speed· 
to·fly theory makes several simplifying assump
tions which are explicitly stated. it is less well 
known that it makes one or two implicit 
assumptions, and one of these is that the rate of 
climb in a thermal is constant. "Nonsense!" you 
will say. "everybody realises that average rates of 
climb are being considered." But let's take a 
closer look. Suppose, for the sake of argument, 
that thermals all stop abruptly at the same height, 
and that we climb to the top of each. If we are at 
the top of the thermal (point A in Fig 1 ), then the 

Fig 1 Fig 2 

general problem is to determine at what speed 
we should fly in order to arrive at the top of the 
next thermal, C, as quickly as possible. If we fly at 
the best·gliding·angle (henceforth abbreviated to 
BGA) speed, we will arrive at B in the next ther· 
mal, and then climb to C. If we fly at any other 
speed we will arrive lower down, say at D, and 
pass point B on thew ay up. Since there is nothing 
better than the BGA, the climb from B to C is man· 
datory, and our problem reduces to that of finding 
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ANTHONY EDWARDS 

THE ARM
PILOT 
He that observeth the wind shall not sow; 
And he that regardeth the clouds shall not reap. 

An impression of the Arm· Chair Pilot by Peter 
Fuller first published in the April 1972 
issue, p92. 

the speed which makes for the quickest passage 
from A to B. via some point such as D. 

11 immediately follows that the rate of climb 
from B to C is totally irrelevant, and bang goes the 
standard theory. But wait! If the rate of cii mb from 
B to C is irrelevant we may give it what value we 
like for the purpose of calculating the best speed 
to fly (henceforth BSF). Let's put it equal to the 
average rate of climb from D to B, for then, DB 
being a relatively small bit, the "thermal" has 
practically the same strength all the way up, and 
we may apply the standard theory, and thus 
arrive at Rule One: 
Rule One. When each thermal is left at the same 
height, the best speed to fly between thermals is 
found from the standard theory, but the "average 
rate of climb" is to be replaced by the 
"anticipated rate of climb" at the boHom of the 
next thermal. 

In practice, thermals fizzle out gradually, and 
we know that it is wasting time to squeeze the last 
drop of height from each. Let us therefore sup· 
pose that each thermal increases in strength up 
to a certain height, and then becomes weaker 
again, as in Fig 2, where the width of the thermal 
indicates its strength at the corresponding 
height. Only if conditions are very weak, and our 
main objective is to stay as high as possible, will 
we climb to the top of every thermal (Fig 2a) 
because it is obvious that the time to climb a 
given height interval is least when the interval is 
placed in the strongest part of the thermal - to be 
exact, when the rate of climb on entering the ther· 
mal is equal to the rate of climb on leaving (Fig 
2b}. We may call this the critical rate of climb, for 
we will neglect any lift which is below this 
strength. As is well known, the critical rate of 
climb chosen depends upon the excellence of 

E CCLESIASTES, Xi, 4. 

the day. If it is duff, we choose the value zero, 
snatch at any bit of lift that's going, and fly be· 
tween thermal sat the BGAspeed; but if it is good. 
we choose as high a value as possible consistent 
with staying airborne (though other con· 
siderations will be advanced in a moment). 

Rule Two is now in the bag: if we fly at the BGA 
speed we will use the smallest possible height 
interval in each thermal, but it may pay to fly 
faster. in which case we will go a little higher and 
a little lower in each thermal. using bits of thermal 
of strength fractionally above the critical strength. 
By exactly the same arguments as before, we 
arrive at Rule Two: 
Rule Two. fhe best speed to fly between ther· 
mals is found from the standard theory, but the 
"average rate of climb" is to be replaced by the 
chosen "critical rate of climb". 

"If we are lucky we will then 
find that we are still hitting 

thermals at a safe height ... " 

Let us now set off on a cross-country, armed 
with Rule Two. Unless we are very skilled at read· 
ing the conditions, or are in a desperate hurry. it 
will be prudent to choose zero as the initial critical 
rate of climb. After working a few thermals we 
observe that we are reaching each thermal at a 
safe height and immediately finding 1 0 up, so we 
put the critical rate up to 5ft/sec, say, and fly at the 
appropiate BSF. If we are lucky we will then find 
that we are still hitting thermals at a safe height, 
encountering at least 5 up, but not much more, in 
which case our critical rate is well-chosen, and 
we can continue to use it until conditions change. 
But if we find that leaving each thermal at 5 up 
makes us arrive uncomfortably low at the next 
one, or that the initial thermal strength is less than 
5ft/sec, we have been too optimistic, and must 
reduce our critical rate of climb to 3, say. Flying 
between thermals, we will, of course. neglect 
anything weaker than the critical rate, unless the 
ground gets alarmingly near, in which case we 
will take the usual precautions. 

So choose your critical rate of climb carefully, 
stick close to Rule Two, and, if in doubt, fly a little 
slower than the corresponding BSF. It need hard· 
ly be added that the down between thermals can 
be taken into account in the normal way. a 
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There have been three fatal accidents in recent 
years to female pilots flying at or near the mini· 
mum cockpit load limit. The gliders dived into the 
ground (without turning) from a height in excess 
of 1 OOOft (above 200011 in two cases). Each of the 
accidents has possible causes absent in many 
other accidents. 

ASW·20 
The glider was being flown with the C of G 

behind the aft limit due to tail ballast being added 
without the cockpit placards (weight data) being 
amended. This was not a problem until an under· 
weight pilot joined the syndicate. 

The pilot was an ex hang glider pilot who con· 
verted to the new type with limited experience 
(less than 100 hours). The hang gliding pitch con· 
trol (the bar) works in the opposite sense to the 
stick in a glider! There are a number of possible 
explanations for the failure to recover from the 
dive: 

- In a stressful situation did she revert to her 
hang gliding practice for stall recovery or 

- Experience reduced or negative g before 
entering the dive or 

- Was the trim left free (unlocked) reducing 
control "feel'' and stability? 

The final speed at impact was calculated to be 
240kt (340km/hr); at this speed there is not suf· 
ficient elevator control to counteract the effects of 
wing distortion and certainly not to pull out of 
a dive. 

Olympia 460 
In this accident the pilot was small and 

lightweight although extra weight to bring the 
cockpit load above the minimum was carried. 
However, the glider is known to be nearly neut· 
rally stable in pitch. The pilot had flown for three 
hours in strong thermals and without her head 
being covered. She had 42 hours/1 07 flights 
experience with only five hours on type. Also: 

- Soft cushions behind the pilot, the reclined 
seating position and badly fitted straps 
probably allowed the pilot to slide 
fo!Ward. 

- Her small feet may have gone beyond the 
rudder pedals and it may have been 
impossible for her to get her feet back on 
the pedals. 

- If she slipped foiWard then backward 
movement of the control column may have 
been limited or impossible. 

In the dive the glider appeared to oscillate in 
pitch. This may have indicated possible attempts 
to recover from the dive. The glider broke up in 
flight (wing failure). 

Blanik 
The pHot was on her fifth solo flight and had a 

total experience of 71 flights and seven hours; 
she had recently had a severe head cold. 
Because of her light weight the pilot had to carry 
a ballast weight under the seat. lt is not thought 
that this could in any way have interfered with 
the controls. 

Although the glider was seen to dive vertically it 
had recovered to an angle of 20° at impact. lt is 
uncertain whether the glider: 

- Pushed over into the steep dive, or 
- Stalled and the recovery was over· 
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W. G. SCULL 

LIGHTWEIGHT 

Bill Scull, chairman of the OSTIV Training and Safety Panel 
(TSP), wrote this paper, " Recent fatal accidents to 
lightweight pilots", based on work by John Shipley, BGA 
Safety Panel chairman, who is also very concerned about 
this problem. lt was discussed at the TSP's recent meeting 
in Stuttgart with the aim of getting more data 

controlled, or 
- The glider had spun and that there was 

insufficient height to recover from the 
dive. 

The latter is the most likely to be consistent 
with the speed of impact. 

Conclusions? 
Subjective conclusions which are common to 

these accidents are: 
1. The three pilots were considered compe· 

t ent for their level of experience; indeed they 
were considered "reliable" in that throughout 
training and supervised solo fl ying they gave 
no cause for concern to their instructors. 

2. Most instructors (male over 1501b, 68kg) 
have no experience of flying gliders near the 
aft limit and may have little appreciation of 
how a glider behaves with the C of G near the 
aft limit - and therefore cannot advise 
lightweight pilots of the behavour and sen· 
satlons when unusual pitch changes are 
made. 

3. The possibility of a reduced g push·over 
could explain the initial dive. Also a sharp gust 
could be mistaken for a stall with similar 
results. 

4. The possibility of an excessive pull·up to 
reduce speed giving an attitude and speed 
reduction similar to, say, the fourth or fifth stall 
in a series of "stick·fixed stalls". This gives 
marked rotation in pitch at the automatic nose 
drop. The attitude and speed changes might 
surprise an inexperienced pilot. 

5. Having got the glider in a steep accelerating 
dive the speed would soon be in excess o f 
the maximum speed at which the pilot 
had flown before! Could they have dealt 
with this situatioo? None of the pilots opened 
the airbrakes to restrict acceleration. 

6. Once past design dive speed (VNE + 1 0%) the 
controls may need considerable force to 
move them or, (as with the ASW·20) it may be 
impossible to recover from the dive. 

7. In the Olympia 460 and the Blanik accidents 
sufficient ballast weight was carried to be 
within the minimum limit and was properly 
secured. 

8. There were no problems with the glider struct· 
ure or the controls before the accident. 

Possible Recommendations 
1. Use of thick foam cushions should be 

positively discouraged by all clubs and 
instructors. Publicity for slow energy 
release cushions to be renewed, also anti· 
slip mats should be used for GRP glider 
seats. 

2. Instruction before solo to be extended to 
include more practice of: 

Reduced g: 
Stick·fixed stalls: 
Recovery from dives (in addition to 
spin recovery): 
Flying at speeds up to maximum rough 
air and, where possible, up to never· 
exceed. 

3. Lightweight (possibly all) pilots to be 
specifically briefed on the possible problems 
and the dangers of flying at or near the mini· 
mum cockpit load with reference to glider 
handling and pilot perceptions. 

4. Flight without an effective horizon (IMC) to be 
positively discouraged for inexperienced 
pilots. 

Some Further Thoughts 
There is evidently increased awareness of the 

problems small, light pilots have to cope with. 
Recent conversations have shown other 
problems. 

Even with ballast some pilots still fly at only a 
few pounds over the minimum placarded figure. 
In some cases it is difficult or impossible to fit 
ballast weights in the nose. Carrying sufficient 
ballast on the seat may be a problem in terms of 
security. Ideally weights should be bolted in 
place; certainly tied in is not good enough. The 
risk of the weight sliding fo!Ward in turbulence or 
reduced g is significant and potentially fraught. 
The crash case precludes stowing weights 
behind the pilot. lt is interesting to note that in 
some countries the aiiWorthiness requirements 
demand a secure fitting for ballast weights. 

The final thought is one on ergonomics. While 
a pilot may just be able to reach the controls in a 
static situation will they still be able to do so when 
the glider is accelerating, say at the start of a 
winch launch? Small pilots really do need to ex er· 
cise their minds over such possibilities if they are 
to fly safely. a 
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WILLIAM MALPAS 

The idea that man might fly has gradually LOOKING BICK taken hold over the centuries, nourished prin-
cipally by three phenomena. The first of these is 
the spectacle of bird flight, which has tempted 
isolated individuals from time to lime into strap
ping on crude wings and leaping off the nearest 
eminence. Usually the experiment has had 
uncomfortable results. 

The idea of man-flight has been reinforced by 
widespread representations of winged gods, 
winged angels and winged men in sculpture, LAWRENCE HARGRAVE 1850·1915 
paintings and literature. 
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Hargrave experiments with box·kltes in Australia In 
1893. 

But to many people the most practical 
demonstration of the supporting power of air has 
been the strong pull of a kite when flown in a fair 
wind. lt is impossible to say how long kttes have 
been flown, but it would be as long as 3000 years 
in the Far East and since Roman times in Europe. 
Since very early times it is probable that men 
have been carried aloft by kites, either 
deliberately or by accident. and since the 18th 
century serious scientific experiments have teen 
carried out with them. 

The history of kites includes many famous 
names and we cannot do justice to them all, so I 
have decided to write about Lawrence Hargrave, 
because his wOI'k on kites was mainly motivated 
by the urge to invent the aeroplane, and because 
he introduced a new type of kite that was to 
influence profoundly the design of some of the 
early gliders and aeroplanes. 

Lawrence Hargrave was bom in Greenwich, 
England, and emigrated to Australia at the age of 
16. He was convinced that man would soon be 
able to fly and he applied to the problem his 
exceptional talents as engineer, as mechanic and 
as methodical and persistent experimenter. He 
kept detailed notes of his experiments and from 
1 884 onwards reported results to the Royal 
Society of New South Wales, which published 
them regularly. 

He designed and built a large number of model 
aeroplanes which flew successfully. some pro
pelled by "flappers", others by airscrews, and he 
POWered his models with a wide variety of home
made motors - clockwork, stretched rubber, 
compressed air, and a steam eng tne that was de
scribed by Chanute as "a marvel of simplicity and 
lightness". 
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However, his greatest contribution was the 
invention of the box-kite (1893). He was looking 
tor a kite with more stability than existing models 
and after building more than 1 00 different types 
he found that the passage of wind through a rect
angular cell gave excellent stability in roll, better 
even than a kite with a large dihedral angle. He 
also found that mounting two cells one behind 
the other gave g ood stability In pitch and, fu rther
more, by making the nearly horizontal surfaces 
curved instead of flat, the lift of the kite could be 
increased dramatically relative to the drag. Here 
is what he reported: 

"These kites have a fine angle of incidence, so 
that they correspond with the flying machines 
they are meant to represent, and differ from ihe 

The Hargrave box·klte design which appeared 
in L 'Aerophlle, August 1902 and may have 
Inspired the Volsln box·kJte float gliders. 

kites of our youth, which we recollect floating at 
an angle of about 45°, in which position the lift 
and the *drift are about equal. The fine angle 

A box·kite machine makes the first 
powered cross·country on October 
30, 1908. The pilot was Henri Farman. 

makes the lift largely exceed the drift, and bnngs 
the kite so that the upper part of the string is 
nearly vertical. A flying machine with curved sur· 
faces w ould be better than one with a flat body 
plane, if the form could be made with the same 
weight of material.' ' 

In 1894 at Stanwell Park, Sydney, he made his 
one and only excursion into the air, when he was 
tilted five meters by four box-kites rigged one 
above the other on the same line. 

Hargrave refused to patent his ideas, so his 
work was widely reported in aeronautical cirCles 
and universally acclaimed. 11 had three principal 
results. In 1899 he returned to England bringing 
some box-kites with him and presented them to 
the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain at a 
meeting in London. Among those who under
stood the significance of his work and profited 
from it was Percy Pitcher, who incorporated 
some of Hargrave's ideas into the new glider he 
was designing at the time. 

SecOndly, his box·kite was adopted for routine 
meteorological observations, because with its 
enhanced lift, larger and more complicated 
payloads could be carried to ever increasing 
altitudes. For example, by 1900 at the Blue Hill 
Observatory near Boston, USA, box-kites were 
carrying meteographs to altitudes in excess of 
3000m, a feat calling fOI' a steam-driven winch. 
The meteographs recorded temperature, relative 
humidity, pressure and wind velocity, so that 
tephigrams became available on a much more 
regular basis than befOI'e. However, it was much 

•Oiift in those days is roughly what we call drag 
·today. 
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LOOKING BACK 

The Hargrave box·klte carrying a meteograph at Blue Hill Obser· 
vatory, USA In approximately 1900. 

A box-kit e glider (Volsln/Archdeacon) on the Seine near Paris In 
1905. Reproduced by permission of the Musee de L'Air. Le 
Bourget. 

later that the significance of these data for the 
prediction of soaring conditions was understood. 

To aeronautical research the main interest in 
the invention of the box-kite derived from its 
Inherent stability. Whereas by 1905 the Wright 
brothers had developed unstable gliders and 
aeroplanes which they had learned to fly by mod
ern three-axis control , European experimenters 
were still obsessed by inherent stability. 
Therefore, many of the earliest European 
aeroplanes were based on the Hargrave box· 
kite. 

For example, the Voisin-Archdeacon and the 
Voisin·Bieriot float-gliders of 1 905 were probably 
inspired by a Harg rave design of 1902 of a box-

Some ramblings by Sparrow 

A Rose By Any Other 
Name 

Sun being a bit of a newcomer amongst the 
gliding fraternity, I haven't plucked up courage 
until now to ask a non-technical but, 
nevertheless, mystifying question. Why is i1 that 
the very beautiful, very expensive objects of our 
veneration don't enjoy the status of a name? 

Uke yachts, sailplanes are largely glass-fibre 
nowadays and tend to look like peas in a pod. 
And like yachts they are often syndicate owned 
and the apple of their owner's eye, No self· 
respecting yacht is without her name on the 
transom, even if it is only ''Saucy Sue" . 

So far I have seen only one sailplane with its 
own name, the rest being anonymous apart from 
make and model type. Is there some Freudian 
reason for this or are we all so busy flying we 
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kite aeroplane mounted on floats and driven by a 
tractor propeller.lt had been Hargrave's intention 
to test the design in Sldney harbour but the 
machine was never built. Both Voisin gliders 
were test flown on the river Seine near Paris, 
towed behind a motor boat. The Bleriot glider 
crashed, but the pilot, Fabriel Voisin, escaped 
with a ducking. 

These gliders were very important historically, 
because they were the first aeroplanes to incor· 
porate the Hargrave box-kite principle and they 
launched a classic series of bi-planes. For exam
ple, in 1906 the colourful Brazili811 Santos
Dumont was thought by many to be the first pilot 
to fly a powered machine when he made a hop of 

never get around to personalising our 
sailplanes? 

Along with striving for perpetual motion and 
seardling for the lost chord, the world has 
another apparently unsolvable prolblen1; one that 
concerns our two K-13s. Should you wish to start 
a lively debate at our club, just comment on their 
respective flying characteristics. lt's just like 
lighting the blue touch paper and retiring 
immediately! 

Of the two airframes, neither are new- one less 
so than the other. They are visually similar but one 
ha.<> mass balanced ailerons. 11 is how they fly, or 
are al leged to fly, that is the root of the matter and 
even our instructors and other resident pundits 
are undecided. 

One camp, with which I ally myself, maintains 
that the older alrtrame fl ies more easily and more 
sweetly. The other camp says "stuff and 
nonsense, they are identical'' and suggest we 
should stop biCkering and get on and fly. 

As for the objects of the discussion, I bet they 
have a good chortle at our expense when the 
hangar doors are closed! 

Six Minutes of Mayhem 

Some while ago I had the honour of chatting to a 
chap who, in the former employ of the King, had 
delivered unpleasant ordnance to the Third 
Reich. I use the word honour deliberately as he 
was a Lancaster pilot In the Pathflnders and has a 

220m in his powered box-kite, 14 -bis. Unfor
tunately for him, the Wright brothers had beaten 
him to it by three years. 

Hargrave had been right in 1893. In a letter to 
Chanute, he had expressed his g reat confidence 
in the outcome of aeronautical research: .. , know 
that success is dead sure to come." 1t did - just 
ten years later when the Wrights first flew their 
motorised glider at Kitty Hawk. The news filtered 
slowly into Europe, where despite general seep· 
ticism and some outright disbelief, it provided the 
spur to a revival in aeronautjcal experiments. This 
revival produced many flying box-kites, some 
quite successful like the Farman machine of 
19os. a 

meritorious record gained on more than two 
tours. 

Between tours. like all crews. he had an 
obligatory spell to instruct "sprog" crews. Time 
has d immed his eyes and his memory but in one 
matter he was quite certain. The time he spent 
train ing others was more terrifying then 
operations over the Ruhr. 

What has this to do with gliding I hear you say? 
Well, not a lot except that I suspect a number of 
our instructors may well prefer to risk flak than sit 
behind me in a K-13. 

The problem for this sprog is that the tug won't 
stay in the right place. it leaps about hither and 
thither until the gyrations and the bow in the rope 
reach epic proportions. At this point, "I have 
control" from the back seat reduce the stress 
level and cures the problem without too much 
damage to my ego. 

All in all, instructors are amazing people. Only 
once has my inelegant flying style caused more 
than amused tolerance from behind and then, 
after explaining my error, the instructor confided 
that he himself had experienced trouble in taming 
the tug when he learnt to fly. 

"Don't worry, It'll soon come right," he assured 
me. At the moment, though, I'm relieved that it 
only takes about six minutes to get to 2000ft. a 

Please send all contributions to 
S&G to the editorial office, 281 
Queen Edlths Way, Cambridge 
C81 4N.H 
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MERRI HEAD 

.RRI'S 
PROGRESS 

A 

Co-operative 

Effort 

Y ou've been subjected to my ruminalions on 
how I've tried to progress for a while now and I 
decided that pemaps a change was due. Gliding 
is a co-operative activity, and I'm fortunate in that 
my husband shares my interest. He, along with 
others has been responsible for shaping my 
ideas and has played a large part in my progress, 
such as it is. I asked him to contribute a bit on "the 
care and feeding of a gliding fanatic", and what 
follows is the result. I had hoped that he would let 
you into the secrets of teaching the principles of 
flight via sweet nothings whispered in my ear 
under circumstances unprintable in a family 
magazine. or the figurative klicks in my posterior 
administered with a view to getting me to fly in 
conditions which had me almost in tears from 
fright. I trusted him, and I knew that he (and the 
CFI) were right, and I launched. And I benefited. I 
shall let Derek discuss the impact that gliding has 
had on our life in his own words, and simply say 
how grateful I am that I married someone who 
can bow so gracefully before the inevitable! 

Derelc's version of events: 
For Quite a long time I dreamt of what I would 

do with the terminal grant the RAF was going to 
give me after more years' service than I would 
wish to admit to. How about a long overseas 
holiday, a rebuild of my trusty old MG B or even a 
bigger house? Unfortunately several years ago I 
set into motion a series of events. over which I no 
longer appear to have any control - the fiduciary 
results of my toils appear to have been converted 
to glass-fibre and put inside a lin box on wheels 
currently located just south of Lambourne, 
Berks. 

All this was triggered by an invitation I found 
impossible to refuse, a four month all expenses 
paid penguin spotting holiday just north of the 
Antarctic. My only reservation was what my 
diminutive American wife would get up to with the 
family cheQue book In my absence. In retrospect I 
should have given her two cheQue books and 
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told her to go to Harrods as I think it might have 
been more effective as a damage limitation 
exercise. 

I think it may have been the prospect of a 
cheap (it is in the RAF), time consuming activity 
which made me take Merri to Bicester in the first 
place. She was rather unsure for the first few 
flights, but then Terry Joint recognised an 
incipient fanatical gleam and fired her off in the 
Janus. She came back totally hooked. I didn't 
notice myself at the lime; however, next mor· 
ning's discussion in bed about adverse aileron 
yaw, began to give me an Inkling of what I had let 
myself in for. 

About three months later when I left for my 
holiday, Merri had already been solo and was 
eyeing up the single-seaters. Letters heading 
south to me were rather one·track.l firmly believe 
that if an H·Bomb had gone off over Oxford the 
only comment would have been about the ther
mal strength. On my return I found that the house
keeping money I had left had not even seen the 
front door. it was found firmly tucked away in a 
converted form between two green covers with a 
Leicester address on the front. 

As with any extremely enthusiastic person, 
Merri's desire to progress in gliding is substan· 
tially greater than other occasional factors such 
as weather and experience level. In the beginning 
a bad weather forecast would mean a Quick 
retreat to the local pub, before a one-sided dis· 
cussion on the vagaries of the British weather 
ensued. However after two years of tuition and a 
PPL course (remember Harrods?) I think she has 
finally accepted that her influence in this area is 
somewhat limited. 

A patient dissection 
of events will 

reveal the faults 

Continuing with this learning process, a major 
triumph was persuading Merri that throwing 
one's teddy bear into a far corner of the hangar 
after a bad flight is not perhaps the best way lo 
progress to better things. Rather a patient dissec· 
tion of events will reveal the faults and thereby 
allow one to learn from them. 

The one great advantage of increased know· 
ledge is a corresponding rise 1n confidence. No 
longE!f •s the long-suffering husband or instructor 
required to almost forcibly close the canopy on a 
near tearful pilot prior to a first flight on type/new 
gliding site/new weather conditions, knowing full 
well the fanatical gleam would reappear on the 
subseQuent canopy opening. An invitation to fly a 
new type these days brings forth little more than a 
request for a briefing and a comment about "con· 
version beers". 

So where do we go from here? The advent of 
the privately owned glider brings with it the more 
advanced areas of waterballast, flaps and flight 
directors. All these will need to be addressed and 
means that Reichmann will come out in deadly 
earnest to aid Merri's Progress. Who knows, I 
might even be allowed to fly it on the odd occa· 
sion (Only when it rains, Darting! - M.H.). D 

PLATYPUS 

TAIL 
FEATHERS 

The Seven Deadly Sins: 
Avarice 

N aturally, my sole interest in money is so I 
can afford to glide, and anything that threatens to 
stem the flow of launches or trips to Oz must be 
taken seriously. A few weeks ago my boss called 
me in and began talking to me about the amazing 
opportunities there were to be found in the world 
of consultancy. He's very subtle fellow, for I was 
out in the corridor before I realised I'd been fired. 
Nevertheless he was right about the consultancy 
racket. Wrth this change of life I had to pay for a 
financial consultant and a legal consultant (that's 
the same as an accountant and a lawyer, only 
costing twice as much). The first one had a plush 
office in St James's St, right near the Palace, and 
he oozed charm and reassurance and said 
''Now, Mr P, tell me all about it in your own time" 
and on his desk is this damn great clock, with the 
big hand marking the fivers and the little hand 
quietly sweeping up the hundred pound notes. 

The lawyer was even smarter - she operated 
from a little Victorian house in Fulham, no 
overheads - and charged £120 an hour. Two 
pounds a minute! We dealt entirely by phone or 
post. I don't know whether she fancied me but 
She kept inviting me round for tea, and I thought 
"Even Lyons Quickbrew takes four minutes, 
that' s an aerotow - and this could be an oriental 
tea ceremony- plus VAT- and I'd have to sell the 
glider!" I felt that anything I said or did in her 

Used in an invoice. 

drawing room might be taken down and used in 
an invoice. All the same I suppose I could have 
done worse than have a lady friend who could 
earn two pounds a minute without getting up off 
her sofa. 
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So I have become a consultant myself - and 
there are two simple mottos which are "the higher 
the fewer'', and "less is more". Have nothing to do 
with anyone below the rank of chairman or 
managing director; let them do all the talking; and 
send them a massive bill so they know they have 
beeo well advised. I'm hoping to get to the pos
ition where I sit crosslegged on a cushion for one 
hour at breakfast-time, seeing a stream of 
tycoons for ten minutes each. then my chauffeur 
can get me up to the club before the thermals 
start. 

Get me up to the club. 

The Seven Deadly Sins: 
Lust 

For male pilots it is well established that sex is a 
substitute for gliding, not the other way round as 
supposed by Freudian psychologists. The 
reason is fairly straightforward. Male pilots 
assume that their womenfolk (I'm talking about 
those men that have womenfolk; large numbers 
of gliding men don't want anything to do with 
women) are available for their pleasure at any 

---~ 
Waterballast In one wing. 

time, whereas the marvellous combination of an 
available glider and good soaring conditions is 
so rare that it must be seized, and everything else 
can wait. Bull wonder if the men don't assume 
too much. 

There must be huge opportunities for a ruth· 
less seducer at gliding clubs. Think of all those 
bored, neglected women, their men miles away, 
in mind if not in body. Now I myself have never 
stooped to take advantage, not even when it was 
unsoarable. I have to say it is mainly cowardice 
rather than conscience. Think, for a moment, of 
the consequences if you actually stirred a fellow 
member to a fit of jealous passion. (Hard to 
imagine at my club; about the only thing that 
would stir a fellow member to any kind of jealous 
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passion would be if you sneaked your glider into 
his place on the aerotow queue.) But it is just 
possible; then. imagine, halfway through the 
take-off run you discover you have 2001bs of 
waterballast in one wing and none in the other; or 
the elevator is disconnected; or you go into cloud 
and the terminals on the turn & slip have mys· 
teriously been reversed. You are playing with fire. 
That is why at gliding sites, in comparison with 
what I'm told goes on at golf clubs or fox-hunting 
circles, I hear so little scandal. (Or maybe I've just 
got cloth ears.) 

There is one small exception. Weli, it is a pretty 
big exception really, and it's called **•••~. I am 
told it is rampant at **•**•. Rife. Long before 
those terrible gales it was a rule at ••• ••• that the 
caravans had to be tethered firmly at both ends 
with steel hawsers - they didn't worry about the 
gliders or trailers, so they blew all over the place 
in the last hurricane, but the caravans have to be 
secure. I think the committee were more con
cerned about noise pollution rather than about 
the caravans getting loose and bouncing their 
way down the perimeter track in broad 
daylight. 

Caravans getting ioose. 

So I've often thought, since for the reasons I 
have mentioned it's not a good idea to do it on 
one's own doorstep, that it might be fun, on a day 
when my partner has the glider, to nip down to 
.... ** and make a few low passes, so to speak. 
But I know that with my luck and my character, at 
the end of the day it would be an emotional disas
ter of guilt, remorse and self-recrimination. 
Because, when the tom-cat crawls home at the 
end of that day of debauchery he will switch on 
the answering machine and hear his partner's 
voice: "Hello Pial, this is Fred at 9.00am. I have 
been re-rostered and have to fly a 737 to 
Frankfurt this afternoon, so the glider's all yours, 
rigged and ready to go. Looks like a 600km 
record day. Happy soaring!" 

Aaaaarrrgghhh! What have I done? What a 

Aaaaarrrgghhh! 

stupid, mindless waste! (Bangs head against 
door.) Miserable, lascivious wretch! This is your 
punishment; the Day of Days, thrown away in a 
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caravan with the blinds drawn! Where's the gin 
bottle? etc, etc. 

The moral is: men who are tempted to infidelity, 
stay faithful to your loved one. do not stray, for 

Do not stray. 

that can only lead to woe. That's right, stick with 
your glider. Take a cold shower every morning 
and go up to the club without fail; you never 
know, the Lord may smile on you and drop the 
wing root on your partner's foot. Your reward will 
be in Heaven - ie anywhere over 5000ft clear of 
restricted airspace. Here endeth the lesson. 

PS. My apologies to women glider pilots for 
leaving them out of this farrago. Researchers into 
this small but increasingly important group are 
only just beginning. Offers of information and 
assistance gratefully accepted. First-hand 
accounts ~referred. a 

SAI.PLANE 
NEWS 
- Wind-tunnel trials have been conducted in Ger· 
many on an ASW·24 fitted with the Fischer +TOP 
auxiliary engine, which is capable of being fitted 
in only about Smin. At 90km/h the additional drag 
created by the TOP unit was only 140gm -
astonishingly low according to the Akaflieg 
researchers who conducted the trials. With TOP 
fitted, the AS· 24's rate of sink at 70 and 90km/h 
was calculated (using a well-proven mathemati· 
cal model) to be only about 1 cm/ sec higher than 
that of the clean version - ie negligible for most 
mortals. At 115km/h it increased to Scm/sec. The 
comparison is of course only valid at equivalent 
wing-loadings. Thus, the "clean" glider was 
assumed to be carrying 40kg of water. Fitting the 
TOP reduced the best glide angle by 0.8. (41.2 at 
110km/h). 
- Lithuania is the only Soviet republic (if Soviet 
republic it still is) involved in producing modem 
high performance gliders. The last notable Soviet 
type was the LAK 9, first seen at the 1976 World 
Championships in Finland, but details have now 
been released of two new types: the LAK 8, a 
20.6m side-by-side two-seater with a claimed 
best glide angle of 42, and the LAK 15, a 25.6m 
single-seater designed to rival the Nimbus 3 and 
ASW-22-, for which 1 :59 is claimed Lithuania 
hosted the 1989 Baltic Cup, and pilots from all 
the Scandinavian countries were given a very 
warm welcome 
Max Bishop a 
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T his is an account of the real1sation of an ambi
tion by Lou Frank to achieve a Gold distance 
flight in the syndicate T-21 based at Husbands 
Bosworth airfield. I was just fortunate enough to 
be there at the right time. 

Now, as we all know, all Gold record attempts 
are preceded by weeks of metiCulous planning 
and preparation so that all eventualities are 
catered for and the glider is in absolutely top con
dition and race prepared with the best instrumen
tation for the task. That's how it should be!! In this 
particular case. the preparation consisted of 
Lou's tremendous enthusiasm and a forAC.ast of a 
strong north-easterly unstable air mass moving 
over the country. 

The day started as far as I was concerned with 
a good hearty breakfast and mugs of tea, whilst 1 
perused the paper and decided what sort of day it 
would be, not having seen the weather forecast 
because of an urgent commitment at the club bar 
the previous night. 

Threw the basic flying 
equipment Into the car and 

set off for the club 

Having decided it was a flying day, I threw the 
basic flying eqUipment. ie sunglasses, sunhat 
and some money, into the car and set off for the 
club. Having madesurethere were sufficient tugs 
for the day's flying,! had a coffee and started to 01 
the 1&28 In which I had a share. 

lt was at this point, 1e about 9.30am on May 12, 
1984 that th ings started moving when Lou 
rushed up and said 11What do you think you 
are doing?" 

" DI'ing the glider" I said. "Don't mess about 
with that - we are going to Plymouth in the T-21" 
came the reply. "Oh" said I, closing the canopy 
and disconnecting the battery and following Lou. 
"Who's retrieving?" I asked. "Don't know yet but 
we'll get someone" I was told. "Let's get it 
rigged." 

Enlisting the help of some volunteers from the 
clubhouse, we rigged the gleaming re-profiled 
T-21 and Lou gave it a good Dl whilst I went and 
filled the car with fuel, got as much warm clothing 
as possible from home and hitched up the trailer. 

By this time it was about T 0.30am and Lou had 
persuaded Roger Goodman he didn't really want 
to fly the K-8 but would much prefer to drive down 
to Plymouth and re1rieve the T-21 and crew!! 

The meticulous preparation was over. On to 
the launch point, dressed up like something from 
"Scott of the Antartic'', we got into the glider with 
provisions and were away at t 1.1 Sam. Lou 
pulled off at 1 500ft in strong lift and we dimbed 
away at about 10 on the green ball. (I believe it 
was in ft/min but it wasn't important because the 
speed to fly scale was missing.) 

At 5500ft asl we were off on track. Actually at 
this point we could not have got back to the air· 
field if we had wanted to because the wind at this 
height was about 30kl 

Anyway, we were committed and Roger 
radio'ed to say that he was rolling and woo!d try 
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NORMAN JAMES 

300KM 
AT-21!!! 

Lou Frank became quite a legend In the 
1970sand 1980s with his T-21 flights and 
two were written up for S&G by syndicate 
member Norman James. But we never 
got them! However, when Nonnan was 
clearing out his garage this spring he 
found them with the photographs and 
maps, plus an Introduction by Lou. They 
are such a good read we are pleased to 
publish them, starting with this amazing 
310km flight to Devon. 

At the time Lou wrote: .. For over 20 
years I have crusaded against the myth 
that gliding Is an expensive sport - even 
the syndicated cost of a modest glass 
glider Is enough to frighten off many 
would·be participants. When seven 
Coventry GC members teamed up to buy 
our T·21 a number of years ago it cost us 
around £100 each. Since then we have 
ftown well over 20000 cross-country 
kilometres (many flights In excess of 
200km) and have probably had more fun 
per hour than most pilots. This Is our first 
300km - but probably not the last. We 
hope this will Inspire more pilots to go 
balloon racing In vintage gliders!" 

lt certainly had this effect on Nonnan 
who has made a name for himself with 
some extraordinary flights In his 1\ltor to 
win the Flrth Vlc:k&r$ trophy for coming 
second on last season's National Open 
I.Jtdder. He has promised to write us an 
article about this but first we can relive his 
experiences with Lou. The second flight 
was to the Isle of Wlght. 

to keep in contact. "You have control" said Loo. 
" You can get the feel of it and settle down". 1 had 
flown the T-21 before but the crisp rate of roll and 
critical flying speed always takes one by surprise 
for a moment "Head tor that big cloud over 
Rugby masts" instructed Lou, which I duly did. 
As we approadled the point where 1 would 
expect the lift to start, the red ball on the rapid 
reacting Cosim vario started to come down. 
When it reached the bottom it stopped but the 
green ball didn'1 move. "We'll tum then" said Lou, 
at the same time striking the vario with a blow of 
which any karate expert would have been proud. 
The green ball went up. "Sticks a bit" said Lou, 
"but you will get used to it - fty with you bum" , 
"OK" said I. thinking to myself this is gotng to be a 
fun flight 

The lift was good and regular and we were 
operating between about 3500ft and SOOOft asl 
w here the airways would permit; we were over 
Gaydon airfield In no time at all. Lou got oot his 

tape recorder and told it that the lift was good and 
visibility absolutely superb. We contacted Roger 
in the retrieve car and found that he was already 
close behind us. 

At this point 1 should explain that Lou had an 
aversion to left hand thermals, so part of my brief· 
ing was that I sat in the left hand seat and took left 
hand therrnals Wh1le Lou would take right hand 
therrnals. 

We were making good progress over the 
ground with plenty of good thermals and a strong 
wind. We dec1de that with the wind probably hav
ing more of an easterly component, the further 
south we went we would track in a more 
southerly direction to allow tor the drift. 

The conditions were still supertJ as we passed 
close to Enstone where we saw gliders on the 
grid waiting for a competition launch. We 
contacted Roger and found that he was still close 
behind. We flew over Little Rissington and on 
towards Cirencester. Approaching Kemble air· 
field we spotted two RAF motor gliders obviously 
on a training mission. We cruised on at our best 
inter-thermal speed of 38kt (some say it should 
only be 37kt) when suddenly on our port side 
was one of the motor gliders flying alongside with 
the pilot waving. 1t was interesting to note that 
although we were cruising, the motor glider 
appeared to be about to stall. I could just imagine 
the instruc1or saying to his pupil "When I was a 
lad we used to train In those aircraft - that was 
real flying". Then with a typical RAF flourish, he 
was gone. 

Lou decided that we should 
park and wait for the 

good weather to catch us up 

There were several gliders flying in the area, 
probably out of Hullavinglon. The cloudbase was 
still about 450011, but there was no1 much sun on 
the ground ahead. Lou decided that we should 
pai"K and wait for the good weather to catch us 
up. Now this is a technique which I had not come 
up against before but it consisted of climbing 
slowly In good lift and waiting for the weather to 
break. An interesting fact showed itself -althoogh 
we were travelling up wind, we were still going 
over the ground downwind. Chippenham was 
underneath but we couldn't see Bath which was 
only about 1 2 miles away. 

We could see some sun alhead and decided to 
press on. Over Bath we got some lift but it wasn't 
as good and ahead looked very dark and mui"Ky. 
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300KM IN A T-21 !!! 

We drifted on, things not looking very promising. 
There were no defined clouds, little or no sun on 
the ground, a little bit of lift here and there, nothing 
solid, and we were losing heighll! Close to Wells 
al 1500ft it was very Quiet in the cockpit. Lou was 
flying and searching for any lift, while I was pick
ing suitable fields. 

Suddenly Lou cursed and the T·21 swung into 
a right turn. 11 must have been lift, and yes we 
were going up at 1 0 on the green ball - elation. 
We climbed for about 500ft and Lou said "Have 
you got a fix on our position? I replied "Yes that 
television mast gives a good fix". "What mast?", 
asked Lou. "The one we are alongside'' I 
explained. "Good grief, I thought that was a 
straight white road" came the astonished reply. 
We were by then level with the top of ill 

Established again but cloudbase was now 
barely 4000ft which wasn't much for a T-21. We 
tiptoed on and could see Taunton in the distance. 
Taunton came up and there were some more 
patches of sunlight on the ground but we were 
struggling for survival in scrappy lift. We could 
see North Hill but were down to 1400ft and it was 
doubt1ul if we could make it, so we decided to 
burn our boats and go for the sun. 11 worked and 
we were climbing again. 

Airborne for about 3 V2hrs 
the cold was soaking 
slowly into the body 

Conditions were improving and if we could 
stay airborne we had a chance. We had been air
borne for about 3Ylhrs and estimated the tem
perature at this level to be between - 7 to -1 0°C 
which gradually soaked into the body. it also 
made me wish that I hadn't drunk so much lea at 
breakfast time. 

Navigation became easy - just follow the 
motorway until we got there. 

A good cloud north of Exeter took us into cloud 
and we set off again at 4000ft. The south coast 
was now clearly visible and so was the high 
ground over Dartmoor so we decided that a more 
southerly route would be prudent. 

Cloudbase was only 3500fl but as the clouds 
were more clearly defined we pressed on. New· 
ton Abbot came up and we could clearly see Tor
bay. At 3000ft I asked Lou if he had the final glide 
calculator. " Can you see Plymouth?" came the 
reply. "Not yet". ''Then we can't get there" I was 
told. We pressed on. The physical pain from my 
excess tea drinking in the morning was now get
ting Quite severe but I decide that I could make it if 
conditions stayed good. 

lvybridge and climbing with only ten miles to 
go - we were going to make it! As we reached 
3000ft it started to snow - we were very cold but 
the elation of being so close to the goal put the 
pain into the background. A gentle final glide and 
we reached Plymouth with 1500ft to spare. 
Absolute elation. We then had to look for a place 
to land, having been refused permission at 
Roborough airfield three days earlier as we didn't 
have radios. We climbed over Plymouth looking 
for a likely landing spot. 
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Above: Norman took time off navigating to 
photograph Lou at the cont rols. 

After some discussion we decided that a field 
in the centre of Plymouth with a cricket pitch 
offered a good spot. We circled around and lined 
up for landing directly into wind. lt was a steep 
approach with the strong wind, then over the 
hedge and we stopped with hardly any ground 
roll, which was fortunate because about20 yards 
further on the ground sloped away at about 20". 
We had made it. Central Park, Plymouth. a Gold 
distance and Diamond goal in a T-21 . People 
gathered round and we were looked on with 
some curiosity, especially the way we were 
dressed, but everyone including the police were 
very helpful and we were soon drinking mugs of 
hot tea. We had a tremendous feeling of elation 
and incredibly Roger arrived with the trailer within 
20 minutes of us landing - a further incredible 
feat since we had lost radio contact with him 
since Bath. 11:11 

Below: The start of the adventure - wrapped 
up and waiting for the launch. On the right , 
Norman relaxes after the flight . 
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1. The eye. 

e are probably more consc1ous of our 
physical than psychological drawbacks. The 
body is not the right shape, parts of it aren't as 
big/small as we might like; perhaps we aren't as 
handsome or as pretty as we feel we deserve. 
Quite apart from such largely irrelevant "faults", 
there are definite physical limitations that come 
built into the human package. The eye has its 
share of these, as does the brain behind it. The 
basic structure of the eye is shown in picture 1. 
The brain was " illustrated" in the previous article 
- April issue, p72. 

Light enters the eye via the iris- which controls 
the amount of light that passes through the lens
to be focussed on the retina inside. A small por· 
lion of the retina, the fovea, is especially sensitive. 
Close by is the area where the optic nerve which 
carries information to the brain enters the eye. 
This is the blind spot. Any image small enough to 
fall into this area is invisible. The eye is rarely still 
and even a small image is highly unlikely to fall 
consistently on this spot. The overlapping view· 
points offered by binocular vision also enable the 
brain to "smooth over" any discrepancies. 

Our field of vision is quite large (see picture 2). 
though gazing straight ahead it extends slightly 
further sideways than up and down. Within this 
slightly flattened cone the yellow area represents 
where our vision is most acute and stereoscopic. 
it becomes progressively mono and less acute as 
we move out towards the boundaries of the cone 
- where it fades out completely. The peripheral 
area (which is actually quite large} is good at 
detecting movement but not detail nor small 
objects a long way away- or those which are sur· 
reptitiously increasing in size! Couple this with 
the blind spots of gliders (see picture 3) and it is 
clear that good lookout requires a lot more than 
just looking straight ahead! 

One of the most remarkable things about the 
eye/brain is the staggering volume of information 
that enters the system and is almost instantly 
understood. We take this completely for granted, 
but the true complexity of the process has only 
become obvious during attempts to make com
puters do the same thing. Exactly how the brain 
processes the information from the eye is not well 
understood, but it is adept at producing com· 

11. Coming at you! Image size. 

prehensible results, often on the basis of minimal 
information As a result quite a lot of what you see 
has probably been made up. 

Any limitations are not design errors but excel· 
lent adaptation to deal with relatively slow moving 
objects at ground level and quite short range: ie 
not ideally suited to an aerial environment - par· 
ticularly one full of fast moving objects. No tiger 
on earth can jump into your lap at 450kt plus from 
15 miles away, but a jet aircraft certainly can. 
Even other gliders may be whizzing around at 
speeds relative to you approaching 200kt. In 
addition, all this aerial hardware is flown by 
people with a similar biological background to 
yourself. 

As you might expect, birds are better adapted 
to being up in the air. The eyesight of predatory 
birds is particularly acute. The central portion of a 
vulture's field of vision is magnified several times, 
for example. 

The most obvious point about good lookout is 
the necessity to both look and "see" in the right 
places, at the right times. Anything (however 
necessary) which slows lookout, such as gazing 
enraptured at the vario. shortens the time avail· 
able for you to appreciate if you need to take any 
avoiding action, and if so, what!? 

Clearly (and literally), for an object to be visible 
it must stand out from the background. it can do 
this by being a different colour (military aircraft 
are camouflaged to provide as little colour con· 
trast as possible): or it can be any colour and 
brighter or darker If the brightness contrast is 
high. an object may easily be hidden from you in a 
pool of shadow. For example, on a bright clear 
and sunny day, your airtield may be lost in a cloud 
shadow, whereas under complete overcast it 
would have been pertectly visible! If brightness 
contrast is too low, as on a very hazy day, (or 
twilight) your eyes may relax and focus, restfully, 
on a point a few inches in front of your nose. This 
is called "empty field myopia" and is not very 
useful! In addition, if the flying object you are 
looking at is insufficiently illuminated or too 
starkly contrasted with the background you may 
get the following problem: 

Which way are the two gliders in picture 4 
going? The glider on the left could be either turn-

12. Countdown to impact. 

3. Glider blind spots 

STEVE LONGLAND 

A TIGER IN YOI 
Good lookout requires a lot morE 
ahead, writes Steve Longland in I 
In the next issue he concentrate~ 
conflict. 

13. Main area of scan. 

14. How to be ill. 



4. Which way? 

RLAP 
han just looking straight 
'second of three articles. 
'" thermalling without 

5. Vanishing point perspective. 

ing left or right, banked in one case away from 
and in the other towards you. The glider on the 
right is pulling up into a climb, but is it going away 
from or coming towards you? The additional clue 
to the solution of this problem is only given by the 
subsequent behaviour of the object. Time is 
needed to work this out. 

11 is important to know what type/size of mov· 
ing thing it is. This has always been the case. 
Millennia ago, creeping through the forest after 
food would have been your primary interest. Your 
second would have been not becoming a tasty 
snack for something else creeping through the 

Drawings also by 
Steve. 

fewer or none of these perspective clues. indeed, 
very often our appreciation of the distance of an 
object is entirely based upon prior knowledge of 
its size. In addition, what you see is coloured by 
what you expect to see. If what is really there is 
not what you expected, it may take time (not 
much, perhaps) to work out exactly what it is that 
you are looking at. All this time gradually adds up 
to a fairly sizeable pause before you are likely to 
decide what to do (and that takes time too). 

To illustrate the point about expectations, look 
at pictures 6 to1 0. The first is of an airliner. They 
are usually quite large. The second is a cloud 

9. Airliner in front of cloud. 1 0. Hand launching! 

forest. Finding thermals probably comes in the 
first category, but avoiding death by collision is 
most definitely in the second. 

Most of our cues about the distance and size of 
objects come from perspective effects which are 
most obvious in relation to the ground. A small 
white dot against a blue sky may be a Jumbo at 
45000ft or a small, drifting fleck of dandruff. On 
the other hand, 'look down a long street where the 
perspective lines to the vanishing point are 
emphasised by the boxlness of the surround
ings (see picture 5) and it is much easier to tell 
how far away an object is and whether it is mov· 
ing towards you or not. In the air there may be 

which, because of its shape and density we may 
assume to be fairly large as well. The next picture 
shows the airliner behind the cloud. No problem 
so far. The next illustration shows the airliner In 
front of the cloud. Two possibilities here; 1) The 
cloud is smaller/further away than we thought or 
2) the airliner is smaller/closer. The last illustra· 
lion speaks for itself. If you look through tM 
sequence you may find you are no longer sure of 
the real size of these objects. and hence how far 
away they are. 

In the worst case. ie imminent collision, the 
only clue you may get is the increasing size of the 
object. There is a major problem here. A fast jet 

15. An ordered doodle. 16. UFO. 





A TIGER IN YOUR LAP 

15 miles away will be a dot about the size of a full 
stop. You probably won't see it! As it approaches 
you it gets larger, but the rate of increase in size is 
not linear, so at two miles away lt is still not much 
larger than a capital 0 . You will see it then if you 
happen to be looking in the right direction. At that 
point it is just 16 seconds away. This is not a tiger 
stalkin'g you at close range in the bush. it is prob
ably a heavy, extremely fast and not very 
manoeuvrable (whatever the manufacturers 
claim) piece of metal which might just have well 
have been thrown as piloted at you. (See picture 
11 ). 

A distant observer would see the countdown to 
your grand exit (picture 12) as a steady 

5 4 3 2 1 BANG!, 
but as the target you would see something much 
less agreeable 

5 4 3 2 1 BANGt 
In the last few seconds the image size 

increases with frightening rapidity. The object 
seems to rush at yoo. lt is a bit late to realise that if 
an object stays In the same place relalive to you 
and simply gets bigger then it is GOING TO 
HIT YOU! 

The cells in your eye responsible for sending 
information to the brain require a constantly 
changing level of stimulation for them to even 
bother to send a message. If, after the initial 
"start-up'' message no further changes occur 
(such as you shifltng your gaze a fraction or two) 
the cells' " interest" gradually declines and they 
go back to " idle". In an extreme case, staring 
(which is what most of us believe to be "search
ing" or "concentrating"- mesmerising ourselves 
would be a more accurate description) may mean 
not seeing anything at alii Staring is not part of 
any sensible lookout procedure. nor is diligently 
and methodically (and inevitably slowly) search
ing every square millimetre of the heavens. 

As if these things weren't enough, any scan
ning procedure has to occasionally include 
what's on the panel, and focussing on this and 
then outside again can take several seconds, 
always assuming that you spent no time at all 
interpreting what the Instruments told you. Any 
scanning procedi.Jre you adopt will also take lon
ger if you are tired, under stress etc, etc. (see the 
first article). 

As you are travell ing forward in your glider you 
need. to scan an area like a huge bowl. The most 
important parts of this are thosa on yoor level, so 
you will spend most but not all of your lime scan
ning around an area like a huge wrap-round 
cinema screen, as in picture 13. Don't adopt a 
scanning procedure that moves around this 
"screen" in loops and waves (picture 14) as you 
are very likely to be sick! Examine sectors of 
about 30 ° at a time, focussing both near and tar. 
Whatever you do, don't stare. Keep relaxed, 
moving your eyes quite quickly over the area you 
want to cover. Think of it as a kind of ordered 
"dOOdle" ratherthan a rigid pattern. (picture 15). 11 
the visibility is poor, you must refocus regularly 
on points on the ground as tar away as possible 
to avoid the dreaded "empty field myopia". 

Remember, you must look out before you turn 
and that when you are turning, the "bowl" you are 
scanning needs to be displaced in the direction 
you are turning. 

When you do see a flying object (picture 16), 
then obviously look at it more closely. lt may net 
be the only one in the vicinity! Lookout! E:l 
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T.S.ZEALLEY 

INTERNATIONAL GLIHNG 
COMMISSION RB»>RT 
Paris, March 23·24 
Extracts from the report by the BGA delegate, Tom Zealley 

Some 25 countries were represented with a 
higher than normal representation from Eastern 
Europe. For the first lime part of the meeting was 
devoted to lhe d iscussion of particular subjects 
in working groups of seven or eight, later report
ing back to the plenary meeting. 

Special awards. The FAI General Conference 
will be held in Berlin In 1991 In celebration of the 
centenary of Lilienthal's first flights. Special 
awards wi.ll be made for the best glider flights in a 
Standard Class machine between August 15 
1990 and August 15 1991 in three categories 
max speed round a 300\(rn triangle, max dis· 
lance (any course) and max altitude. These flights 
should demonstrate the progress made dunng 
the last 100 years in motoriess, heavier than air 
manned flight. 
Airspace and regulations. A working group 
(chaired by Tom) discussed the growing trend for 
national airspace authorities to demand that 
gliders should carry transponders. In the plenary 
meeting it was mentioned that there was now a 
drug testing programme In the USA for glider 
pilots. 
New equipment for flight documentation. An 
amendment of the Sporting Code for gliders 
and specifications for electronic batographs 
should be ready for approval at the IGC meeting 
next March. lnformallon currently in use and any 
other input should be sent to the chainman, 
Andreus Oeutsch (Switzerland), at least four 
months before the meeting. A proposal by Tom to 
amend the Sporting Code to Include certain 
electronic barographs currently on the market 
was accepted on a temporary basis pending the 
more comprehensive revision. 
Championships calendar. There had been 
criticism of the large number of gliding Cham
pionships on the IGC calendar and Tom had pre
pared a paper for IGC on the subject. Max Faber 
(Austria) chaired the working group and il was 
agreed that formal "Pre-Worlds" competitions 
will be abolished (at least in name), though it 
would not be practicable to forbid entry of foreign 
pilots to competitions on sites where a World 
Championships would be held the following 
year. 

lt was agreed that Worids will be held in "odd" 
years and Europeans in "even" years and the 
Female, Motor Glider, Junior and Club Class 
Championships will be spaced so that no more 
than two occurred in any one year The rules for 
Championships will be agreed 12 months in 
advance and circulated eight months in 
advance. 
Rules. A working group attended by Peter Purdle 
(the second BGA delegate who was also at the 

meeting with Bill Scull, chainman of the OSTIV 
Training and Safety Panel) finalised a complete 
set of IGC rules and scoring systems for Cham
pionships. Until now IGC has approved complete 
set of rules produced by the host for every Cham
pionshtps. The rules for Minden 1991 have 
already been agreed by IGC and won't 
necessarily conform to the new set 

A list of information to be provided by countries 
bidding to host Championshtps was also 
ag reed. 

T<>r Johannessen (Norway) pointed out errors 
in the record claim loons attached to the latest 
issue of the Sporting Code section 3 - Gliders. 
Ross Maclntye (New Zealand) is revising the 
Code and w!ll accept suggestions up to August 
31 , 1990. 
Motor Gliders, The 1992 Championships will be 
at Rieti, Italy. 
World Championships, 1991 - Mlnden. Ber
nald Smith (USA) said that the penalty for late 
retum after a *POST task would be reviewed after 
Ameriglide this summer. He mentioned that as 
many as 50% of the tasks might be POST. 
European Championships, 1992. Bids were 
from Russia Hungary and Bulgaria with a 
majority in favour of Hungary. 
Club Class Championships, 1991. This will be 
at Landau, W Germany in celebration of the 
Lilienthal centenary. The dates have been 
changed to July 13-27 with a training period from 
July 10-12. 
European Female Championships, 1991. 
There were bids from the UK (Husbands 8os
worth) and Finland ((Rilyskata) and the meeting 
voted in favour of Husbands Bosworth. 
Junior Championships. This will be recognised 
as a European Championships and held at 
Alleberg, Sweden, in 1991 
World Class Glider. By the February closing 
date 81 had shown preliminary interest, including 
one or two manufacturers. The deadline for 
design papers Is August 31 and ll was hoped to 
decide at the IGM meeting next March which 
designs should go to the prototype stage. 
World Badge. The USA has decided to imple
ment this badge (cumulative distance of 
40000km) within their country - tl was rejected 
as an international badge at a previous IGC 
meeting. 
Honour for Ann. Ann Welch will be the first 
recipient of the Pelagia Majewska medal presen
ted by Poland for outstanding women pilots in 
memory of their tarnous pilot who was killed two 
years ago. a 
•Pilot Option Speed Tasl!. 
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BGA & GENERAL NEWS======= 

BGA CONFERENCE 
This year, over the weekend of March 3·4, 
Coventry GC hosted the BGA Conference at 
the Crest Hotel on the outskirts of the city. 
This may be the last time tM AGM will be set 
around this format as however interesting and 
professional the speakers, it still doesn't seem 
to have a wide enough appeal or very much 
support. 

The programme was stimulating with a good 
range of lectures and trade stands. Nick 
Goodhart, still the current holder of the British 
National absolute altitude record (11 500m in 
SGS+23 in the USA) from 1955 and the UK 
goal distance and 500km speed record with a 
Skylark 3 flight of 579.36km at 90.7km/h in 
1959, was an inspired guest speaker at the 
dinner. 

He was a household name in the gliding 
world, in the British team for 16 years and fly
ing in seven Championships winning the Two
Seater Class with Frank Foster, the holder of 
No. 1 for all three Diamonds and chairman of 
the Airspace Committee when the foundations 
were laid. 1t was a great pleasure to hear him 
recall his flying days with such infectious 
enthusiasm. 

Mrs Goodhart presented the annual awards 
as follows: WBkefleld trophy (longest dis
tance) and Furlong trophy (longest triangle) 
with 704km, Lasham/Gt Yarmouth/Hereford on 
August 18 and the Volk cup (longest 0/R) 
with 617km, Lasham/York on August 28, Chris 
Garton (Surrey & Hants), both flights in an 
LS-6A; C811fornia in England cup (longest 
distance by a female pilot), Jane Nash (Kestrel) 
with 528km of a 650km 0/R, Odiham/ 
Dishforth on April 15 in a Ventus; Seager cup 
(longest distance in a two-seater), Barry Elliott 
and Robert Braithwaite (RAFGSA Centre) with 
as 407km triangle. Bicester/Newark/Ludlow on 
September 2 in a Nimbus 2oT; Frank Foster 
trophy (fastest 500km) with 89.79km/h, 
Nympsfield/Marchington/Cray reservoir on 
July 4; the Manlo cup (fastest 300km) with 
1 05.25km/h, Pewsey/Caxton Gibbett/MI/ M69 
on August 28, both flights in a Discus, and the 
Goldsborough cup (highest placed in the 
World Championships team, Andy Davis (Bris
tol & Gloucestershire) - Justin Wills was also 
2nd but the trophy went to Andy on the per
centage of winner's points; Rex Pllcher trophy 
(earliest 500km triangle by a pilot completing 
the task for the first lime), Sally Wells (Booker) 
with a 503km Booker/Sherborne/Eiy on 
August 9 in a Discus; De Havllland trophy 
(max gain of height), Graham McAndrew and 
William Wailer (Booker) with 27 392ft at 
Aboyne on October 20 in a K·21; Douglas 
trophy (winners of the Inter-Club League), Ban
nerdown GC; John Hands trophy (for 
outstanding support to the organisation and 
running of competitions), David Oliver, Lasham 
tug master; Enigma trophy (National Ladder 
Open winner), Andy Davis; Flrth Vlckers cup 
(2nd place on Open Ladder), Norman James 
(Coventry); Du Garde Peach trophy (National 
Ladder Club winner), Jonathan Walker (Coven· 
try) and the Slingsby trophy (2nd place on 
Club Ladder), Paul Crabb (Coventry). 

At the AGM Ben Watson (who was elected a 
BGA vice-president) handed over as chairman 
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AUSTRALIAN GLIDING SUCCESS FOR RAF TEAM 

Barrie Elliott of RAF Bicester and Jed Edyvean of RAF Brize Norton won the Australian Inter-Services 
Championships at Narromine in January, this being the first time a non· Australian team had been invited 
to compete. There were four ftying days with two tasks in excess of 340km. Barrie and Jed flew a loaned 
ASW-19 on alternate days. In return for their outstanding co-operation and hospitality, two RAAF pilots 
have been invited to compete in this year's Inter-Services Regionals. 

The photograph shows A If Marshal/ Sir Michael Graydon, president of the RAFGSA. with Jed (on the left) and Barrie. 

to Don Spottiswood with Chris Nicholas 
becoming the vice-chairman. Don paid tribute 
to Ben's hard work over the last five years. Bill 
Walker, the MP who has been such a friend to 
gliding behind the parliamentary scene, was 
made a life member. 

Phil Andrews, Max Bacon, Mike Cuming, 
Tony Mattin, John Spencer and Robin Worters 
were elected on to the Executive Committee. 

BGA diplomas for services to gliding were 
awarded to Vie Carr and George Collins. 

Claude Woodhouse and his Coventry GC 
team are to be congratulated on making this 
an enjoyable well organised weekend and 
Michael Bird for his professionalism as the 
conference chairman. 

NEW FORMAT FOR AGM 

The Annual General Meeting of the BGA next 
year is to be segarated from the traditional 
weekend conference structure and will be 
expanded as a single meeting in the hope of 
attracting as many members as possible. 

The AGM will be held at the Northampton/ 
Rugby Post House Hotel, which is right at the 
side of the M1 motorway at Crick, Northants. 
on Saturday, February 23. As there will be no 
requirements for overnight expenses and the 
venue should be reachable within a few hours 
drive either way for the majority of people, we 
expect a larger audience than normal. 

In addition to the AGM and an open session 
we hope to organise a session of particular 
interest to club officials such as chairman, 
treasurers, etc, and items for discussion will be 
requested in advance. 

Some members had expressed a feeling 
that the AGM had become buried amongst 
social events in recent years and this is an 
attempt to bring it back into prominence and 
to give everybody a fair chance to raise any 
BGA matters for a full discussion. 
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator 

POLITICS ARE A BORE . . . 

Well they are, aren't they? Everybody knows 
that if politicians took up gliding they wouldn't 
have time for all those speeches and wars and 
things. Mrs T. always going on about the EEC 
and how they are taking away the powers of , 
national governments to run their own affairs. 
What a load of old codswallop. Give me a blue 
sky with puffy cus and I'm on my way. 

Or are you? Have you heard about this ''har· 
monisation of flight crew licensing across 
Europe?" That can't mean your BGA certificate 
can it? Can it? Well you see these chaps in 
Brussels (you know where they have all those 
Europe MP things, or is that Strasburg?) reek· 
on everybody in the EEC should have the 
same standards and Qualifications so they can 
all have flying holidays in one another's coun· 
tries without any bother or argument. it makes 
sense, doesn't it? 

So you are not going to object to having a 
full PPL medical every year (costs a fair bit)? 
What about having a good professional 
engineer (licenced of course) to do your C of A? 
Of course you are going to get a proper 
certificate, not one of those cheap BGA things. 
This will be a pukka pilot's licence endorSed for .. 
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gliders. Think what an impression that will 
make in The Dog and Duck. 

If you want to know more ask you chairman 
or club committee member for details. The 
BGA have sent him all the information. Then 
perhaps politics will not seem quite so boring. 
And you may perhaps think the system built 
up over the years in the UK, that has produced 
some of the cheapest flying in the sporting 
world and some of the worid's best soaring 
pilots plus a safety record second to none, is 
worth fighting for. 

How do you fight? You get all the infor· 
mation, then you take up politics and write to 
your Euro MP and even your local variety and 
tell them what you think. 
John HoHand, chairman of the BGA Political 
Committee 

LUCKY ESCAPE 

On January 20 Michael Sesemann had his 
first flight in his new Ventus CT and at around 
2000ft with the engine retracted, he extended 
the airbrakes to test their action. The machine 
pitched nose down violently and the negative 
g was sufficient to force his head through the 
canopy. Fortunately he landed safely. 

Drawing attention to the incident in a letter 
to Dick Stratton, BGA chief technical officer, 
Michael says he couldn't account for this but 
when the Ventus came back from Southern 
Sailplanes complete with a new canopy he 
took special care with the harness before his 
second launch. 

Two pundits helped strap him in and one 
thought the shoulder straps had a "dog-leg" in 
that they dipped down from the anchorage to 
the holes in the seatback (it was an optional 
adjustable version), then back up again over 
the shoulders. 

''Tests showed" he writes "that although I 
was satisfied I was strapped in tightly, when 
someone pulled on my extended arms I had 
about six inches of shoulder movement with 
the seatback moving forward with my back. 

BG A MAIL ORDER 

"Since then I have flown the machine, ensur· 
ing that the shoulder harness goes round the 
head rest rather than through the holes in the 
seatback. Using the same test, I am then firmly 
held by the harness." 

Michael believes the sequence of events on 
his first flight was: 
1. Airbrakes caused deceleration. 
2. He moved (ie shoulders) forward and in 

doing so pushed the stick forward. 
3. Negative g pushed him further forward 

and up. 
4. Canopy shattered. 

NEW AGENCY TO PROTECT 
AERODROMES 
Although all sectors of aviation are growing, 
there are fewer aerodromes in Britain than at 
any time in the past 50 years. In view of this 
the newly formed Aerodromes Protection 
Agency will use all available influence to pro· 
mote the need for more, rather than fewer, 
aerodromes in the UK. Three aviation 
organisations, the Aerodrome Owners Associa· 
lion, the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association 
and the General Aviation Manufacturers and 
Traders Association, are involved. 

GLIDING FOR DISABLED 
In the February 1988 issue we reported that 
Robert English had reached the £15000 target 
for the Monica English Memorial Trust to buy a 
motor glider to give flights to the disabled. 
Another £5000 was needed to cover rising 
costs and later that year the Motor Falke was 
bought and operated from the York Gliding 
Centre at Rufforth Airfield. 

Rober1 tells us that the scheme "is succeed· 
ing beyond my wildest dreams". They give 
flights to six disabled people every Monday 
and ThurSday afternoon and the response is 
excellent. 

In fact Robert says it is so beneficial to the 
disabled they are now planning to buy a 
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second glider. If anyone would like to con· 
tribute, please send donations to Robert at The 
Walderneath Hotel, Flat 9A, Cornwall Road, 
Harrogate HG1 2NE, tel: (private line) 0423 
521383. 

CODE OF CONDUCT 
For Gllder·Aights Through Special 
Rules Airspace 
Present legislation (Rule 36(3)(c)(i) of the Rules 
of the Air and Air Traffic Regulations) permits 
gliders to fly in certain specified Special Rules 
Zones and Special Rules Areas without the 
need to obtain Air Traffic Control permission, 
provided they remain 1 nm horizontally, 1 OOOft 
vertically clear of cloud, and in a flight visibility 
of 5nm. 

Following recent complaints about glider 
activities in the East Midlands SRA, including 
an airmiss involving a Boeing 737 and a 
glider, NATS has expressed its concem to the 
BGA, and warned that further incidents could 
resuh In the removal of this valuable 
dispensatioo. 

There is no suggestion that glider pilots 
have behaved illegally in their transits of Spe
cial Rules Airspace, but there is evidence that 
in some cases a Jack of consideration may 
have been shown to the needs of other air· 
space users, thereby creating a potential 
hazard. 

To address this problem the BGA has 
agreed to publish the following code of con· 
duct for glider flights through Special Rules 
Airspace that take advantage of the exemption 
from the need to contact Air Traffic Control. In 
addition, the CAA is to publish an Aeronautical 
lnformatioo Circular which will reinforce this 
message and also draw the attention of other 
airspace users to the potential presence of 
gliders in Special Rules Airspace. 
1. Glider pilots should plan to route their 

flights through Special Rules Airspace ooly 
when it is clear there are significant advan· 
tages from so doing, such as better soaring -t 

THE shirt to be seen in this year is a TEE shirt from the exclusive BGA WHISPERING 
WINGS range. 
New for 1990 are T -shirts with this striking logo on NAVY, SKY BlUE or DARK 
GREEN, M, l or XL, and priced at a very reasonable £5.99 each (plus 36p 
each for p&p). 
Promote your sport by wearing our message, available only from the BGA SHOP. 

Order these items from 

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION 
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB 

or osk vs to send yov ovr complete soles list Telephone 0533 531 051 
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L e most satisfying thmg in the aircraft repair 
business is the knowledge that your work 
standards and (jua!tty control .m~ really 
appreciated. Well, we've built Chiltern on the 
principal of consmenrly high quality work at a 
reasonable price and backed it by a customer 
protection policy with full liability cover for both 
the products and our workmanship. 

All this has attracted the high grade type of 
work we like best, and as well as repair support 
licences for Grob products, we are also appoinreJ 
by Hoffmann, Scheibe, Valenrin and Tosr. all of 
whom were impressed by our knowledge of 
their products and quality mnrrol approach. 

Recently wt· were aw.uded our AQAP 4 

certificate by The Ministry of Defence, after a 
thorough examination of our technical 
knowledge, practical application skills, qualiry 
and cost control systems. 

Now, MOD added to our CAA, PFA and 
BGA Approvals make us the only GRP glider, 
motorglider and light aircraft rep;ur organisatl<m 
in the UK with ,11l these qualifications. 

It's worth bearing these in mind when you 
have a repair prnblem. We will recover and look 
after your aircraft and the repairs will be handled 
hy the sa m<" staff. using the same high standards 
tbat have earned us the~e significant awards. Our 
comnurmern ro private flyers remains undiminished 
and our J>lolls are at your service at any time. 

Booker Aidield, Nr. Marlow, Bucks, SL 7 JDR. 0494 445854 (works) or 0865 890517 
(outside office hours). Access and Barclaycard accepted with pleasure 

The best. 
And it shows. 

Qualifications 
fron1 the ground up. 

Lu;cnccd to repair .dl (.;n,b protluct,, 
.o ncc~sionJ trcs for )pare p;~n ~ liK 

girder,, motor g;l iders.lnd light airctlft. 
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CAA Approval 
N oAMR/286. 

MODAQAP 4 
Approv-J.l 
N o. JLHCOt 
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weather and a shorter track distance. 
2. Flights should be arranged so that the 

minimum amount of time is spent in Spe· 
cial Rules Airspace. Pilots should avoid cir
cling on or close to the runway extended 
centre lines, since this may interfere with 
aircraft carrying out instrument approaches 
or departures. 

3. GOOd lookout is vital at all times, and glider 
pilots should be prepared to initiate 
avoiding action notwithstanding their right 
of way priority. Gliders are not always vis
ible on radar and other aircraft, including 
commercial jets, may not have been 
warned of a glider's presence. 

4. Competition tasks should only be set 
through Special Rules Airspace after 
consultation with the appropriate ATC unit. 
Where a task leg has to be set close to but 
not through Special Rules Airspace, the 
ATC unit should be in formed. When poss
ible, photographic control point(s) should 
be established to help ensure gliders 
remaJn outside the airspace. This includes 
club level competitions, not just BGA 
rated contests.. 

WE CAN'T PLEASE EVERYONE/ 

Against our better judgment we were per· 
suaded by several female readers to stop 
identifying them in the gliding certiftcates and 
competition results by their Christian names. 
Since then, tw1ce as many women and count
less men have asked for the old style to be 
reinstated which we are happy to do. 

WORLD RECORDS 
Having failed to get a reply from the FAI to 
several requests on queries about world 
records long before our list in the April issue 
was due - we apologise to Hans-Wemer 
Grosse for omitting four 1988 records which 
had been homologated. 

They are all triangles in the Multi·Seater 
Class flown in January, 1988 from Alice 
Springs, Australia in the ASH·25 with his wife 
Karin - 300km at170.90km/h on the 8th; 
500km at 163.03km/h on the 2oth; 750km at 
161 .33km/h on the 1Oth and 1 OOOkm at 
157.25km/h. on the 11th. 

On January 14, 1990 they also broke the 
straight distance and goal flight w ith 
1091 .86km, taking off from Newman, West 
Australia 

In lhe Motor Glider Single-Seater Class, 
Waiter Eisele, W. Gennany is claiming 
trianglular distance, 1117km flown in an ASW-
22BE on January 3, 1990 from Vryburg, S. 
Africa in the Multi-Sealer Class Ot1o 
Wegscheider and Peter Eich, W. Gennany are 
claiming a 1 OOkm triangle at 1 79km/h on 
January 5, 1990 and a 750km triangle at 
136.7km/h on December 3 1, 1989, both 
ftights in a Nimbus 3oM. 

In New Zealand, M. W. Walker and T. Delore 
are claiming the goal and return with 1 260km 
in the Multi-Seater Class (Gliders) In an 
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ASW·22 on December 1, 1989. The straight 
distance and goal ftight of 1020.78km on 
January 4 in an ASH-22 has since been 
broken by Hans-Werner Grosse. The New 
Zealand and Motor Glider claims are subject 
to homologation. 

British National Single-Seater Motor Glider: 
1 OOkm triangle at 86.1 Okm/h by Angus Munro 
in a DG·400 on July 6, 1989 flown in Norway, 
has now been homologated. 
Rlka Harwood 

OBITUARY 
HUMPHRY ROGER DIMOCK {1906-
1990) 

Photo: Mlchael B ird . 

Anyone who has been acquainted wfth British 
and lntemational gliding since World War 2 
must have heard of Humphry Dlmook; one of 
the sport's most COlourful and delightful 
characters. lt is my sad cluty to report his 
passing in March after a steady decline in 
health. the recent death or his wife, Palsy, and 
a short spell In hospital following a stroke. 

lt is not possible to recount with full justice, 
all his achievements and exploits.. He was born 
in Waterbeach, Cambridgeshire, in 1906 into a 
farming family and trained as a electrical en
gineer. Fro111 the age of eight years his ability 
and enthusiasm were directed progressively 
toward kites, model aJrcraft, motor cycles, 
powered light aircraft and gliders. He teamed 
to fly in 1934 (Moth) and promptly erected a 
windsock in his garden to monitor the weather 
He owned a successioo of aircraft, including a 
new Miles Hawk (£:550) with his own 
conversion to a three seat layout and his 
greatest pleasure was in stunt flying and dis· 
plays.. His first glider flight was in a Primary 
with the Cambridge University GC from their 
Caxton Gibbett field. 

Such flying talent was soon snapped up by 
the Royal Navy and during 'NW2 Humphry 
found himself flying Swordfish (Stringbags) 
over the North Atlantic from Orkney. He was 
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well known for his skill, reliabil ity and homing 
Instinct in an era of rudimentary navaids and . 
for such aircrews, an average life expectancy 
of just seven weeks. He lost two thirds of his 
friends during that period_ Later in the war, he 
flew Spitfires from Lee-on-So!ent and com
manded 781 Squadron prior to leaving the 
Navy in 1946. 

At the end of the war, Humphry was 
instrumental In bringing back to his station a 
number of German gliders in crates; a part of 
the then reparation programme. These he 
assembled and flew at Lee-on·Solent with 
such success that "the powers" decided the 
whole venture should be legitimised in the 
creation of a Royal Naval Gliding Club at HMS 
Siskln near Gosport. Hampshire. As wen as 
being a gliding instructor with the ATC, he 
became a founder member of the Portsmouth 
Naval GC. This club still exists, now at Lee-on
So!ent, and amongst others, still possesses its 
first aircraft, a splendid T-21 . 

Following his departure from the Navy, 
Hurnphry and Patsy started a fumiture 
business, but !his activity did not prevent him 
becoming chairman of the PNGC in the 
approximate period 195CH958. During this 
time he owned various aircraft such as a 
Eagle, (bought from the late naturalist, Sir 
Peter Scott), Motor Falke, Skylark 3F and 4 
and a Dart, all o f which he made freely avail
able to his club. His last aircraft was a carbon 
Mini·Nimbus equipped with his own desig n of 
differential temperature wing sensors, as a 
form of thermals direction finding. 

Apart from instruction, competitions were his 
greatest pleasure, winning events In England, 
France and SWitzerland- once finishing 5th in 
the Brit1sh Nationals and winning the French 
Open Class of their Mountain Championships 
in a SWiss 18m Diamanl He was still 
competing after the age of 70 and was at one 
time reputed to be Britain 's oldest glid ing 
instructor. He held all three Diamonds badges. 

Stories about Humphry are legion. In Swit· 
zerland at 3000ft he found his retrieve car 
keys in his pocket. With all eyes glued to his 
glider from below, he dropped them tied to a 
piece of cloth .. Needless to say, they were 
never seen again' On August 9, 1958, 
Humphry, together with Peter Dav1es, flew , 
what is believed to be the first helicopter 
aerotow behind a Sikorsky S 55 at Lee-on
Solent. The towrope was almost half the length 
of the runway. Finally, it is said that, in creating 
a fire outside the control tower at Lee-on· 
Solent to guide some Barracudas home 
through the early mist, Humphry consumed 
most of his office files! · 

As an individual, Humphry was always 
dignified in appearance and courteous In man
ner. His knowledge and experience were 
readily available to anyone, especially the 
young; he was an unfailing opbmist, positive In 
attitude and always competitive. In later years 
he was occasionally known to be selective in 
the use or his hearing aid! An abiding memory 
of Humphry is of many a weekend with no lift 
and instructors lucky to gel a 15 minutes flight 
from 1500ft. Humphry would appear, dapper 
In a thomproof tweed suit, climb Into his glider 
and disappear aloft tor a couple of hours. No .. 
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Fluorescent Orange Windcones made 
in Nylon or Ministry of Defence 
Hypalon®. 

Flagstaffs suitable for Windcones sup
plied and fitted. 

Landing Marker Sets ;n bright orange. 

All types of Flags and Banners. 

PIGGOTI BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED 
Stanford Rivers. Onger. Essex CM5 9PJ 

Tel: 02 77 363262 T61ex 99545 7 (Piggot) 

SAVE LONG TERM 
WITH THIS 
PANASONIC 

E-SERIES CAR 
PHONE 

£199.00 
Jndudi11g Fitting 

'MINUTE BREAKER' 

A 24 second call 25p 
with everyone else 

l Op wrm us 
N 0 wbole or even 

half-minute billing 

COMPLETE RANGE 

SHORT/LONG 
TERM HIRE 

CALL NOW ___ _ _ _ 
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I NTAFACE 
:::=:S YS TEMS 

0256 840874 

C OF A OVERHAULS 
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES 

FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR 

JOHN SMOKER 
9ANSONWAY 

BICESTER, OXON 
T el: Bicester 0869 245422 

RESTORATIONS 
and repairs to wooden gliders 

of all ages a speciality 

SKIDS 
Laminated ash skids 

for most of the 
popular gliders supplied 

from stock. 
Others made to order 

FABRIC 
Ceconite Fabric any 
Quantity supplied 

LIFTIN' 
tl... 1 
B ues 

An impressive celebration 
of soaring flight, shot during 
the British Standard Class 
National Championships 
at Nyrnpsfield, England in 1988. With its 
brea~htaking aerial photography and 
sharp insights into the people and 
attitudes that circulate within the sporl, 
this 52 minute fil m will appeal to the 
pundit and nMicc alike. .. 

£27.00 inc p & p. 
Available in VHS and Betamax. 

Please make cheque~ payable to:

Aacdman Animations Ltd., 
l4 Wethercll Place, Clifton, Bristol. 

BS8 JAR. Tel: 
(0272) /44802. 

:le~· 
Please allow 2 8 
days foe delivery. 
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expression of surprise nor achievement was 
made by him upon his return. Gliding has lost 
a great man. 

God bless you Humphry. 
DERRICK BALLARD 

After this beautifully written obituary we had an 
equally splendid appreciation by Murray Hayes 
from which we have taken the following 
extracts. 

Humphry had been a pre-war member of 
the London GC and also ran a small flying 
school equipped with Drones. When war came 
he joined the Fleet Air Arm and became one of 
that select band of communications pilots 
(which included Ralph Richardson and 
Laurence Olivier) employed on second line 
duties throughout the UK. 

He was a bold and resolute pilot. 
accustomed to flying in all weathers with 
minimal navigation and radio aids. 11 was while 
ferrying a Swordfish south through the 
Highlands in atrocious weather that he was 
almost scalped when he flew into a mountain
side: nothing daunted he replaced the top of 
his head, jammed his flying helmet back to 
front over the wound and hiked down the glen 
to civilisation. This episode was typical of the 
Humphry I knew and first met in 1949. 

He had an ingenious, and some would say 
eccentric, mind; he experimented with thermal 
snifters and was one of the first to install a 
solar panel in his glider to keep his batteries 
charged. Back issues of S&G contain a num· 
ber of his contributions. 

But above all, he and Palsy were immensely 
kind hearted; their caravan at the Nationals 
was a centre of hospitality and Palsy could be 
relied on to produce a seemingly endless sup
ply of bacon butties and other goodies for his 
frequently all female crew plus any other 
callers. 

They were very fond of children and often 
acted as surrogate grandparents for ours 
when the exigencies of the Service took us 
abroad . . . 

GLIDING 
CERTIFICATES 
DIAMOND DISTANCE 
No. Name Club 
11434 Andrews, A. Midland 
1/435 Hurd, P. L London 
1/436 WM e,J. A Booker 

DIAMOND GOAL 
No. Name Club 
2/1802 Hastings, M. J . Oxford 
2/1803 Blows, L. G. Southdowo 
211804 /lJr<Yy. J. M. Buckminster 
2/1805 Jennett, N. P. Bristol & Gtos 

(in Australia) 
2/ 1806 WMe,J.A. Book er 
2/1807 Wrigh~ N. J. Avon 

DIAMOND HEIGHT 
No. Name Ctul> 
31937 KoMstamm, s, Oeeside 
3/938 Browne, R. A Humber 

1989 
18.8 
3.9 

17.7 

1989 
24.6 
18.6 
3.9 

17.2 

27.7 
23.7 

1989 
26.1 0 

4.3.90 
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3/939 li<}1oc, B. T. Culdrose 
J i940 Donnelly, I. M Deeside 
~,194 1 France, S. Soulh Wales 
Ji!l42 Wheeler, A. P. Derby & Lanes 

GOLD BADGE 
No. NI! me Club 
1420 Maslers, C. J. Banner down 
1421 B!ows, L G. Southdown 
1422 Williams, P. W. Dartn1oor 
1423 May,J. I. Bicester 
1424 Toon, A. J. Wrekin 
1425 Hibberd, G. P. P<>rtsmouth Naval 
1426 france, S. South wale~ 

GOLD DISTANCE 
Nam9 Club 
Hastings, M. J. Oxfol'd 
Blows, L. G. Soulhdown 
.lennelt, N. P. Bristol & Glos 

(in Auslrali<>i 
White. J. A. Book er 
Wnght, N.J. Avon 

GOLD HEIGHT 
Name Club 
Bonyan, Caroline Ken I 
Yates, A. A. Avon 
Masters. C. J. Bannerdown 
Strelch. M. 615 VGS (in USA) 
Wiltiams, P. W. O;:,rtmoor 
Boneham, J. P. Derby & ~1ncs 
Tayfcr, B. T. Culdro~e 
May. A I. Bicester 
loon, A. J. wrekln 
Stephe" , w . P. Borders 
Wrighi,A C. YOfkshire 
B<owne. A. A. Humber 
King, A. A F. London 
Pik-.. M. f. Fen land 
Smith. A. G. FenlanrJ 
Hibberd, G. P. Por1smoulh Naval 
France. S. SouthWaltlll 
Colliros, C. G. Yockshire 
Aa~rler, C. J. B. Dertly & Lanes 
IM>eeier, A P. Dertly & Lanes 
Cacruthe<s, M. J. SGU 

SILVER BADGE 
No. Nsme Club 
8280 StreiCh, M 615VGS 
8281 Mulkens, M. J. M. Cranfteld 
8282 Westgate, G. C. Covenlry 
8283 Aendall. B. w. Trenl Valley 
821!4 Kelly, M. R. J. Phoenix 
8285 Smith, Jean Bath & Wilts 
8286 Jennelt. N. P. Bri•tol & Glos 
828? Tayfor. D. A. Midland 
8288 Hogarth, T. A. D. Mendip 
8289 Saint. R. C. Avon 

UK CROSS·COUNTRY DIPLOMA - Club 
M<uoktelow, S. A Cotswold 
Turnet, J. P. Farnborough 
Endoan, P. w. Cotnish 
.JOn•s. D. w. f'um.ber 

IMAGINE 
Mounu in sNring, 
wave 1nd th1,./ flying 
in gl01ious Sp1in 

* * * 
• Join us for tailcr·m{lde holidays 

* F~mui~s or •ndi"Viduals weh,;orntt 

6.10 
4.3.90 
4.3,!)0 

22.3.90 

1989 
1.11 

188 
6.10 

16.10 
17.10 
4.3.90 
4.:J.90 

1989 
24.6 
18.8 
17.2 

27.7 
23.7 

1989 
1J .10 
0.10 
1.1 1 
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• Besinncrs and pundits ahkc wiU enJ•ly breatu· 
t<Jkong scenery in our Grou 1 09B 

* lru:>trument fh:;ng, cross-countfY, field ianding 
itlstrdr.~ on 

* Rel:;,x •n our luxlJiy private villa. witn pooL and 
experience the holiday of t 1 lifetime 

Contact 
Tile Sartons 01 449 9346/01-953·9689 

or Spain 010.34.65.796365 

GLIDING IN SPAIN 

June/July 1990 

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY-

Ret Glodcr BGA 8. Date " PlaCF/ No. Type No. ~ Time 
A!~<> a -

125 K·7 ~665 s 23.7.89 Old S3rum 69 
1058 P2 41.:1 

1-
126 Nimbus 2cs ~680 M 15.4.89 s""'~' 7t 

1430 

127 ASW·2Q. 

~·l 
s 1 5.89 Nr Os..'eSlJy 5.1 

1635 

126 K·IO 2678 s 13.6.89 Rhogos 43 
P2 4/ 

129 Jun.or 3505 s 23.9.89 RNAS Culdrooo l 7 
1400 

-
130 K·21 2817 M 29.9.89 Lon<J Mynd 55 

f>2 61 

13t ASK· 13 M 6.5.89 S.Onerfoeld 43 
~ 2.)0 

132 Blanrk W/0 8.1.69 wacaershare 35 
1000 Part\ P2 :lO 

1J:3 K·6CII ~370 M 24.9.89 Gam5tor. 45 

- --
t:J4 Slanik M 2!1.1.69 lltlgM h 4 1 

' 1720 P2 42 

-
1:15 88·1 :!8 1741 M :3.8.69 Wesl Grinstoad 29 

1430 

tJE\ SuperCl.t'• r.g M ·1.9.69 L ec--011'·Solent 54 
1755 

fi=--Serious: WJQ=Write Oft M=Minoc, N • NII. 
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S•Jmmary 

After seeing aho gilder's wing d fOp durtno lhe 
groond n.~n thE' signaller stopped lhc launch. 
Ho.ve .. -er. by t t:.~ Hm& the IJriver reduc&d power 
thcghderwas JOtt ·n 1he air. P 1 had takt:ot1 Cl)(ltro l 
and lr~ to reduce the roll t..fO<e tit• spe.d 
feU but M wa~ unab'e to pr~t the glider 
statling in. 

J1..st af1er rtllfeeajnQ from the tug the caoopy 1e11 
off. On reluminQ 10 lhe aitfield the pilot du1 nol 
lower the undercarriage. A waming was giveo on 
the radio 001 this was unheard due to the wind 
nu;s,~. Th.a glie"~r landed :.<:s~y.lt w:t:s la ter noted 
tt-e canooy bolt fined durin~ a pre·:•ous repair 
...,. too 1t>ott 

After t,.,...p un.succes:sluUy tooonract waveliff thle 
pilot decidt"<J to land in a tietd. The field cho9en 
w~s latge bul he tar'ICCt..1 across wil'd, wirhout 
land.ng 11ap and tailed to control hJaa.mpeed dut· 
iJl9 the approach. The gUder was subStantially 
dwnaged durirlQ the viotent groun c:tlooP that 
fol!o""ed· 

At 30()t1 th~ w•ncn cab!e broke. P2 handled lhe 
recr:Nery well and turned left to allow <:'flough 
room fOf an ~bbreviated circuit. During the 2 70 .. 
turn sink was ~countttrt~<d and P2 <tSked P 1 to 
lake over. P1 cou•d not pr•vent the glider htt· 
~ng the ground Wing"'"'· 

fhe aec01ow launch 20tarted notmally bul the 
glider bounced and the pHot aver corrected, 
Pt•lhe<:l tn~ nose do ..... n and h i1 thl':! ground 
~y. After five PIObuunt:::e'& ttte pilot ~~. 
bfoughl I he glide< back under COOtfOI and 
landed. 

- ---
After a nom"" \auneh P2 'OWiied 1he nose for 
release. As lhis was done en ~.u~usuel noise was 
heard. A~.all:sin9that 1hey hod • eabte hung llJ>, 
P I tOOl< Cl.l'll/tli.Hedlved towardstheairfieldand 
mvda e safe downwlrld la11ding. Unknown to 
tho ground crew, tile retrieve wtnch ceble 
M<! fouled IIH> airfra.,. ewer the wtng. 

This ground hanclfng acadent occurred when a 
c~ub rru:::rol">ef w3$ towin<) a K·8 to ttle 1aunch 
queue wiu·, a Hac!or. lJI)Oft reachifty Ul e &I'd or 
the 14ne h~ halted and wMed for the rope to be 
released. While doing th1S hf$ wet feet sflpped 
off the clutch .,_,and the tractO< turelled IO<-
ward. pulling the K·8 into another gtider. 

WtHie on finaf appr();J(:h Pt saw th<U o.inOlher 
gfiderw~ being winch launched oH the strip and, 
to avoid running inlo !he cable, started a 360 ' 
tum. Oun·ng the 1uro he alt(w..·ed the speed to 
decay <:'lnc entered a spin from &bout 150ft. 
The ghder- h1t th~ gruund ri9ht w•no first durirg 
spio recovery. Bolh 
injured. 

pilots wen~ l).triov.sty 

After a $IOW -staf1 to the winch launch. In calm 
cond•lil')rls, the wirgtip hc.!der let go before the 
pilot had aiterOC'I tor'ltr<>I.The left wing dr0pP&d 
and thepitotwasstowto-me- .By 
the tirne 11e r~.ased ttlc glider was about 3ft in to 
~he a•'· witt• yaw. w.u~ a low airsf~ the g:ltder 
lolfldea t:ea ... ily on its ncs(:. 

The pup,•wastandtf•y into sun and on toan uptnll 
~- He rounded out hign and the glidO< felt 
heovilyon to the • n3inwh~ bet ore P 1 coo-Id take 
ctYttrol. The tow ~L'1't 1..phill s!ope and a lower 
sealing poe.rton than nl'Jfroal, comoinet110 ci~tort 
the ~~t Pf'fCepfioo !Or the instructor. 

Wh•lt~ or. a 50km distan.;e id1errpt the pilot h"d to 
make a t.~d lartdinu He chose l:l field with power 
ltnes on the approa!:h, ~bump"' I he middle w•tl"! 
Crees straddling the lancbng path. t t&V'Ing d ean:ed 
lhe pcM·er- !~nee the p iiOI sel-ected full brake U'len 
stalted 10 from abotlt 4ff as he roc.tldf!d out 1nto 
!he up~lope. Se ... er al ber.er fie!ds ,n tt)e area a\la•l· 
ankl frCIO 1 SOCft. 

GhdL'f$ WfJfC P3J"ked to the leh o f lhe runway 
wt'llle !OW rope drop a.nd aircr~~" rec011ery took 
place to lt:e rigl't The t~..g pirc1 .o.pproact:.E!d '-''''~ 
the rop'=' still attact-.~d and c.allgt\t the end araur1ct 
thowitlgofaparkecJ K· 13wtuchrOCa<ed90". The 
g(idet wing was damaged but lhA tug landed 
t~afl!ty on the runway. 

a 
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CLUB NEWS===================== 

Copy and photographs for the August· 
September Issue of S&G should be sent 
to the Editor, 281 Queen Edlth's Way, 
Cambridge C81 4NH, tel 0223 247725, 
to arrive no later than June 5 and for the 
October-November Issue to arrive no 
later than August 7. 

GILLIAN BRYCE·SMITH 
April 11 

ANGUS (Atbroathj 
The high winds have curtailed rnuch of the flying 
w ith our launch totals wel! down on last year. 

At the annual dance and prfze·glving in Feb· 
ruary service awards went to Cameron Braid
wOQd (auditor), Peter Murray (inspector) and Alex 
Black (retiring CFI) with flying awards to Dave 
Porteous (club ladder), Les Horriblne (best flight) 
and Sllsan Burke (best progress). 

We are indebted to Alan Middleton at Aboyne 
for repairing our Bocian which looks well in its 
new red colour scheme. 
M.GD. 

AOUILA (Hintoo in tile Hedges) 
The annual dinner was a g reat success - many 
thanks to Bob Murray for his excellent organis· 
ation. The Best Ab-initio cup was presented to 
Stave Blackmore; Best R ight cup to Jon Crewe; 
the Most Improved cup jointly to Martin Lewis 
and Dick Williams [a clean-up for the Eagle syn
dicate!) and the Jim Wright cup and the Whoops 
award to John Rayment 

At the AGM them was a little Changed com
mittee who w ill have a critical look at the glider 
Heet. We had another successful skittles night 
in March. 
J.R. 

BATH & WILTS (Keevi! Airfield) 
Our old winch has been given a 3.5 litre Rover 
engine and gearbox and a continuous loop rei· 
neve system. 

Congratulations to Dick Yerburgh on becom
ing a tug pilot and assistant instructor, also to 
Gablielle Barton on his Bronze badge. 

Another Pegasus joins our private fleet Unfor· 
tunately the coming season is being disrupted by 
the resurfacing of the mrun 11.mway. 
B. H. 

BICESTER (RAFGSA} 
The following were presented with awards at our 
AGM - Dave Aknai (most meritorious flight); Max 
Kirshner, who with Mark Cntchlow built a beauti
ful winch, (hardest wor1(er) and Amanda Tilney 
(Ab-Initio pot). 

Dave Pefnberton has a Bronze badge and 
Robin Barnes and Nlck Pa!erson have gone solo. 
Bany Elfiott. CFI, won the BGA Seager cup forthe 
longest distance in a two-seater (see BGA 
News). 

We had super wave in March which is most 
unusual for us. 
M.H. 
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Obituary - Ken Barker 
Ken reoently died from a heart attack and we offer 
our condolences to his family. He played a signifi
cant role in the club, particularly as an instructor 
who gave great encouragement to young pilots. 
He will be sadly missed. 
Merrl Head 

BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgatth} 
We have removed a hedge and opened up a new 
SE/NW runway which has already proved 

, useful. 
Congratulations to Martin Brockington and 

.A.fister Mackintosh on their AEI rattngs. 
We have had some gOOd wave flying w ith the 

club Junior reaching 1 OOOOft on March 31 . 
J.G. 

BL4CKPOOL & FYLDE (Chipping} 
Obituary - Bill Barerott 
ll tS with great sadness that we report the death ot 
Bill Barcroft who died tragically on March 14. 

B ill first joined the club in 1967 and the follow
ing year reached the finals of the national "Win a 
Swallow" competition for ab-initios. Sadly he was 
a hay fever sufferer and his medications prevent
ed htm from flying solo. Nevertheless he has 
been our treasurer slnce 1969. 

He was the quiet force that guided the club's 
growth by keeping a tight though nexlble control 
of the pursue strings. At a recen t AGM he was 
presented with a rose-bowl for over 20 years' ser· 
vice to the club, and our present secure financial 
position is Bill's legacy to us. 

We shall all miss him and extend our deepest 
sympathy to his wife, Gill, and Andrew and 
Usa 
V. H. 

BORDERS (Galewood} 
High winds curtailed us on several weekends but 
when we've launched before the winds 
increased there have been some good wave 
flights. On March 17 Leoo Adamson and Ken 
Faimess (Eagle) climbed rapidly to 12 OOOft, 
stopping through lack of oxygen. During their 
43Aihr flight, with 2hrs between 10000 to 
12 OOOft. they covered over half of Northt...m· 
berland - no one else flew that day. 

Congratulations to John Familton on his Gold 
height and to Richard Horan and AmOid Venus 
on going solo. 

Our Bijave, re-covered and sprayed in red, 
white and blue, is looking very French. Our 
thanks to Tony Moss, B ill Fleming and helpers. 
A. B. 

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE (Nympsfield) 
Rer..ord breaking spring condi!!ons have pro· 
duced a 15 OOOft wave day with 90km ridge runs 
and many 300km flights. 

.A.t the annual dinner Bill Davis c.ollected an 
armful of t rophies on behalf of Andrew, including 

Club News contributors: tf some 
names have been left out of your 
~port or are spelt wrongJy this Is prob
ably because lt was handwritten. lt 
doesn't matter if you can't get to a 
typeWriter, but please print all 
names. Eo. 

the Club Ladder pot. Robert Hanks was best 
novice and other prizes went to Gordon Bishop, 
Dave Greenhill and Mike Philips. 

Mita Bames takes over as vice-chairman from 
tan Smith who retums to his wor1(shop. 
S R. 

CAIRNGORM (Feshiebtidge) 
We are working frantically to finish converting the 
winch from single lo twin drum. 

Our AGM on April ·7 produced a consensus to 
buy a tug for this summer now that the Falke has 
been sold . 

Our task week is from May 26-June 3 an d visit
ing gliders will be welcome. 

Ste--Nart Baxter and Alan Carnegie have retired 
as chairman and treasurer respectively and we 
thank them for their hard work. 
S.M. 

CU!VELANDS (RAF Dishforth) 
Constant high winds have had a dispiriting effect, 
but one gOOd wave day gave Gold and Diamond 
heights to three visitors and a 5hrs to Bob 
Little., 

Things are now improving with our first good 
thermal day completing Silver badges for Gany 
Mennell (with a 5hrs) and Vince Suttle (50km). 
Steve Harper brought the K-18 home after Vin· 
ce's flight, missing his 50km by yards at the end 
of the day. 
J.P. 

CORNISH (Perranporth) 
The recent storm "ventilated" the glider hangar 
and clubhouse roofs but fortunately didn't 
damage the gliders - mainly due to Tony Turner, 
Emie Hayman and Pip Phi !l ips who covered them 
in old carpets and nursed them through ltte worst 
of the weather. 

We have already had some good thermal days 
and a 5hrs on the ridge by John Shaw 
(Skylark). 

Our AGM in March was well attended with the 
trophies presented by Ruth Phillips. 

We have sold our Blanik and the new Junior is 
proving very popular. 
GAH. 

COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth} _ 
After expeditions to other clubs, including the 
Long Mynd and Dishlorth where Steve Crabb 
achieved his Diamond height, the season started 
here on February 16 with Alan Kangurs claiming 
the first 1 OOI<m 0 /R of the year. Since then !hare 
have been many cross-country opportunities and 
tasks are set every weekend during the season to 
be scored for an end of season award. 

The club's new Pegasus has arrived. Our task 
week is from May 26 to June 3 with 30 privately 
owned and club gliders entered. 

Rory 81is entertatned those not soaring on a 
gOOd Aprn day when he landed a Dakota on 
the site. 
D.L.S. 

CRANWELL (RAFGSA) 
Our new turbo Ventus has arrived after many 
teething s problems Our expedition to the Long 
Mynd at the end of March went extremely well 
We flew in therma!s, ridge and wave on four days 

SAILPLANE & GLIDING 



Mike Cuming of Book er GC sent us these photographs of the effect of the January storm on two of their aircraft, emphasising the need for more 
care when high winds are forecast. The Grob (on the left) was held down with haH filled water cans and the Puchacz, picketed with tyres, was 
bloWn on to the TA Centre in one single leap and held in place by the fin which punctured the roof. Mike said that ironically they recently opposed 
the building of the Centre on the grounds that "sooner or later there will be a glider on the roof. But we thought pilot error more likely a 
cause than wind!" 

out of five in pleasant weather and clocked up 
over 60hrs between nine people. 

Congratulations to Agnes Lawson on her 
Bronze badge. 

We are running a sweepstake on the maiden 
flight of Sieve Benn's rebuilt Skylark and plan to 
organise a fun competition for the May Bank 
Hdiday. 
B.S. 

DARTMOOR (Brentor) 
At the AGM in March the retiring chairman, Roger 
Matthews, said that we were in our third stage of 
growth with a firm base - a long lease from our 
president and improvements being made by a 
small band of keen wor11ers. Though the 1989 
launch rate was down, flights were much longer 
as we became more proficient pilots. We hope to 
increase trial instruction flights in the T·21 this 
season. 

Phil Jarman is the new chairman with Chris 
Matten (vice·chairman), Bob Hawley (treasurer), 
Jan Langelaan (secretary), Mike King (technical 
officer), Dave Mawhinney (site engineer) and 
Frank May and Karon Cortey (PR). 
F.G.M. 

DEESIDE (Aboyne) 
We have a new Puchacz with a second about to 
arrive. Both will be fitted with oxygen for high 
altitude wave soaring and cross-countries. We 
hope to hire one out from Monday to Friday dur· 
ing the autumn wave season. 

If interested in an autumn visit, and we only 
have a few slots left, contact Fiona Bick on 05055 
4382 for details. 

The season started ear1y with Alan Middleton 
reaching 30000ft and our tug pilot, Steve Carver, 
getting Diamond height in his first flight in the 
Sport Vega. At the AGM Kevin Kingsland became 

treasurer and Fiona Sick joined the committee. 
G.D. 

DERBY & LANCS (Camphi/1) 
We are flying seven days a week until the end of 
September with full time help- Fred Neat (winch 
driver) and Stuart McArthur (instructor). Recent 
soloes were by Chris Fowler - the right way up 
this time (her first being in Australia) - and 
Jonathan Thorpe. 

Chris Ramler gained Gold height and Arran 
Wheeler Diamond height at Aboyne. 

Thanks to our pennanent concrete fixings we 
didn't suffer any trailer damage in the recent 
storms. 
G.W. 

DUMFRIES (Falgunzeon) 
Despite the high winds, we have increased our 
launch rate compared with this time last year and -+ 

Below: Mlchael Dodd of Herefordshire GC photographed the club's K·6CR at sunset over Shobdon. 



Cranwell GC's fleet photographed In the early evening. 

The remains of Kestrel GC's Besseneau hangar after the recent storms. 

CLUB NEWS 

with the re·covering of the club's K-2 near com
pletion and a flying week from April 16, flying 
should be on the increase. 

We have more privately owned machines and 
our hangar extension will soon be finished. Our 
T-21 is having an engine fitted to give ab·initios 
and those on trial lessons more time on the con
trols on marginal days. 
/.Me. 

EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer) 
Thanks to Henry Weston we have super de luxe 
new toilets in a (third time lucky) hurricane· 
proof building. 

Congratulations to Sieve Barter (AEI rating); 
Henry Weston (Silver distance and height and 
AEI rating); Ray Brown (Bronze badge) and 
Sacha Beard (going solo). 
L.M. 

ENSTONE EAGLES (Enstone Airfield) 
The strong winds wrote-off six caravans, one 
trailer and badly damaged another. 

Gordon Camp, Larry Griffiths (who has gone 
solo) and Mike Somerset joined the committee at 
the AGM when subs and various fees were mod
estly increased to keep in line with inflation while 
the annual fall off in membership seems to be the 
usual 12%. But inquiries for membership, 
courses and trial lessons are greater than ever. 

Peter Bailey has bought a Speed Astir from 
Hanover and we expect to have a club K-8 to 
replace the K·6CR and at least one more 
Blanik. 

Ken Spari<es is expecting a record entry for the 
Regionals with 36 already, so hurry if you don't 
want to be disappointed. They will be an exercise 
for our hosting of the 1991 Open Class 
Nationals. 
R.J.P-8. 

GRAMPIAN (Nr Laurencel<irk} 
We are on our way with the first flights on March 
17. The enthusiasm in the club is beyond belief 
and we have had many inquiries about 
membership. 

We will use two caravans for flying/ground 
handling lectures The Capstan flies well, our 
Rover winch should give launches in excess of 
1 OOOft and we hope to use thermal and wave 
lift. 

The two main gliding clubs nearest to us, 
Deeside and SGU, have been most helpful and 
we have a long list of people from as far away as 
Kinless and as near as the next door farm we 
would like to thank. 

We should have a second glider by the middle 
of the summer and a tug is coming soon. We 
hope to caterfor visitors in the very near future so 
if you enjoy a challenge get prepared to come 
and meet us. 
A E. 

HEREFORDSHIRE (Shobdon) 
March gave us some reasonable wave of 1 0000 
to 12 OOOft and marked the end of the wet winter. 
Don Towsen and Ken Martin launched their new 
turbo Ventus after two months' fitting it out in 
Ken's living room. 

A group from Dunstable enjoyed their weeks' 
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flying at Shobdon. John Jeffries alone accounted 
for nearly 60hrs of their logged flight time. 

We have a new clubhouse for which we thank 
Steve and Kerry Blundell. it is currently being fur
nished with funds raised by members. 
M.D. 

HUMBER (RAF Scampton) 
We still haven't got our K-13 back from repair 
after almost a year. We thank Chilterns for the 
loan of their K ·13 for a few weeks. 

F red Lacey has gone solo and gained a Bronze 
leg. Bruce Davidson flew 130km on March 25 
with 5000ft in thermals. 

Dave Cockburn has taken over as CFI from 
John Dobson who is posted to Valley - our 
thanks to John - and Dave Jones is going on an 
instructors' course. 
K.M.G 

KENT (Challock) 
At our AGM Tim Gardiner, chairman, Andy Street, 
treasurer and Mike Moulang, secretary, were re
elected with Bob Shallcrass and Jim Crouch join
ing the committee. 

A turbo Ventus has joined the ASW-19B, Sport 
Vega, Nimbus 2B and K·6CA on site and should 
make for some interesting competition during our 
task week in mid August. 
A.R.V. 

KESTREL (RAF Odiham) 
Our hangars were severely damaged during the 
recent storms. Many thanks to Sqd Ldr Clive 
Joosse who supplied us with materials for the 
repairs and much of his time, to lain Legge who 
spent much of his time in the rafters and to Paul 
Ell is for organising the "Army guys". 

We are grateful to Dave Dripps for his work on 
the new Tost winch. 

Congratulations to the prize-winners at the 
AGM and to Jane Nash on being presented with 
the California in England trophy at the BGA din· 
ner (see BGA News). 

Our first cross-country flight was in March. 
J.N. 

LASHAM (Lasham Airfield) 
We had some good cross-country soaring in 
March and the expedition to Aboyne was succ
essful with several Diamonds and Golds. Our 
advanced courses are booking up well but there 
is still room if you want to join. 

The memorial service to Tony Norris, on March 
17, was attended by a very large number of his 
gliding friends. 
M.T.C. 

LONDON (Dunstable) 
Congratulations to B. Deacon, D. Price, R. 
Robeftson, D. Sparrow (on going solo); Jill Jef· 
fries {re·soloing); M. Gander, C. Taunton, N. Tillet 
(5hrs); A. Beatty (300km); M. Birch, D. Brain, R. 
Dyer; R. King and C. Pulleo (assistant rating) and 
K. Lillywhite and M. Young (full rating). 

The 6oth anniversary celebration plans (June 
30 and July 1 ) are wen underway and all past and 
present members are welcome. 

The restaurant and bar have been extensively 
refurbished. 

The plate returned to Dun stable in March after 
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the winter at Lasham and left two weeks later so it 
could be cleaned before we collect it again! 
B.E.V.A. 

MARCHINGTON (Marchington Airfield) 
Congratulations to Jvor Ridout. An drew Chapman 
and Adam Oakley on going solo, Adam on his 
16th birthday, and to Mick Merely on resoloing ' 
after a few years' break. 

The winch lost some windows in the recent 
gales but the site survived. 
P.A.W. 

MIDLAND (Long Mynd) 
We have been invaded by the British Geological 
Survey as our site appears to be very close to the 
epicentre of the earthquake on April 2. The way 
they are prodding and digging holes in the Mynd 
we may not have a hill left soon! 

Our wave has been holding up well with Diana 
King achieving 10 500ft on March 11 when Mar
tin McCurdie gained Silver height. 

Since the start of our courses John Stuart has 
beeo cross-country most days with advanced 
students and has frequently coaxed them up 
to 9000ft. 

Jonathan Ballard has a Bronze leg, Clive 
Polkey and Charles Williams have soloed while 
Bill Brewis failed his Silver distance by 4km. 

The dinner-dance at the end of March was well 
attended with much pleasure from the award of 
trophies and great mirth with the presentation of 
the whoopsie cups. 
R.D. 

NENE VALLEY (RAF Upwood) 
Paul Winterton and Len Dunster are doing a 
super job building the winch which should be 
ready by May 1. Gordon Reece and Dick 
Meayers have nearly finished refurbishing our 
No. 1 K·7. 

Roger Emms is ourfirst member to have an AEI 
rating. Horace Bryant, CFl, has plans for lead and 
follow cross-country flying and is determined to 
get the bomb back to Marham in the T ·2 1. He's 
also said Plymouth in the T-21 is under 
consideration! 
R.E. 

NORFOLK (Tibenham Airfield) 
The Tibenham work weekend was a major sue· 
cess with members working on the clubhouse, 

BRIAN WEARE 
GUDERWORKS 

DUNKESWELL AIRPORT 
HONITON, DEVON 

Tel: Luppitt 891 338 (9·6 pm) 
Honiton 41041 (after 6 pm) 

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON 
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL. 
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND 

LIGHT AIRCRAFT 

C of A OVERHAULS 

B.G.A., C.A.A., P.F.A. APPROVALS 
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aircraft, hangar and runways with great skill 
and enthusiasm. 

Chairman Mike Bean's informal lectures and 
practical sessions in radio procedures have been 
well attended. There has been a fair amount of 
buying and selling amongst the syndicates. 

Congratulations to the many members who 
have gained AEI ratings and MGPPLs and to the 
driving force behind all this aerial activity, Roy 
Woodhouse, who seems to run courses non-stop 
and is hosting an assistant Cats course here 
in May. 

11 is with great regret that we learned of the 
death of John Aldridge, who was killed when his 
motor glider crashed in Suffolk on March 18. Our 
deepest sympathy is extended to his family. (See 
also Rattlesden.) 
R.J.H. 

NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill) 
During the weeks of Irish winds we had two flying 
days- on one Martin Arrowsmith got to 8000ft in 
wave (when no one else could) in the club K-8, 
but retumed without the DV panelt 

Members enjoyed flying the Puchacz 
demonstrator, some sampling glass-fibre for the 
first time. 

Lynn Greenwood and Eddie Clayton are doing 
the annual on the Pawnee. 
R.A.M. 

OXFORD (Weston on the Green) 
Congratulations to Neill Lawson-Smith and Paul 
Morrison on going solo. We have replaced a K-8 
with a K·6CA and have a DG·202·17c 
syndicate. 

The winch is being improved and we look for
ward to extra performance on marginal days. 
F. B. 

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee·on·Solent) 
Our AGM was well attended. With a healthy bank 
balance we have bought two new gliders and on 
the three ab-initio courses last year achieved a 
record first solo rate of 10/1 000 launches includ
ing all solo fiying, despite many interruptions and 
extended bad weather. 

Ray Lamboume was thanked for organising 
our exCellent canteen service and lan Hammon 
given life membership for his valuabl~ contri
bution in many ways over many years. 

The Corner cup (gliding achievement) went 
joinlly to Yvonne Clarke and Kiera Hibberd; the 
Goodhart trophy (most notable achievement) to 
Chris Jolly; the Humphry Dimock trophy (most 
valuable service by a civil ian), Geoff Clark and the 
Peter Sharp award (most valuable service by a 
serviceman) to Mike Budgen. 

Sadly Humphry Dimock, a true gliding charac· 
ter and one of our oldest members, died in March. 
He was an inspiration to many young pilots and 
will be missed. (See BGA News.) 
H. C. 

RAE (Farnborough) 
A Nimbus joins the private fleet and Mick Wells 
has renewed his obsession with 1 4km "cross· 
countries" to Odiham. We enjoyed trying the 
Junior and Puchacz- food for thought as we con· 
sider adjusting our club fleet. 

Our thanks to Gp Capt Beazley, our guest .. 
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Make Insurance problems 
just plane sailing .. . 
CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS 

FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JOHN MARTIN 

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES, 
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT 

(/.! LOWNDES LAMBERT 
AVIATION LIMITED 
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap 
London, EC3P 3Hl FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S 

:vi< 1nb.:r of B.\.1. fi.A. 
Tel (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631 

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD 
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954 

Repairs and major overhauls undertaken on all 
glider types and most PFA aircraft 

Main agents for ~Aerolene ' light heat 
shrink fabric 

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR 
Telephone HERRIARD (0256 83) 359 

~GUDE 
Automatic Electronic ANAL GLIDE Computer 
based on the powerful CASIO FX 730-P. 
Stores full Wet and Dry Polars. Allows' WHAT IF 'calculations. 
Calculates Minimum Height required, 

Optimum Height for minimum time, 
Speed and Course to Fly, 
Fully corrects for Wind and Variation 
Resolves Wind into crosswind and headwind, 

Screen updates In REAL TIME at 15 second Intervals, showing 
Time Remaining on Glide, Distance to go, Height of Glide path at 
present, set of Polars used, Course and Speed to Fly. 

GLIDE ON with FX 730-P £150 
BALANCE IT with FX 730-P £120 
Both ro resident with 16Kb FX 730-P £185 

~ IMLSICE IT 
Where does your GLIDER balance? 
Is it on the AFT C of G Limit? 
BALANCE IT enables you to instantly calculate the balance point and 
wing loading in any configuration. Then calculates the adjustments 
needed to the ballast to put the C of G where you want it.. 

Microsoft FLIGHT SIMULATOR V 4.0 
Now with Glider, Ridge and Thermal Soaring. Experiment with 
designing your own Glider! Random Weather and Dynamic 
Scenery. Superb comprehensive documentation £47 

Ptlces INCLUDE VAT snd P&P 

i>l 'IU\mLmB IB®&ID 
IB:IJ.\ID1111ll<Sm 
~ I1IP'(f i!Eil' 

. 'Il'IIlJ. ~ 11~ UOO'W$ ~~~ 
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speaker at the dinner-dance. He and his wife pre
sented trophies to Daphne Knowtes (Chairman's 
award); Alex Truman (Chatfield cup) and Ali Tan
ner (Instructor's award). 
MT. D. 

RATTLESDEN (Rattlesden Airfield) 
Our annual dinner was a success, thanks to 
social secretary Mark Wright, and the President's 
cup (greatest contribution) went to Peter Neeves; 
the Landlord's cup (most progress) to Mark. 
Wright and the Numb Bum trophy (most epic 
flight) to Keith George. 

On June 2 we are hosts to the veterans of the 
447th Bomber Group who flew B17s from our 
site during the last war. We are unveiling a bronze 
plaque in their memory on the wall of our restored 
control tower. finishing the day with a 
barbecue. 
R.W. 

Obituary - John Aldridge 
We are sad to report the death of John Aldndge 
on March 18 from a tragic accident while flying 
his beloved Fournier. 

John lived for flying and was one of those 
steady, conscientious and thoroughly nice 
people who are the backbone of a successful 
club. A bank manager. he gave freely of his time 
and used his professional experience to 
strengthen club financies in a most significant 
way. 

With a twinkle in his eye, John was always 
ready for a laugh. His willingness to hei p, whether 
digging holes or clearing the runway of stones, 
earned him the respect of all. He will also be 
sorely missed for his friendly companionship and 
wise counsel. 

We extend our deepest sympathy to his wife 
Janice, to Michelle, Martin, Maggie and the rest of 
his family. 
R.W. & H.C. 

SACKVILLE (North of RAE Bedford) 
Our tug has a new engine in readiness for our 
Talgarth expedition and the Blanik and K-2 have 
their Cs of A. 

Now that we have a large four wheel drive 
Chewy truck we are trying reverse putty launch
ing (which should be ideal for ear1y training) as 
well as winching and aerotowing. 
TJ.W. 

* Any 2 seater glider can be entered. * Limited accommodation available. * English breakfast served, if required. 

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak) 
We had some good thermals and wave at the end 
of March giving a good start to our course season 
on April1 and task weekends. We welcome Ann a 
Domonkos from Hungary who we hope can be 
our course instructor if we can overcome the 
bureaucratic difficulties. 

A third tug, a Piper Pawnee, is being bought 
with a grant from the Scottish Sports Council 
following long negotiations - many thanks to all 
concerned. The package includes a contribution 
towards an extension to the tug hangar for the 
newcomer which we hope will be in service by 
June. 

Congratulations to lan Poole on resoloing and 
to Justin Kennedy on his Bronze badge. 
M.J.R. 

SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill) 
We are bringing more of our extra land into use 
and continue to get impressive launches (any
thing less than 180011 draws complaints from K -8 
pilots). A second Zugvogel joins our private 
fleet. 

We are looking forward to the Inter-Club 
League and are sending a team to fly our 
Bergfalke 4 at Competition Enterprise. 

Congratulations to Steve Glassett on his AEI 
rating. 
s.c.o. 

SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield) 
At our AGM Hugh Woodsend replaced Angus 
Buchanan as flying operations' officer - our 
grateful thanks to Angus for his tireless effort over 
a number of years. Our thanks also to Peter and 
Fiona Howe (classical guitar and flute) for enter
taining us. 

Congratulations on becoming regional exam
iners to CFt Don lrving, and his immediate pre
decessor, Dick Dixon; also to Tony Lewer and 
Derek Payne (Bronze badges); Les Blows (Gold 
badge) and to Richard Cooper, Paul Fritche, 
Chris Hancock and Sieve Way (AEI ratings). 

Chairman Brian Bateson led a highly success
ful expedition to Talgarth and been persuaded to 
organise another. Derek Piggott ran a very wel l 
attended one day seminar in April. 

Friends old and new will be welcome to our 
Diamond Jubilee celebrations during the week 
starting on September 10. 
C.M.R. 

Entry fee £60. All Aerotows are charged at club rates. 

June/July 1990 

Apply to Les Cooper: 
The 'WOLDS GLIDING CLUB' 

The Airfield, 
Pocklington, 
East Yorkshire 
Tel: 0759 303579 

CLUB NEWS 

SOUTH WALES (Us/<) 
During the March wave Simon France, Dave Jet
fries and Mike Dunlop gained Gold height and a 
week later Simon flew Diamond height. 

This summer we are operating seven days a 
week and if successful it will become permanent. 
Our task week is from July 22 to 29. 

There have been some changes to the com
mittee - our thanks to outgoing members for 
their service. 
N.P. 

STRUBBY (Strubby Airfield) 
The new committee was elected at the AGM with 
John Storrey retiring as chairman -our thanks to 
him for his invaluable five years when his tact and 
diplomacy has guided us through many 
incidents. John Best takes over as secretary with 
Sieve Crozier as air tech. 

The T·21 is flying again after a long lay otf for 
repainting and is a credit to all who worked on 
it. 

The winter gales blew away the launch point 
caravan and left the contents strewn over an 
enormous area. Thanks to Jim Evans a replace
ment was soon found. 

The winds have curtailed flying this spring with 
many weekends unflyable. However. April start
ed well with Gordon West getting his 5hrs to 
complete his Silver badge on one of the best 
soaring days on memory. Steve Croz.ier forgot his 
watch and blew the First Hour of the Year trophy 
by landing after 53min. 
s.c. 

SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield) 
Graham Wilson. our treasurer, has accepted a 
job in Moscow and we wish him all the best while 
thanking Paul Davis for taking over as 
treasurer. 

The Astir is in Aboyne (again!) and we under
stand that Ctive Thomas has his Diamond height. 
Our club fleet is back to full strength. 
T.L. 

THRUXTON (Thruxton Airfield) 
Following winter refurbishment of the club fleet, 
we are looking for a metal two· seater trainer (for 
purchase or loan) to replace our IS-28B2 which is 
for sate. 

We also have vacancies for weekend instruct· .. 

JOIN THE QUEUE -
Mort~ and more 'PIJgrims' I18Ch )'ear follow the sun ro 
fty at Auslfalia 's /ar1}6st 811d most progressive soarfnO 

site 

- BENALLA! 
Courses for all •tandards of pilot; sailplane charter, 
single or Shared, Junior t.o Nimbus; Badge "ights to 
1 OOOkm; possible National and International re.x>r<:ls. 

High performance training in Janus. 
Write or phone Jalln Wii/Uimson for d&taiJs - but 

IIOOfl. 
We are booking n(N( for 90/91 season. 

GLIDING CLU8 OF VICTOfllA 
Boa 4e, BENAU..A. YIC. 3672., Aualrllla 
l'ttoM 057-621058; Fax 05NI25589 

Special·rate lnl\>el 811d details of allwnati...e Aussie 
holidayS from; 

ll!AVELBAO, 12 Hlgll SttMt, ALTON, HMm. 
GU34 18H. 0420-82133 
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~ GLIDING HOLIDAYS 
Aw~ JNTKE ____ ...._ _ _ SCOnlSH HIGHLANDS 

WL' orx·ratc frntll C lU)Ilcl tV F north o f Ohun. ~ ... ( C 

Poole)"''i j lau.,~.·hi ng :,tlidt::l"\ f •om 14l.X!;-n nu1wa~~ mto 
t-realhtat1 11~ UH>\lnta•n '!nanng t onc.lliii!JI:-.. 
Thl! Ccm~ j.; :.kt.lk o.•h.:d h:. l)l<lkiug ~liJin.:! u1 lhi" :-t:p~·•b 
an:01. 1rouhh' h ..:t· ((}( lh~: t.'Xpcricnc..:J .. i:-it \ l l~ pilnt nr pa·
:-..olo "tudcn t. E~ rc;n l n~lll)~tluu al ::.11 h:' d ' 
l o r 5 d ay \:ourses April tll October. Vh,iti O!l rti~Cn drh.l 
tugs wekom .. •. TU!~! ad•nml•gt- o( t~ t~~uperh MJ8Mn~ ron
dilions and cours~ price!< ('arly in the ) t·•.r. 

ON f. llW COURSE £55 
flVl OAY COURSE t"R0~1 £nO 

ACCOMMODATION INCI.USIVE f"ROM !295 
/·Or in/i;m wrimt and fret: l>ft'idW N \ , rtm t(t(l' 
ARGYll ,( Wt;ST IIIGII L \NO GI.II>Jr-G O~i'\TR f; 

Td : <. onnd t.:l>n ncl J\irfidd 

(063 1111 ~43 ~~>Cl~Y;.~n nd 
Ar~ll 
~otl:.~ n<.l 

BLACK 
MOUNTAINS 

(TALGARTH) 

COME AND TRY OUR VERY 
SPECIAL MOUNTAIN RIDGE 

FLYING AND WAVE SOARING 
We fly 7 days a week, all year round. 
Weekend and mid-week courses avail
able for beginners or experienced pilots. 
Because of our good ridge soaring, 
instructional flights average 45+ minutes. 

For details contact 
Derrick Eckley on 0874 711254 

or the 
Airfield on 0874 711463 

Gliding In the Black Mountains? 

THE TOWER HOTEL 
Family run hotel- rooms with en suite, showers 

or basic facilities available 
Bar. Restaurant and Residents Lounge 

Situated one mile from Black Mountains 
Gliding Club 

Tel 0 874 71 1253 

Stay In lovely 16th Century farmhouse 
or our new Clubhouse 
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Ring Ron or John on 
DOVER (0304) 824888 

CHANNEL GLIDING CLUB 
Waldershare Park, Dover, 

Kent CT1 5 5NH 

All types of course from absolute beginners to 
eJ<perts • All aerotow launching for longer 
flights. • We are open every day all year includ
ing summer evenings until sunset • Only 35 

mins from London (M40 junction 4) 

Wdte or phone for our colour brochure: 

BOOKER GLIDING CLUB 
Wycombe Air Peril , Marlow 

Bucks SL7 3DR Tel: 0494 29263 

IN R IOG"E. T HERMAL AND W,\VE SOARING. 

s,)ar the Cot~wolds a nd into the 
Wdsh mouutain>. Com~ f,>J • .t d a y ur a 
wc~k.. C lub h o u l)t o r carav;1nfca mplng 

accommodation. Hol id a~ course<. 
AEJ. .~u ur&< > by ;1rran,c:emcnt. Easy 
<•~cess M41M 5. 
D etails fro m: The Manager, Brist<>l 
& G loucester G lidi ng C lub, 
Nvmp.~field. Nr. Sconehouse, G lo;;. 
CL!O JTX. 
'Z' 0 4 'D 860H2i860060 

The club is open to everyone. 

We winch and aerotow from Duxford 
throughout the year, mostly at weekends. 
We run 3 day "Introduction to Gliding 
Courses" in April and May, and full 5 day 
courses for Ab-lnit ios and Solo pilots from 
the end of May to the end of August. 

For general information write to 
The Sec:retary 
55 Moorfield Road, Du xford, Cambs 

For Course details write to 
The Course Secretary 
6 Camslde, Chesterton, Cambridge 
Tel. 10223) 67589 

COME 

GLIDING 
CORNISH GLIDING CLUB 

at 

Perranporth, Cornwall 
Courses fr om May to September 

Unde r BGA instructors Bcgmn crs \\ PI come. 

Treve lla~ Airfidct is Mily <J n l' nult· from 
P<•rra nporth·s ~-tolden ~and~ . on<· <)I" 
Corn wall' s favourite family holtday ccntJ'<'' 

RUTH B. PHILLIPS 
BOSWENS, WHEAL KITTY, ST. AGNES 

(0872) 552430 
If no reply please phone (0872) 77305 

HEREPORDSHIRE 
GliDinG ClUB 

Shobdon Airfield Nr. Leomlnsler HRCI IINR 
Telephone weekends O!IC1881 · 81108 

or evenlnga 01105-21740 

MARCHINGTON GLIDING 
CLUB 

Situated in the Midlands. Offers Holiday 
courses from April to September. 

Good local soaring and 
cross-country. 

Private owners welcome. 

Please Contact: 

Course Secretary 
Marchington Gliding Club 

Marchington Airfield, Mortcm lane 
M archington. Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8LP 

Telephone: 07 85·51570 • 

Holiday courses from June to September -
beginners to Silver C. Book now! 
Motor Glider Courses throughout the year -
Bronre or Silver C to PPL (SLMG). 
VIsiting Aircraft welcome - ideal c ross-country 
srte - cheap aerotows and temporary member
ship. 
Friendly club - accommodation on site -
licensed bar. 

Write to: The Course Secretary, Mrs G. EdWarda, 
Gt Stones, H8N Street, Buntlrlgford. Hwhl SG9 OAO. 
Tat: 0763 88460. 

SAILPLANE & GLIDING 



COVENTRY 
GLIDING 

CLUB 

• Aes•dential courses held weekly 

• AE I courses 
held on 
demand -

• 5 day and 2 day 
• Good field 
• Beginners 

welcome -

• Advanced 
course$ for 
Bronze & S1lver 
badges. Cross 
Country Fl ights 
during 1989 

COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB 
Husband s Bo sworth Airfield. Lutterworth 

Leics. LE17 6JJ 
Tel: 880521 · (0868) 880429 

KENT GLIDING CLUB 

Challock, 
Ash ford, 
Kent 
TN254DR 

Courses available for beginners 
and early solo pilots, April to 
October. Inclusive of instruction, 
meals and accommodation in 
fully licensed clubhouse. 

For FREE brochure, write or 
phone: 
Challock 307 or 27 4 
(Std 023 374) !:! ac 

I LASHAM 
Does )o<lur home club operate only at weekends? 

At Lasham we operate all week. every week which 
means we could provide a useful supplement to )o<lur 
training. Whether you are not yet solo and would 
tJenefit from a week's consolid>~led instruction. or a 
budding cross-country pilot r~eedi1~g soarlr.g or field· 
landing training, wa have the expertise and facilities 
to help. 

Apart from our large two·seater fteet and excellent 
aerotow and winch launch laciiiUes, we have a 
comprehensrve br1eUog room tor I@C'turi!S or 
:n.structional vidootapes il bad weather prevents 
.oy;ng. 

On·site accommodation lor club e>ped~IOM Is 
always ava~able by ananoement. 

AbSOlute beginne.-s are of cour"" always welcome -
we have a large choice of courses an.c1 types ot 
membersh•o 1o suit your needs. 

Lasham Ghdrng Society 

Nr Alton. Hants 

lt•l Her•o,Hd 1025 6831 322 ur ;>70 

June/July 1990 

ors and pupils. Do come along and we wi ll make 
you very welcome. 
J.B.L. 

TRENT (Kirlon in Lindsey) 
Robin Parker and Roy Dell set a new site record 
of 12 1 OOft in wave and after Rex Flint and Patrick 
Gogan reached 10200ft, Rex returned the K-13 
and flew to 8000ft with Norman Stumm. 

We welcome back Malcolm Carpenter after his 
illness. Congratulations to Ray Walker and Mike 
Morton on going solo. 

Our next flying week is from May 26 to 
June 3. 
M.P.G. 

ULSTER (Bel/arena) 
We had a longer winter break than we budgeted 
for but missed the worst of the spring storms 
although many of the surrounding farms have 
been under sea water. 

G-TUGG is back after being partially re
covered at astronomical expense. 

We have a mass invasion from the Dublin Club 
(in limbo while their tug has major surgery) during 
Easter week. We have an open day in May and a 
healthy interest in our five day courses in July. 

John Lavery returned from an American 
holiday with tales of unbelievable hospitality from 
the gliding fratemity and six new types in his 
logbook. He modestly almost forgot to mention a 
wave flight to 25 200ft. 
B.T. 

VALE OF WHITE HORSE (Sandhi/1 Farm) 
Jane and Ralph Jones were guests at the annual 
dinner where the prize-winners were Gerry 
Brown, Howard Davies, Paul Mansfield, Sieve 
Parsonage, Stuart Pepler and Eric Winning. 

A lively AGM in January produced some major 
changes with Alan May back as chairman. 

Congratulations to Lee Tyack who went solo 
on his 16th birthday. John Ashcrofl, who now has 
his PPL, ioins our smal.l team of instructors. 

LONDON GLIDING CLUB 
7 days a week .. year round 
operation 

Thermal. Hill and Wa\e 
soaring 

Mo(krn all g\a,s 
S()IO and 
2 seater 
llect 

• 2&5 
Day 

courses 

• AEI 
ra tmgs 

Full catering. licenced 
har and <tccomrnouat1on 

Ottails from: 
LONDON GliDING CLUB 

Tring Road, Dunatablt, Beda LU6 2JP 
0582 663419 

THE LONDON GL\0\NG CLUS 

CLUB NEWS 

David Freeman has joined the ASW·15 syndi
cate and John LeCoyte has bought a LS·7. John 
Ashcroft is flying his LS-7 in the Standard 
Class Nationals. 

We hope our new clubhouse, which is a con
siderable improvement on the caravan, will be in 
use this season. 
J.P.A. & E.J. w. 

VECTIS (Sandown Airporl, Isle of Wight) 
We have just celebrated our sixth anniversary 
and with the addition of John Kenny's SHK, we 
have six gliders. Our thanks to members who 
helped with the winter maintenance of our 
Blaniks and for the care bestowed on the tug by 
Neil and Co - having a tug has given us much 
more flexibility. 

The season started well with wave over Ashey 
Down and ridge soaring over Luccombe. Con
gratulations to Chris Bacon (Bronze badge), 
Andy Taytor (Bronze leg) and Mike Chambers 
(going solo). 
L.T. . 

WELLAND (Lyveden) 
March 3 1 saw a hive of activity as we completed 
Cs of A. Our thanks to all who assisted, especially 
John and Jim from Duxford. In the evening 
Michael Bird kept us well entertained in his usual 
witty manner as our guest speaker at the annual 
dinner. Thank you Michael. 

Trophies were presented as follows: Ab-initio, 
Sieve Algeo; Ray Clarke trophy, Dave Strachan; 
267 trophy, Andy Parrish; Duration shield, Keith 
Scott and the Distance cup, Barry Chadwick. 

The following day we had our first flight from 
our new airfield at Lyveden, which somehow 
seemed appropriate. 
R.H.S. 

YORK GLIDING CENTRE (Rufforlh Airfield) 
The season started well with a 15000ft climb in 
late March while Richard Kalin flew 500km at 
Benana, Australia. 

Our ab-initio and advanced courses are vir
tually full, despite us having twice as many this 
year with a course every week to October. The 
evening g roups are also heavily booked. ll's a 
good job we've given the Pawnee tug a new 
engine. 
A.P. 

YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank) 
The wave in March gave us some superb soaring 
and a clutch of badge claims. On March 4 Adrian 
Hatton flew 450km and David Hayes 250km in 
wave. 

Congratulations to G. Jennings (Diamond 
height); C. Collins, D. Holland, C. Clarl<, M. Dale 
and C. Lynch (Gold height); D. Adamczyk and R. 
Hudson (Silver height) and J. Lindley (going 
solo). 

At our enjoyable annual dinner-dance trophies 
were awarded to S. Dale (best novice); M. Brook 
(open ladder and Dick Stoddart trophy); D. Taylor 
(club ladder and handicapped speed around a 
task); I. Stromberg (height gain) and J. Hart (lon
gest flight). 

Courses started on Easter Monday with cater
ing daily in the clubhouse. 
CL a 
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SAILPLANE 
& ENG. 

SERVICES LTD. 
C's of A 

REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE 
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC 

WRITE OR PHONE: 

KEN BLAKE 
BUXTON 24365 

SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES l TO. 
HOLMFIELD RD., BUXTON, DERBYS. 

ADVANCED 
TRAINING COURSES 

Courses from mid March to 
Bronze standard or Cross Country. 

Ab initio courses also always 
available. 

AEI by arrangement. 

Detail from: 
ROYDAWNG 

Midland Gliding Club 
Long Mynd, Church Strenon 

Shropshire SY6 6TA 
Tal: Uniey (058861) 206 

PORTMOAK~ 
IS THE PLACE 

FOR WAVE- UK altitude record-
36,500' in 1 980. 

FOR RIDGE - The two hills 
adjacent to our large airfield give 

more soaring time. 

Inclusive - Aerotow courses April 
to September for all levels of 

competence. 

SCOTTISH GUDING 
UNION 
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL 
Nr. KINROSS Tel: 059 284 543 
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HOFFMANN 
PROPELLERS 

4-blade propellers for towing' '* dramatic noise reduction 
~ excellent engine cooling 
~ improved climb/descent 

ENSTONE EAGLES 
GLIDING CLUB 

Now open for gliding seven days a week 
throughout the year. New members 

welcome. 

Launch by aerotow or motor tow and soar 
over the beautiful Cotswolds. 

Mid week holiday courses from March to 
October for beginners or solo pilots 

taikxed to suit your requirements. 

Delais from: 
TOM MILLER 

ENSTONE EAGLES GUDING CLUB LTD 
Enstone Airfield, O!urc:lol Enatone. Oxfordshire 

TIN: 0&)11 6711204 
(0008} 677461 or 677535 (daytime} 
(OH9} 50767 (eveninge} 

SOUTH WALES 
GLIDING CLUB 

USK, GWENT 

COURSES FROM MAY TO SEPTEMBER 
UND ER BGA INSTRUCTORS 

AEROTOW OR WINCH LAUNCHES 

BEGINNERS WELCOME 

TASK WEEK, ALL LEVELS OF PILOTS, 
JULY 22·29 

WAVE, MOUNTAIN AND THERMAL SOARING 

LIZ PHILLIPS (COURSE SECRETARY) 
8 TRELAWNV CLOSE, USK, GWENT NPS 1SP 

(02913) 3477 or (0291) 690536 (Club) 

~~1'~ l{? ~~ 
~~p ~~SIT"" ~ 

l he Atrfield .I'OCK U NCTON 
Easr Yorksh ir< Y04 2NR 

Srtuated on the edg~ uf the ptctu r"'que 
York shire Wolds wrthm easy reach o f the 
hrStOric Ciry of YORK. tire Moor$ and the 
scenic Yorkshire toa~t. 
• E X CELL ENT L A UNCH FACILITIES fwmcfJ /Htoto w}. 

• ON·SITE A CCOMMODATION A VA ILABLE. 
• COMFORTABLE CLUBHOUSE. BAR & 
• FL y YOUR GLIDER OR OURS. BRIEFING ROOM. 

Wnte or give us a ring - 0759 303579 

SKYCRAFT SERVICES Ltd 
Albany House, Litfington 

Cambridgeshire 
Tel. 0763 852150 
Fax.0763 852593 

SPECIALISED 
11AIHING RANGES 
FlOM~NIT10 
TMIOUGH IIONZE C 
TO ADVANCED WAVE 
SOAIING 

SOAR ,.,. 
BIG 
SKY 

SMN DAY FAOLmES 
YISROIS WELCOME 
S DAY COUISE FROM £170 

RUFfOilTH AIRRELD 

YORK TEL (0904) 83694 

WORLD'S SMALLEST • 
WEATHER STAnON 

D LGD'AR's ne:• fWR-3 Micro W<'altu:r S taOOn iedu.da a -

::-c~:: ~d~:.~.,·::.d~~~t~~~~ ~1~:~:! 
optloul. autOtBalk-<.-.IJII!Uo• RC·J Main Colltctur (£40.~5) 

~M e~~n eRft ..ttor r.einfall! 
Od «cy 28 ollyo. P&l' !5 .• ' 

' WlndS,..d 
•"'1nd DilTction 
' Wind <:b!U 
•\\·i•d G-•1 

Rt:c•ml 

--VISA![II!!III 

.,.,. olOay 
•Auto Sean 
' Mt lli<fSoandard 
·~•.;ad Mtad) 
•()nr Yt•ac W•rranty 

SKYCAM W EATHER 
SYSTEMS LTD 

378, NewCavendllh Slleet. London W1M 8JA, Englar>d 

Mao1t io ollo t SA 

lnfonnation: 071 480 $353 Fu: ot23 8$3837 

ALT-6 ... abo>t 1>111 ~itb lletonwttr '""'""'· £:169.95. PCW 
1'110 IB.\1-PC «on•t ,iow, U.9.90. \loind Wiutd luuld twld 
wt·nd indicalof'. £It.21t Wodttr o;attltice •nd .....-o faaUmile 

~-ti•.:n.. lirta.i.l~ oa rTqM'\t. 
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SOAR YORKSHIRE SUTTON BANK 
For your COURSE! For your EXPEDITION! For your HOLIDAY! 

~ 
IRVJH 

We offer top class accommodation, instruction facilities and opportunities 
RIDGE SOARING - 12 miles in suitable conditions 

THERMAL SOARING- Club record is 582km from aerotow, 524km from the winch 
WAVE SOARING -Club absolute record is 32 6 70ft. Club record gain ts 3 1 050tt 

Our rates are amongst the best- £10.30 tor aerotows to 2000 ft. Visit us and stay in our fu lly licensed 
residential clubhouse. Full catering available in season. Self catering at other times. 

COURSES- April to October Visitors always welcome. ptease book in advance 

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK 
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237 

EBSO: THE GLIDER PILOT PARACHUTE OF THE NINETIES 
• Competitive price includes travelling bag 

• Designed and built for long-duration comfort 

• Clean, contour-styled pack and harness giving snag-free cockpit entry-egress 
• New, state-of-the-art, fast opening canopy w ith optional steering 

• Chosen by the RAF for ATC cadet glider training 

For details contact: 

Sales Department, IRVIN GREAT BRITAIN LIMITED 
Letchworth, Herts SG6 1 EU 
Tel: {0462) 482000 Telex: 82198 {IRVLET G) 

BORGELTby 'lifEliNES 
marlfeting 

8-lS Final GUd~ l';:n• Compu«-r - .£.41 5.00 

?&t ~{t fiWJI I..nbunamms ··sso:rn u bui/.' ,·,, tlttt hiJ(bnl ((fMIIol) muJ 
~00 tbt ($-2{ !U 1/'tt: h..uJ& bttliiiHJ,t h/rd u.nlt 1-. 11.2 t !i :m :h ¥:rt

" ft"''wdJ)' ront/JIIIlthf<' •" 1(/ wn h-• JiiJal lll tiJf) ~'•G:'I lt1 ,... ll{i u JuU 

'1 ..-ti..,n lbt /)(~·{( t.''{"lllhl('ttt IS 11u :.thk ) vr ut/ ittdl t1l ( ,fllltr 1':/l:i ctruJ 

fUii :~till~ tttbatn..._,. f1tirt;, s#:ll/.1 b)• . .:wiltg m;,' fl.mf ,,~r,;n•:ut.•ori In lbt P:fr ,/ 

m ·~ reu.Udi/,·;1'1\'M'trt.lt:Mt u h.JdJ -.arr A· mlttfJI'ttt'd lJU!ckl) w Jd 1"1uf ' " Ulit 

w;m,YitiiP~)· ;, fl•dtt ( ;fklt"'' fXJ/ari mtt htt tbarwN "'~''" tb#IIIJ liN 
( #)~mrtfn$1fa dJtirtf..'t' '"' IN f't.JIIlfmtml hP trrutSft."t'Pt'ri tu{(},.,,..,. Wf\Ttl)i 

}lte: Si>t!ti ttrjr~Tmtttfotr pn'51t'Utd t#~ li:w /(.!I /j 'll,nl Tm;, a:r mttU 

.ol o.i:m t(u't uud 1to t d(':"tttUlHitllt'r.l t11 IH$ff:f'IQII Tbrr S.I~:.'S >IJ\' t'UYiil o )Sip,J(N 

,·i'IIJ Jn l :tl l um •l.o.t ""~,h/e,l' ;( J.rl'f.r • .,. pltaubm.~ i'ru A•, l ' J:rf(I:S mwiclbllt 
llf!~ 

\ 't:f) E.as,- to , . ..., - l'n'!V;unmabJ<: bctorc: OlW>t -
allc:l':lbk tn Oigllt - ') T ttmong Pt>ill! C~p;lhili[) - I~ 
d coll' liglll <lqx:nllt-nt Lm Di.l>pk< )'' - Uu!-: Polar 
Corn~.tflon - llc.K.I/Tail Wmd ( ;u mpt."'l,atu >n -
!\PROM (Xllar W\lomising chip c:a.<ily irn,ullctl - OlJAl. 
Polar C'..htp ( a\·ailablc: I or n:rno\'abk tip );l ic.lcr. ) - I!Omm 
~rd lnsuu rncnt flac~ 

11-21 Vario . £l25.50 
Pn."!-..' n rc: Tr::m:o.(htl..'t.·r Ttchn.olo~ry ( No Fl;."k) - Hn:ln.J~ 

oicaJly Gu>~ Filt<'rt'<l - l Speed R""pon><: - Alr nudc 
Comp~atc:d - r\o n~ldi<t frequt:nt:y fnlcrfen::un : -
lluiklinJ: Bit..-~ I nir For H·2~ l~ - <;!!mm ~rand-<rd 
ln~trumcm F.ac<"" ( A\ ::tilahk in ijOmm tn unh:r) 

Jl..2 l ( R) ilqlcatt"r Vario Unlt - £127.~ 
h\n St::llcr Alkhtlon:t.l l'ntt ( rnirmriog Ma.' t<'r 11· 21 ) 

8-l<t Artragtt Speed Command.'NettOIAodl.o 
.t339.7S 
r uu T m l .. ' l)i~1.~1 .'\Vtfa~..: : J ul1 Tim~ 'i(').·.::!d C on"Jtll:t:t;L -" 
10tH: ..-'\udtO .. i~n.;.t ) - (2 Cr~Ji~~~~ C'ltmh) - llir:r t.C'H<-t~k Quic~ 

B.;nd on Audic:- Gh..:~ R1·al Tifut Ncuu Dbplu~ (o B-~ 1 in 
Cruh (· S(.·ning - Qukk ~h.i ng .... co ... wmbiJl~ Put.,r •noduk
rh H"c St lll ng .. lm· l}iff't: i( nl Glider \V..:ii~hl..; - LiJ;tll D..:p.t:n

... h::n C:l .. ·ar l l J) l)i.":tp: .t~· Aut;., Lt.:nt E~-.:-:;lronit. !.)fitt 
c~uH .... · Ilin~ - No Scrr-votlrh tr \djU'\!ntl'llbo - C"n u<se: (: lunh 
.Sv.Hd l (mtt) ~-- lit•k~' v.1d t I lap J..:v..:rl - ~Jrnrn ~f:.JIH.l;mJ 

ln...,trum .. ·rH J a~c-

8-2'1(R) R~att>r Unit - £ 184.95 
Twn "cll<.:r A<klirional l lnil ( rnlrronnlt tn:t.,rcr U .H) 

6-lO Audio Unit - .tS5.00 
f·or '""" "'~th 11 Zl when not in'<Ulln l " i th U· 2 l - 2 
Ton" Audio with I p onl) StgnJ.I' option - Small 
lighm-elght ..:·U·t·ontalrn t1 ronowhle unl! 

HANDHELD TRANSCEIVERS 
Nan:n HT1!711 :!1.;1. VOk 
lCOM ICA·L 
K 0\1 lCA-20 in< I VOR . . 
KIM .. KX99 md VUR 

......... L\.'!.5.1~1 

...... t.~9"U~O 

. ... 04900 
... ll69.<~ 

Most ha ndhe!..l 'I''""' ""~ o.:cc=riel ux k«J ll:w - F/pnll 
C/0/lu•;g 1\uw ~I) I~ tump. , , 'hlff\ . ,ten·~ .uukt·t.• t'' .. piu~ mtJfJI(,, 

.f11Rht w •t.") umi ()[/h•r rqrnjtfiWIIL All prk r' l'_t c/urli' Y,4T 
Awa-~,'r &: Pue".kUJtmR 

~ Call us for a competitive quote on all your aviation needs. All prices exclude VAT p&p and ins. Wnte to· rr-::-1 
~ P.O. BOX 488, BRISTOL BS99 1HS or call 0272 • 710043. Fax: 0272 • 721923 ~ 
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FOR SPECIAliST REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE 

ROGER TAKGE1T 
Sailplane Services 

Offering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and 
service in: 
* All g lass, carbon and kevlar repai rs 
* Wood and Metal repairs 

Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club 
Nympsfield, Nr. Stonehouse 
Gloucestershire GL 1 0 3TX 

* All modifications 
* M otor Gl1der engine approval 
* C of A Renewals 

Tel: Office (0453) 860861 
Home(0453)860447 

Neogene 
Paints 
Your speciaiist paint 
manufacturer 

C664 High Tautening Dope To 
C/E DTD 753 

C665 Aluminium Surfacer To 
C/E DTD 753 

C666 Scheme "Z" Type 
Enamels For Unsupported 
Fabrics 

C667 Scheme "Z" Type 
Thinners 

C668 Low Tautening Dope To 
C/E DTD 751 

C965 Fabric Adhesive 

C966 Fabric Adhesive Thinner 

C762 Transparent NiC Non 
Tautening Dope 

160 

The above have been selected 
from our range of Aircraft 

Finishes. 

Colour Matching Service 

Large or small quantities 
supplied 

Consult our Technical Advisory 
Service: 

Printa Inks and Paints limited, 
Neogene Works, 65 Alfred Road, 

London W2 5HQ. .. 
Telephone 01 289 2211 ~ 

Neogene Paints (Scotland) limited, 
45 Lanark Road, Edinburgh EH14 1Tl 

Telephone 031 443 8793 

* General Maintenance 

(0453) 545316 
(including re-finishing and wax polishing) 

SUNSAIL (Andrew & Lyn Davis) 

m AEROGRAf - The Barograplt 
.. electronic ,. • ._ aeilpleine/ motor gli~r. 

O f~!~~~~ metro range, camera £Sl&.OO 

ADIOGRAF BASIC- simple wrsion of Aerogref 
for club u••· heog·gliders end belloons. 
6000 m•••• ••no• £3$8.00 
FOTOTIME 11 - time recording camara 
- ef.,...:J t ime re~lves to within one second £260.00 
AT7 WING TAPE - l9mm x 20m £1.08 
JACKING IEUY DOllY MEatANISM 
- 4 inch lilt - with -1· m .oo 

-without _,. £67.00 
Pn'c.s include deli1111ry llnd may fftJctuate with 

axcha~ r•te 

Clarebourne House, Shortwood 
Nailsworth, Glos. Gl6 OSJ. Tal: 045 383 4931 

WINCHING WIRE 
• Available in stranded cable 4mm, 

4 .5mm and 5mm diameter 

• High tensile galvanised steel 
• Special coated wire for use on 

runway 

• lost release rings and weak links 
and splicing ferrules available 

• Also cable parachutes and shock 
absorber ropes 

BEST PRICES for gliding clubs -
supplied by glider pilot 

DAVID GARRARD 
Bridge Works, Gt Barford, B.edford 

Tel: 0234 870401 

~ JSW SOARING 
~~ "STILL AT 1988 
PRICES UNTIL CHRISTMAS 1989" 
'Aquarius' (Dual Weight) Calculators .. . £12.00 
Wind Component Resolvers ... .... ... . £6.50 
'Gemin i' Calculators 

(Resolver on Reverse Side) .... . . . . . £12.00 
Flight Planning Rulers . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. £4.00 
Protective Wallets for Calculators -

or Rulers ... . . . . .... . . . . .... ... . . ... SOp 
'Dolphin' vario Conversions from . . . . £35 

SAE for Product Details to: 

51 PARK ROAD 
FARNBOROUGH, HANTS GU14 6LQ 

CANOPIES 

* 
LARGE RANGE 

OF SHAPES 
AND SIZES 

FOR GLIDERS 
AND LIGHT 
AIRCRAFT 

* 
GOOD OPTICS 

* 
FROM MAKER 

* 
BOB REECE, Rematic 

School House 
Norton 

Nr Worcester W R5 2PT 

Tel Worcester 
(0905) 821334 
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A superb trainer 
All metal construction 
Easy ground handling 
Empty weight 310kgs 

Fully instrumented 
Certified to ]R 22 and OSTIV-X 

D elivery from July 1990 
Demonstrator available from 

ear ly June 

SOLE UK A.GENT - PETER CLIITORD & Co., 
15 Home FIU'lll, Crowmanh Gifford, Wallingford, Oxon. OX10 BEL. Tel: 0491 39316/6804.20 Fax 0491 39316 Telex &t7516 CAIRl'T G 

LDndfJn Sollpltln Limited 
GLIDER REPAIRS -SPARES - INSTRUMENTS - PARTS -MATERIALS -SERVICE 

MAJOR REPAIRS: in glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastics, steel tube, and wood. Schleicher gliders a 
speciality: many jigs and spares held in stock. 

TOST: Wheels, Tyres (including 400 x 4), Weak links, Release Hooks. 

DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogene products. 

INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter Agents - most other makes available. 

MATERIALS: For all your Repair and Re-build needs: GLI Finnish Birch Ply (thicknesses from 0.8-6.0mm); 
Gennan steel tube for gliders (complete range). 

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING 

OVER-THE-COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES SERVICE: our Shop stocks Hundreds of Items, all at 
competitive prices. 

Open Monday to Friday 9am to 1 pm; 2pm to 5pm 
Saturday 9am to 1 pm; 2pm to 4pm 

Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds LU6 2JP. Dunstable (0582) 662068 

COME MOTOR-GLIDING AT ENSTONE 

~ft}· ~~ 
~~ 
~t-

TO CONVERT YOUR BRONZE/SILVER TO SLMGPPL* 

DO FIELD LANDINGS/NAVEX EXERCISES FOR YOUR 
BRONZE 

AB-INITIO TRAINING (NO LAUNCH QUEUES) 

Ring Oxfordshire Sportflying Club on 0608-677208 
for more information 7 days a week operation 
•Selt launching motor glider private pilot's licence 

OXFORDSHIRE SPORTFLYING CLUB, ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTONE, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP Tel: 0608 677208 
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SOARING EQUIPMENT LIMITED 
Exchange Propellers for Motor Gliders 
Fixed price overhauls and repairs 
Delivery and fitting included 
Quiet Propellers for Towing 
Leading-edge Protection Tape 

HOFFMANN 193 RUSSELL ROAD 
BIRMINGHAM 813 8RR 

PROPELLERS Tel: 021·449·1121 Fax: 021·449·9855 

OVERSEAS NEWS 
Please send news and exchange copies of 
journals to the Editor, 281 Queen Edlth's 
Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, England 

~·~ 

- The BGA's decision to authorise a Nationals 
level competition in France, at Roanne, has 
a«racted wide coverage in the European gliding 
press. Most of the reports home in on Britain's 
rotten weather and the British propensity for find
ing an original solution to an insoluble 
problem' 

./ \ 

Protect, enhance and appreciate your cherished investment 
with 

UK's first specialist glass sailplane refinlshlng studio 

- For the man who has everything - or as 
Sweden's Segelflygsport snidely puts tl, strictly 
for " pate eaters"- Casio has brought out a wrist
watch incorporating a digital altimeter and 
barometer. I bet it beeps every thousand feet. 

* Simultaneous and Bceu111.te r&-profillng * Back to glass gelcolll removal - Trials have been completed in France on the 
use of a Sf-25 Motor Falke fitted with a Limbach 
l2400 engine with constant-speed prop as a 
glider tug. The rates of climb achieved were: K·8 
- 2.7m/s; LS-3 - 2m/s; K-13 - 1.7m/s. The 
leng1hs of the take-off runs were not reported. 

* Guaranteed W04'kmanshlp by Qwllltled GAP speotahsl.9 • Technical advice and written quotalioll UPO<> inspecbon * Double wax butting protecbon * Rtptacement glider arranged twith advanoe bOoKmgt 
* Customised <X standard ooloor tnm * 'TUrbulatol IIIPe8 and seaJa 
• Cocl<pR re-spr.ty <X spring clean * Quali ty tow out goar * Competition nurnbenng * Collectlon and delivery eervice thfoughout lJK 
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TG-28 <14y lurnaround tJOt$lble w•lh ~ boolllr>Q 1001. of quclalion secuflle bOOI<rng 

r~if<.>~ Sailplane Studios, Booker Airfield, wycombe Alrpark, 
Mar1ow, Bucks Telephone 0494 438581 or 0753 887829 Translated from various magazines by MaJC 

Bishop 

C CALL US FOR YOUR 88 RADIO/NAV SYSTEMS: 
Tel (0962) 5266~-·-· YOUR BEST COMPLETE 

ONTES T CATALOGUE (24 HR$) 0 0 (All 760 CHAN 5WPEP) 

I CJ 0 ICOM BASED: 

ALSO THE BEST OF: L!d_ \tV A2:£269 
TRANSCEIVE1 - - 110 MEM) ALTIMETERS, VARIOS, ASI'S 

COMPASSES, DECCA NAV 
ILEC ADC'S & VARIOS 
MOTOR GLIDER 1/COM RADIO 
THERMAL CLOTHING ETC . ... 

~ rl' ~A20: £299 I ~ I f ( 1 6 M EM & 
sncK ?TT NOISE-cANCELLING VOR NAV) 
BUTTON ·----!ll BOOM M ICROPHONE 

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT 
llu.: Sahr.:-Au Appara tus & Valve AI R. 24 series oxygen ~:quipmcnt for gli tll.!n.. 

comp nsinr a control head and 680 lure: oxygen cylinde r. i ~ nOY.. ava1b hle for ~elf 
in~wllauon. With all the tn· llighl o \)igen contro l. s itua ted in the <>ne po~l ll{lll. t lu~ 
o.:untrol heat! ha .. been uc\elopcd from the: Compan~\ highly successful Domi( ili;1ry 
"'~gc:n unit to Drug Tariff ~ fl<,'l.:ilication 0\ B 

The 6ll0 litre C) lin tler i~ of British manuf.n:tun: in .Jium in iu m to BS 51.1-+:i 
sp.:d!lcauon and is supplied 1 ,dved untl <:barged l<l :wuo p.s 1 

The .:ompan)' a h<l suprhcs o xygen equipment tHJsed 1>n 13<)- a n d 6-'ICI-Ii trc 
.:~limkr.~. a nti face mil~ks t·nmpktl.' Y..i t!o vul1cs a nti c:co n"m1scr hags 

In the unli l-.cl)' evc 11 t of ~ervidng \'Icing rc:4uircd. the .:ompun~ opcra tt:' u 24-hnur 
turn·'mund r o,tal ~)''te rn . 

NOW AVAILABLE - SLIMLINE 630 CYLINDERS 

SABRE-AAV LTD 
Unit 1, Blackwater Way, Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4Dl 
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 3345B1 Fax: 0252-21993 
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W.G.CREASE 

SOMETHING 
SPECIAL 

A, the south edge of the Bristol Channel the 
sea cliffs of north Devon and Somerset stretch 30 
miles in an east-west line from Minehead to 
llfracombe. They rise in high rock turrets and 
deep-cut wooded gullies to upward of 1000ft 
before levelling out into the wide spread of 
Exmoor. 

Sometime in the late 1960s, the early years of 
the Sky1ark 4, I was flying in competition at Dun· 
keswell. There came a day when the wind was 
north, 56km!h. and competition was declared off, 
for the morning at any rate. The opportunity was 
too good. I opted out of the competition and 
scrounged a tug to take me to the north coast. 

In the strong wind it was a long and rough tow 
but just before mid-day I dropped off the tow at 
4000ft between shredded cu and set course for 
Minehead. I rounded the corner of North Hill, 
Minehead, and although I was pushing the 
Skyta!K along at some 70kt at once found strong 
lift. A couple of beats along this four mile slope of 
some 600ft in he1ght took me to near 2500ft. Sea 
cliffs always give much more powerful lift than 
hills inland because the lower layers of air are 
very little slowed over w ater. 

The belt of lift was consistent, wide and 
remarkably smooth. I put the nose down again, 
crossed the Portock gap and was soon over Lyn
ton and Lynmouth. The view here was magnifi
cent. Across the channel the Welsh coast was a 
dapple of sunshine and shadow. Below me the 
sea was an infinite variety of blues and greens 
beyond the white of waves breaking against the 
rocks. Lying back a little from the sea cliffs rose a 
great, conical, green hill flanked by two silver 
threads where the falls of the East and West Lynn 
poured down to Watersmeet. Behind me the 
deep cleave of the Badgworthy Water (shades of 
Loma Doone) ran back into the purple of 
Exmoor. I beat round there for quite some while, 

fascinated by alii could see, before heading on to 
Coombe Martin where the cliffs rise to their best 
height of nearly 1 OOOft. Here I found lift to well 
over 3000ft even though flying at 60kt or so. 

Beyond Coombe Martin the cliffs extend 
another eight miles to Morte Point beyond 
llfracombe where they turn sharply south. I made 
my turn over Morte Point - negligible lift here as 
the cliffs are no more than 200ft - and found lift 
again at 1200tt as the cliff rose higher towards 
llfracombe. Having made it to my Intended TP I 
could now really relax and enjoy the flight. Never 
before, or since, have I t?een in such strong, spa
cious. certain lift. In time, I suppose. such lift 
could become too· easy - like sitting in an 
armchair on a magic carpet- but that afternoon it 
was sheer delight. I Hew loops and stall tums and 
found myself no lower than when I started I flew 
out over the sea to let down and get a closer look 
at the gulls. I spotted a family of ravens, five of 
them, having a whale of a time and doing 
aerobatics way beyond my capability. Half roll 
and fall out in the second half of a loop was popu
lar but so was a cold stall, half fold the wings and 
just fall, looking rather like black feather dusters. 
When I got near three went down to the cliffs 
below but two, the parent birds I presumed, set 
out firmly to drive me off. As ravens have a two 
inch pickaxe of a beak I gave them best and dived 
away. 

reduced sink right 
out to mid-channel 
before packing up." 

East of Lynton. where the Bristol channel 
narrows to about 12 miles, I could see a cloud 
street coming right across from Wales. 11 wasn't 
strong but it added 3 or 4ft/sec to the h1lllifts and 
took me to cloud base at 3800fll tu med towards 
Wales and flew out under it. lt gave me reduced 
sink right out to mid-channel before packing 
up. 

Up to now I had not hoped to get back to base. 
Behind any strong hill lift there is always a wide 
belt of down and themlals weren't likely to start 
until wen back from the sea However I thought 
the street, even though dying, might partly cancel 
out the down and let me get through io thermal 
again. I blew away with it hoping to reach clouds I 
could see forming away downwind. 

OVERSEAS AGENTS 

CANADA 

The street did its best for me. Unfortunately the 
wind during the afternoon had veered quite a bit 
easterly and by the l ime I found any thennal again 
I was well back into the heart of the moor, still 
most of 30 miles from Dunkeswell, and the ther
mals were shredded and difficult in the strong 
wind. I managed to scrape east a fair bit but was 
being blown south of track all thetimeand when I 
found myself at 130011 over Tiverton - base sti ll 
12 miles away and almost due east while I was 
fast drifting SSW - I gave the wind best and 
landed. A slightly disappointing end to an other· 
wise perfect day. a 

ODD SHOTS 

Peter Treadaway of the cambridge Unlver· 
slty GC took these unusual photographs of 
the aerobatlc Lo100S during a display at 
Biggln HUI. 

I The m~~~£~!!~ ~m~~~~! ~u?. ln Gt T. A. Beasley. Soaring Supplies, PO Box 169, L'Ongnal, Ontario. KOB 1 KO. 

Britain, alternatively send £12.40 postage included for an 
annual subscription to the British Gliding Association, Kim
berley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester. 

Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to take copies of the magazine and 
gok!·blocked with the title on the spine are only available from lhe BGA. 

Price £5.50 including po6t and packing. 

June/July 1990 

SOUn~ AFRICA 
Peter Eich. PO Box 82707, Southdale 2135. Johannesburg, Transvaal. 

USA and all other Countries 
Payable in either Sterling £12.40 or US $20.00 (or $30.00 by Air Mall) but Inter
national Money Ordefs preferred, direct to the British Gliding Association. 
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I recently flew a Piper Tomahawk to Lausanne 
and back. What's that got to do with gliding? Well, 
I would like to point out some of the ways that a 
gliding interest helped with this trip and to show 
how all forms of aviating are inter-related and of 
help to each other. 

I was flying with my friend Eris Lilienthal (great 
grandson of Otto, who really started the hang 
gliding movement in the late 1880s, see the Feb· 
ruary issue. p22), when in the Reims area a.ll the 
vacuum powered instruments went crazy - no 
artificial horizon or gyro compass. But thanks to 
my gliding experience there was no problem fly
ing on a limited panel using the magnetic corn· 
pass and the T&S for a safe landing at Reims. The 
engine driven vacuum pump had sheared its 
spindle. 

After repairs we continued south and took on 
more fuel to fty non stop to Lausanne. This 
involved a cruise climb to clear the mountains 
before descending to Lausanne airport which is 
just a bald grass strip with a Dunstable like dip in 
the centre. This means that if you don't get the 
wheels firmly on the ground before the beginning 
of the dip there is a strong chance of missing the 
down hill bit and hitting the rising ground hard 
enough to damage the nose. 

The constant practice at Chilterns of "dropping 
in" over the hangars at 02 meant that a short 
landing wasn't a problem. 

When we took off on the return journey the 
afternoon temperature was over 1 00°F in the 
sunshine. Despite having less than half tanks we 
barely staggered off the end of the field and 
nearly came to grief on the electricity cables 
which passed very close to the undercarriage. 

The normal rate of climb of a Tomahawk in 
English type weather is around 500ft/min or 8ft/ 
sec in gliding parlance. We were making less 
than 1ft/sec with the motor flat out due to the heat 
and altitude. The mountains we had to cross at 
7000ft were about ten miles from the airfield, so it 
was pretty obvious we weren't going to make 
it 

Now this is where the gliding experience came 
in again. By steering for the sunlight laces of the 
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GLIDER 
INSTRUMENTS 

(M. G. Hutchinson) 

Repairs and overhauls 
carried out 

Approved for PZL and 
Winter Instruments 

Barograph Calibration centre 

Write or phone: 
'Tanfield' 
Shobdon 

Nr. Leominster 
Herefordshire HR6 9LX 

Tel: 056·881·368 
(answering machine) 

MICK WILSHERE 

AIOMIN 
THE MOUNTAINS 
Mick Wilshere from the Chilterns GC illustrates how gliding 
helped during a Tomahawk flight to Switzerland 

Er1s Ullenthal at Southend prior to clearing customs. 

mountain flanks and beating up and down for a 
couple of runs, just like slope soaring, we trebled 
our climb rate until we cleared the inversion and 
the aircraft's performance became more 
normal. 

We hopped over the mountains and had a 
downhill run to Dijon. Once again gliding experi· 
ence was used to climb up the front of a thun
derstorm coming in behind us until we could set a 

THE AVIATION 
BOOKSHOP 

HAS 
THOUSANDS OF B OOKS 

THOUSANDS OF MAGAZINES 
1n many languages - as well as 

THOUSANDS OF PHOTOGRAPHS 

All on Aviation: WW1 . WW2, Civil. 
Military, Engineering, 

Aero Modelling, Navigation, 
Pilotage. Helicopters. 

Meteorology etc. 
Call in-

or send £1 for large catalogue 

THE AVIATION BOOKSHOP 
656 Holloway Road 

London N19 3PD 
Tel: 01-272 3630 

Access and Visa welcomed 

northerly course at about 3000ft. 
Many times I have flown with power instructors 

with many hours but no gliding experience who 
have been surprised at the performance you can 
get from a power plane by reading the weather in 
the same manner as any glider pilot. Last autumn 
I found a stubble fire, dropped flaps, throttled 
back and gave my CFI passenger a lesson in 
thermalhng. ll:l 

NOW IN OUR 29TH YEAR 

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS 

WE REPAIR: GLASS -STEEL- ALLOY- WOOD 

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS 

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS 

FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF 

LLOYD'S APPROVED 

RAPID SERVICE 

SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, 
STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW 

Te/: 061·427 2488 

SAILPLANE & GLIDING 



PENGUIN 

WAY 
OFF 
I RACK 

Nicked 

I was writing a piece on law -and-order costs 
the other day and was amazed to find that the 
cost of keeping someone as a guest of the Queen 
in one of our local lock-ups is now £66000 a 
year. In my book that would keep you with some
one very shapely for many weeks at Cap d' Antibes. 

Alternatively, you could buy something even 
shapelier and racier in Kevlar and carbon fibre to 
call your very own. 

But back to prisons: they've impinged several 
times on my gliding life over the past 20 years or 
so. "Quite right too" I hear some readers say. 

My club was evicted at three days' notice from 
its then site, Long Kesh, in 1971 for it later to 
become a house of correction well up in the scale 
of public consciousness as HM Prison Maze. 
Later still , the club settled at its present site, 
Bellarena. only two or three miles south and 
w1thin a siren's call of a newer nick, Magilligan. 

lt was while thermalling overhead this cooler 
about ten years ago that I was able to turn soaring 
into real cash for the first and only time. 

I was in a tight turn at about 2500ft with the 
prison compound, newly cleared of N1ssen huts, 
rotating slowly beneath my inside tip. 

A number of small white ground markers could 
be discerned. Peering harder, I found they 
formed three large H shapes, wiUl a big rectangle 
between one pair and the third. 

The phrase "H blocks" had just been made a 
dirty word by various para-military propagan
dists, after the first two or three such buildings 
had come into use at the Maze. 

"You're building three H blocks and a 
workshop block with sports hall at Magilllgan," I 
challenged a government spokesman, by phone, 
the next day. 

"How the hell do you know?" he asked, playing 
for time to formulate a response as the foun
dations had been staked out only 48 hours ear1ier 

June/July 1990 

and the project was still very hush-hush. 
"Oh, your bloody glider," he then cottoned on, 

without any help from me but remembering the 
obsession on which I waste most of my leisure 
time. 

In the best journalistic practice, I charged the 
Guardian, which broke my H-blocks story. the 
price of two aerotows on my swindle sheet. 

The first launch, you'll understand, was for 
spotting them. 

The second, as befits an authoritative paper, 
was to verify. 

Another Cock up there, 
Holmes? 
Still on prisons, is there a Sherlock Holmes or 
Miss Marple in British gliding's ranks? 

An opportunity is now open to investigate the 
fate of one of history's great unflown prototypes
the Cofditz Cock glider which Allied PeWs built 
secretly in the roofs pace of the forbidding clifftop 
fortress near Leipzig in 1944. The plan was that 
two inmates would be catapult-launched aboard 
the Cock from the roof to glide over the ramparts, 
cliffs and barbed wire, the guardposts and the 
encircling moat-like river, to land in the meadows 
beyond. 

With Allied forces approaching and liberation 
at hand its one-shot operational career was put 
on hold - and the castle was freed before the 
Cock was flown. 11 was seen in the open air only 
once - rigged in the courtyard on the day after 
liberation. Thereafter it disappeared in the confu· 
sion virtually without trace for only the rudder is 
thought to have survived. 

From April 1 Coldtiz Castle has been open as 
the latest tourist attraction in cash-strapped East 
Germany, complete with an exhibition of such 
PeW-built structures and implements as a 45 
yard tunnel and a wooden sewing machine for 
making escape uniforms. 

With total openness now the Eastern Euro
pean rage, pemaps a motivated gliding 
enthusiast cum skilled investigator can deter
mine what really happened to the Cock. 

Among Its builders was Lasham's Lorne 
Welch; sketches of the Cock show its resem
blance to the Grunau Baby. Albeit using 
improvised non-aeronautical materials it closely 
followed the structural technology of the time. 

But what might have happened at Colditz if the 
RogaJio concept of flex-wing gliders had evolved 
during the 1930s, rather than during the 1950S 
and 1960s, in response to the needs of impend
ing space flight. 

Given the availabil ity of a few structural mem
bers - and it is hard to think of anything which 
might have been at hand and suitable - might not 
a whole squadron of foot-launched rag-wings 
have been built for a veritable platoon of escaping 
inmates to descend like bats from the castle tiles 
to the noctural valley far below? 

They certainly could have been built with less 
difficulty, and thus less risk of discovery. than a 
conventional glider in the roof. 

f put this point years ago to Lome Welch, 
whose reasonable reply was that the Cock was 

like it was because the Rogallo concept did not 
exist at the t ime. 

With many conventional military aviators 
among COiditz's international and multi-service 
inmates, there was clearly none so desperate as 
to be thinking in the then unproven birdman 
m~. a 

TO PlACE N4 AOVERT'ISEMENT 1'1 '01E CL.ASSFal SEC· 
TlON, piMM Mild your....,.._ together with your WO<d
lng to CHEIAON PRESS UMinD, 24 I O..borougll Roed, 
High ~. Bucb {Tel OU4 442423), '*<>re the 4th Of 
U,. monffl ol publication. Rete" eop per word wlffl 11 mini· 
mum ol £1 2 .00. Bltc:k a white photograph t~Ceepted £5.00 
extra. Box No. £2.50 eJCtra. Prk:n lrM:Iude \/AT. 

FOR SALE 

P£GASUS. The best all round performance and handling at a""'
dable price. Delivery July 90. Nine Four Aviation (Sieve Whil.,). T"l 
0494 436888, Fa>< 0494 449549. 

TAIFUN 17-E 

Choice or !WO of these desirable molar gliders. Bolh have 90HP 
Limbach engines, comprehensive avionics, low hO\Jrs, alwa.,.,. 
hanjjared and in e.xce!Jent condition. Conta<:t Steve White. Nine 
Four Aviation Ud, tel 0494 436888, tax 0494 449549. 

INSTRUMENTS - 2 altimeters. £65 and £95. Konica Pop £38. 
Com.bined boorn mike and speaker £55.00. Tel 0238 563797. 

PEAK~'~ PARACHUTE exc condaion \:JOO. BAROGRAPH hat· 
dly used £250. CIRRUS HEAO REST C50. Tel John Giddlns (day) 
0734 500206 (IMISI 086 735 663. 

OPEN TRAILER wilh S()ft cover and frtbngs for SF-27.A. Please 
ring 0444 450891 (evenings). 

LIGHTWEIGHT COVERS made up for your glider. Dusl covers 
er waten.v oot. Also canopy covers. Delails from Ann Wooll. Tef 
0256 58540. 

SKYLARK 4. Exc cond having undergone much resloralioo in 
recent yaars. Good panel with Cambridge electric vario, 
parachute, lwo man rigging aids, good wooden trallet, new C of A, 
ready lo Hy, £6500. Tel Tony 0703 694163 or An ne 07 42 
437091 (evenings). 

BAROGRAPH Winter C290. Tel 0878 33162. 

BERGFAU<.E docile 28-1 two-sealer. Closed va.ler wnh steel 
frame and new plywood. also parts to convert to 4-Wheeler. New 
C of A 1:30 000. BEND IX JB horizon 1:60, COMPASS 80mm £25. 
TWO OXYGEN demand regulators £30. Tel 0225 767528. 

DART 17 WR completely recove(ed and painled by Mcl.ean 
Avlalion. New canopy, 12 monlhs C of A, lnstrumenls including 
T IS AIH meoh and elactr'ic varios, radio and pa•aclrule. with good 
GRP covered wooden lrailer. £a<XJO. Tel 0:302 850913 
(everl!llQS~ 

STD LJBa.U 113rd share C4000. Fully lnstrumented. metal 
trail«. excellent coodition. Based Camphill. Tel 03317 5223 
(home) 0298 8'71207 {Camphill). 

PFE1FER trnfler, rear loading. Me1al frame with glass lop, good 
condition and tows very well. £ 1800. Tel 071 379 6397 (am) 07 1 
242 8037 (pm). 

PEGASUS. Complelely retinished in gel coat. Hull plus basic 
instruments plus wooden lraiter. £1 5001)+ VAT. T~l 0494 
292il3. 

W1NTBI BAROGRAPH t270. AEROOflAPH wilh engine...,. 
sor £440. Tel 0494 442501. 
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830 ijlf<: o xygen bOrne either for outright S<~le or as par1 exchange 
for 370 litro bollle. Tel 0302 7721 06. 

NIMBUS 3 - No. 7 plus trab. oxygen, pcraohute,lnstruments. 
Dollies cove!'S, radio etc. Tej D B James 06284 3509. 

K-7 goodoor.dition, .-- cenopy, Jong C ol A. Tei J Graham 091 
38551 5 for d.,tails. 

STO JANTAA excellent condition 12 mths C of A, audio vario, 
ASI, altimeter. compas.s, A/H, !urn and slip. o xyg.,n, radio. excel· 
lent wooden trailer C I 0900. Tel 07456 2642 err 0492 593454. 

M-100S 15n. saRplane. Reco\lered in S«onrte 1988. C of A lilt 
Jan 1991. Excellent wocdo!n 1railer. Offers C7000. 1ei 0745 
591255 

SUNGS8Y SWAUOW tow hou's.aa ,_ oone!•lion. C of A lrorn 
dale of purchase. TeC 0835 814454 or 0225 31 5082. 

FAINE'n£ 805-S French 15rn JO:t l tD PZL+ audio, ASI, 
altimeter, T/S, air path compass. TM6 radio, patachute and rig
g~ng aids. Complete ouHit wtlh sound metal tfailer. £5000. Tel 
0533 545876 or 0536 770976. 

SKYLAAK 2/1. exc<!llent condition. C of A to Apri19t. New glass
libre trailer. radio, audio w•rio £4300 ono 181 Edwards 0964 
623442 (eves). 

K-7/13 ir)goodcondltlon withclooed aluminium tralter'C9500. Te1 
0658 880395 or 0658 7 41 191 . 

TWI'j ASTIR, babic •naln..ments 0<1ly £17 300. Wtng bolts mod· 
tfication WOI1<e<l. ot-w C cl A le! 010 358 17 '21675 (Finland) or 
lax 010 :~sa 17 532381 . 

ASK-21 + l raller, fuli i)Mel.electri.: vano,radlo · only £21 500. Tel 
01 0 :lS8 17 2HI75 (Fir lanD) or lax 01 o 358 1 ., 532.361. 

COMPI.Ell: L£FT WING at-.d a right wing alleton from a K-7 
S<:hletc:her ~aeater sailplane £200. One complete Jtl Bendix, 
horiton £1 50. Tel 091 221465 (Ghenl, Belgium). 

lWG-SEATEII G08E demonstration nl<Jd€1. Low hours, as new, 
wr1h open lnliler and C of A £9500 no VAT. Tel Louis Rotte< 
0244 326555.. 

CWB U8EU..E tmmaculale, accident tree, pr1wtety owned in 
same cluD. hangared all Its I He. 4-~9 taunches. 4 ?8 hours only. lull 
Pl'lel, oxyger.. parachute, ~. rapaint.,d trailer. Offera 
Oiler Cl 1000. Repeal immaculate. Tel 0229 67 5311 
(daytime). 

SKYLARK 4 C ot .0,, basic instrUments/radio. C6000 + VAT. KB 
C ol A. ir\Sb'Umar>l>. trailer £5000 Incl. VAT. Details from John 
(Ben) Bemet1 0489 8621 96 1-...:xlll 0329 664927 (evenings). 

WANT A CHALLENGE? Aonericall Eaglet incluo:!ing trailer. f lew 
1001 N<)eds dediCated t>uilder. AJI manualS. Numerous soares 
C 1260 ono. IMcCulloch engine elctra). 0734 785577 (TeVFax). 

SKYLARK 38 (F mods) PZL vano, allinte ter. ASI, acoelerorneter. 
T!Sand battery, pa<aci1U\e, 12 monthaCol A alunw wmCOY<;red 
steel fFdme trailer. k f Bryan Jchnson 0283 B 1225 7 or Syd Bri•· 
ton 0785 51452. 

ASW•15 C of A, fully il'strumentC<I, !IJily equipped, Incl. trailer, 
pera etc. 1 15th ehare ~ a-1 at Lasltam. £2000 ono. 
Corolac:t Rtdlard ~Butt 04868 6737 (e..enings). 

K-8£, 1!4.th allare based Ounstable. Wooden trallt>r, full panel. 
par achule, barograph, radio. o xygen, etc. £1 600 ono. Tel 
(0277) ~31438. 

SHK· 1 (Sd'lec'npp-Hirthl V-Lail wooden top'Jfider, no damage, In 
good condftion :ncludtr·.g trailef. Full ihSttU.ments, 11 eledr're Gam· 
bridge varlo/aud•o t radio. flown onlY 1258 hovrs/758 starts. 
Photoe available. t6900. Tetoto 358 55 3632 11 or f<~x 010 :l5B 
55 363244. 

SKYLARK 1.. V..ry good condii'<ll'. Full kit.nduding closed Hailll!', 
rulllnstrumen!$, rudoo, pemdlute and barograph £4800. Tel 02$2 
54968 1 (eveningt) 0344 856232 (daytime). 

DU£ TO CUJI! RATIONAIJSA~ K-2, K-2b, T-31 Tandem 
Tutor. ~ wlf1 C ol A. Tel D Johnstono 0555 892558 
teven\r)gs). 

SKYLAAK 211 with enClosed altlii'Hnium lraller, para<:hute. run 
insl!u,..,t&.cornpfele wtth two mon rigging wds, C of A Apr 1991. 
Batograpt avaJ 3blet2400ono. TOll Da'lid Harriscn0904 707781 
(~kills)-

SF·27 In near perfect condition, open trailer, basic cnstrurnenls 
£6700 ono. Tel 0904 703171. 

CAAMAM 15i34 toot. 3/:i. single seat sailplane. Mel.al trailer 2 
man ng. Oxwen. barograph and pataehole. 4 channel rado 
•ncluding Vo4met. Pllnel '•ncludee t.uniovano and Sotllahr1qeber. 
C9500. Tel 0532 !506992. 

FAU(E SF 251 motor glid« exceltt.nl rondition. current C of A. 
118ngwea, olfenL Te4 0283 21 5667 (ansaphcne). 
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Enjoy the serenity and excitement of the 
mountains and glens from a different viewpoint. 

Gliding, hire and lessons. are available from 
Deeside Gliding Club. Aboyne; with advance 
notice bookings being made on your behalf. 

The proprietor a gliding enthusiast-offers 
special discounts for visiting Gliding Club 
Members on accommodation. dinners and 

bar meals. Monaltrie Hotel, Bridge Square. Ballater, 
Aberdeenshire AB3 5BR. A wide range o f activ ities and ~peci al events are 

availab le for all the family, please contact: Gilli~>n. Tel: 03397-55417. Fax: 03397-55180 

ASTIR cs.n. Very good condition. C of A. Basic ~anel. oxygen. 
luill rigging &ooe II'VJti iOWoul gear. WOOden lfailer,based Dun
stable. Any reasonable o"er accepted. Contact 010 31 17 19 
8391 0 (Tom Meaker -Holland;. 

ASH-25E {susta'ner enginej. Immaculate. with Schroocief lrailer, 
equipul8n1 negotiable. Available Augusl 1 !190. Tel Dickie or John 
0665 841 441, lax Oll65 842495. 

DG-..00 woth watert:oallast. Hull and tnstruments in prtstine con
ctiijon. New October 1988. BOlus airframe. 8'1>hrs engine. Full 
panel tncluding Peschges VP4 nav an~ ~ew NH. Demand 
o• ygen systern. Be>~t oHer over 1:39000. Tel 0484 715948. 

M·100S · completely relurtJished. B34ic instrumen ts, " xc81ent 
l imbcflglass lfailer. Tcl 0763 89460 (evenings). 

ASTIR C$-77 1979. Full panel and flight dir'ectO< p lus 760 ct--'ln
nel radio. o xygen, barograph - 6501trs. Aluminium trailer £ 12 500. 
Tel 03398 86719. 

SIE 3 15m excellent condition, K -6E performance. Wooden 
lrai!er, barOQfllPh. parachute. Further delails and phOtograpl> on 
request £7900. Tel St!Mi Ferguson 0272 211228. 

TALGAII'TW. Std Cirrus secood glider syndlcale. tmmaculate air
era!\. prole.""lonaJIY maintained. liltle used. Pm e £t 250 for 
1/1 Olh bhrue. Contact syndicate organiser Si man ROberts on 053 
185 37$. 

NIMBUS 3, 1981, 25.5m wing span. extensively 
refurbished, including all mods. reprofiled, and 
gel coated wings. Fully competition sealed and 
fettled with new glass-fibre double axle trailer, 
including riggtng, towing out aids and wing 

covers. 

New d~ign instrument panel inci•Jdes VP2 
Peschges Nav. System. 

Schuman and Winter mechanical vanos, mini 
altimeter and ASl. A/H and T & S, 720 radio. 
Stopwatch. Alrpalh compass and Bohli. Also 
Drager 02 system 2 new bollles. Mounted 
Phototime cameras and Aerograph barograph. 
Fantastic outfi t witn astonishtng perlormance. 

Contact: 
John Bally 

Tel 04975·605 (eves) 

SER~ES 

WING, FUSELAGE AND CANOPY COVERS made to your 
requirements front wata~raof/breothab!e heavy duty n'/lon. (Gor
tex type material). Tel 02912 70296 Fax 0291 622787. 

PENNINGTONS 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
For accountancy and taxation services. 

Havar<! House. Harmondsworth. Middlese• U87 OAW. 
Tele\>hone John Gorr'inge. 

Day 01 759 1967. Evening 01 94B 3799. 

• f' i "olf't b tcft! , ., .. ~ dr .• ,~-n « ... ower) 
"""iln •cw;;o·s.~.e-:i 

Sef r...,1Dgfl 1or f OtJr rr•' e:ndt ~pvcut/,$1 fmN or l tcd·f' 

C.P. WlnER LTD. CHESHR 
Teh 0244 341166 Tbo 61623lURIAR G 

ACCOMMOOATION 

FAYENCE. 3krn airfield. Aocommoda6on in ~ew holiday village. 
Use of swimming pools, tennis couns etc. Stud io steeps 4. hOuse 
6. From C7o per week. For details phone 0489 572278 
evenings,. 

COMFORTAIILE, we~ appointed cottage ava~able in Talgatth. 
Three double bedrooms. Tol for details 0532 665036. Sorry no 
pets. 

NEWLY COHVEJITl:D GRANITE COTTAGE. 10 minutes from 
Aboyne Ollding strip. Families welcome. Peaceful <XIllnlry, plenty 
ol parl<ing space. Brochure available on request. Te1 03398 
86069. 

HAZLEHUASTLODG£ .--. .. oN, __ 

A home trom home close ID Ooellde G_liding Club 
Comtortable accomrnodaf.iorl -Breakfast 01 Brunch 

EXCEU.Effr FOOO T---1 
SrT\JATIONS VACANT 

TUG PILOT on hOliday? PPl{A). CPL(H), 1 OOhrs and bron7e glid
ing available IWo weells summer. lour weeks winter. Reply Box 
No.004. 

COM~ TO SOUTHERN IRELA.IIDI 
Tug Ptlot w ith tail -wheel e xperience wanted fo r live 
weeks Ju!y/August. Air-rane an d caravan accom

modation offered. 

Applicslkxls to: 
CR , Dublin Gliding Club 

1 o.kdoWn Roed, Churctltown, Dublin 14 
Tel: 0001 883H4 

WANTED 

OXYGEN SET suitable for a K-6CR. portable o r fixed. Te4 0372 
376319 (ewnlngs}. 

11.-ecR Of K-tE or stmilar GOOd condition. complete outfit pr'&
le<red. Till 0759 30~1 81 

AUOIO VARIOMETEJI age immatenal if in good working ordet. 
Tel 0403 6583 1. 

ASW·20 or similar In good condition - preferably complete outfrt 
Tel 0452 741260 or 0432 276488 (evenings~ 

PLATUS 8-1.. Tel Phol Duffin 01 528 442 7 (daytime; 0206 21 
2226(-~ 

DAMAGED GLASS-FIBRE glider by private buyer. Top pr!ce 
paid - would consider complete oudil. WIH travel in Europe to 
view. Tel 01 998 1 ~1 0. 

SAILPLANE & GLIDING 



PUBUCATIONS 

SOARING PILOT MAGAZINE - •a breatll of fresh alr" . BI
month ly - pub lished by Tom Knaulf and Dot! Grove. $28 
annually. SOARING PILOT MAGAZINE. 1913 Fairwood ne. 
Slate College, Pa 18803, USA. 

SLOPE SOARING with radio control model seaplane Is a las
cinanng paalime and a I}'Pleal phase ol aeromodemno. Re d 
about tl!l and other -omodelllng subjects in Aeromodeller and 
Radio Control ftAocJeiS and £ tronfcs. lh.e world's leading 
magaz~nes published monthly. Model & Allied Publications Ltd. 
13-35 Bridge Street. Hemet Hempstead, Hens. 

NEW Z£AI.AHD: "Gliding Klwi" olfic I Gnding Maga2lne of NZ 
Gliding Asaocla"on. Printed Oc tober and alternate months. Write 
NZ Gliding KIWI, Private Bag. Ta ranga, New Zealand. £1 5.00 
Sli!rllnQ for year's subscrjpllon (ln<:lusiW of po tage}. 

AIJSTIIAI.JAH GUDING, monthly publlcallons at th Gilding 
FedenUiol1 ol Austrsfl3, Editor Al1an Asll. A ca mpi te coverage of 
AU$1BiianSoamg and excluslve features of intemalionallnterest 
s.ililla1pli0o. S<n1ace mail 38.50, airmail $A60.00pa ( 12 
-~ payable Master card. Visacard or lntematlonaJ 1110<18Y 
Qfder. Box 1650, GPO. Adelaide. South Australia 5501. 

FREE FLIGHT, the b~monthly journal of the Soaring Association 
of Canada A lively record of the Canadian soaring scene, and 
relevant lntetnational news and articlea SUS28pa. Suite 306 , 
t355 Banl< St. Oltawa, ON, Canada Kt H 81<7. 

GLIDING AT ABOYN£. 
ABERDEEN 11/RE THIS YEAR! 

r r\ l h { h ;_] fk \ h)ll H okL . \h()\Jit.:~ I i \ t' milluh . .' ... d JIH ' 
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Tel: 03398 86475 

PERRANPORTH 
ST GEORGE'S COUNTRY HOTEL 

Near mifes of golden sands and 
minutes walk from Perranporth's well 

known Gliding Club. 

1 0 delightful bedrooms, most en-suite, 
all with extensive countryside views, 

satellite 1V and tea making. Ucensed 
bar and games room. Ideal base for 

louring. 

Children and pets welcome. 

(0872) 573226 

"SOARING" 
The official monthly 
journal of the Soaring 
Society at America. 
The only US periodical 
devoted entirely to the 
sport. 

For subscrfptlon send 
S35 US by International 

mooey order or inter
national cashier's cheque 

payable to the Soanng 
Society of Amenca, 
Inc., Box E, Hobbs, 

New Mexico, 88241-1308, 
U.SA 

ADVERTISERS' INDEX 
Aardman AnlmaUons 
Alnour lntemo\Jonal 
AMF En!Btprtses 
An~laSailplanes 
AnQio-PofJSil Sailplanes Ltd 
Ar~yll & West Highland Gliding C6ntre 
The Bartoos 
Beaumont A\liallon Literature 
Benalla GC 
Black Mountains GC/Tower Hotel 
Book.er GC 
Blistot & Glouceatersnlre GC 
British Gliding Associ!ttion 
CAA 
Cllmb<idge /Voro Instruments 
Cam ldge Unlvenl!y GC 
Centre Une ServiceS 
Channel GC 
Chatteston Hotel 
Cttlllem Sallplan Ltd 
Ctaasifltld 
Pater Ctlffa-d & eo 
Coo.-ans Lld 
Coo test 
Comish Gilding & Flying Club 
Cotswokl Glidefa 
eo...en1ry GC 
Desk Top 
EW Avfonic§ 
EW Avlonles 
Flile Unes Mat1<elmg Lld 
0. Garrard 
GUder Instruments 
Goodlson Gilder Instruments 
HT Communicallons 
Herela-dshite GC 
lnta!a<;e Systems 
lrvln (GB) l td 
JSW Soaring 
Kent GC 
t..asllam Gliding Society 
Londoo GC 
l.ondof1 ~lanes ltd 
Lowndes Lambert Lld 
MarchlngtonGC 
Mct..ean Aviation Ud 
Media Publishing - Sabre AAV 
Midland GC 
Mowbray Vale Insurance 
Monaltrie Hotel 
Neogene Paints 
Norfolk GC 
Ox!crdshfre Sport Flying Club 
f'!ogotl Bfa(hera & Co Ltd 
Protech Sailplanct Se<vlces 
AD Avtatlo<t Ud 
Aematic 
Sailplane & Errg1neerlng Servtces Ud 
S&G 
Soottlsh Gfio1ng Union 
Sedgwick Avlallml ltd 
Sk)'C8m Wealh.er Systems 
J. L Smoker 
Soaring EQUipment Ltd 
Skycrall 
Soadng Magazl"" 
Soanng (Ox!a-d) U d 
Soolhdown Aero Services Ltd 
SorJthern Satll)lanes 
South Wales GC 
~I Sailplanes Ud 
SI Gear~'& H I 
Suntiger Sunglallses 
SunsBil 
Roger Targen Sailplane Services 
B. Weare 
~ Design Ltd 
WotdsGC 
Yori< Gilding Centre 
Yori<Shire GC 
lutu Gla.satek 

The ~~LS" Agent in UK - Sales • Spares • Repairs 
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MARTYN WELLS 

~ (Wells Design Ltd.) 
Brailes, Banbury, Oxon. 
Home Tel. 060 884 217 LS 7 STANDARD CLASS 

Workshop Tel. 060 885 790 (WINNER OF '89 STD CLASS NATIONALS) 

LS 6 15M CLASS 

FULL REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE 
(WINNER OF '85, '86, '87, '88 15M NATIONALS) 

LS 6 FACILITIES FOR ALL GLIDERS TIPPED TO 1 7 .5M 

IN OUR PURPOSE BUILT 
15M/OPEN CLASS 

WORKSHOP LS 4 STANDARD CLASS 

June/July 1990 167 
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BGA MAIL ORDER 

GLIDING BOOKS AND ACCESSORIES 

BGA SALES DEPT. 
FREEPOST 

LElCESTER LE1 7ZB 

Telephone orders to: 

0533 531051 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

COMPLETE SHOP CATALOGUE SENT FREE ON REQUEST 

ZULU 
GLASSTEK 
LID 

Glass-fibre repairs & 
maintenance. 

Repair agent for 94 
Aviation. 

Peter Wells 
(08444) 3036 

David IJ 
Goodison 

INSTRUMENTS 

CALIBRATED, SERVICED 
AND REPAIRED 

PZL WINTER AND SMITHS 

CALIBRATIONS RETURNED 
WITHIN THE WEEK 
4 BROADACRES AVENUE 

CARLTON, Nr. GOOLE 
NORTH HUMBERSIDE DN1 4 9NE 

Tel. GOOLE (0405) 860856 

STORCOMM 
TWO-WAY RADIO 

TR7603 Air Set 

Each set fitted w ith all four gliding channels 
130.4, 130.125, 130.1 and 129.9. 

'Volmet' 12a6 optional on channel 4. 

* Full power transmitter with excellent 
speech quality. 

* Highly sensitive and selective receiver 
works both distant and close range. 

* Extremely rugged and reliable. 
* Full back-up service and spares available. * CAA and NATS approved. 

All radios supplied abso I utely corn plete with 
easy fit connectors and all fittings. 
Details information, prices and fu 11 Technical 
Specifications FREE from 

GEOfiGE STOREY Tel. 09327 84422 
H.T. eo..-IICIItiOIII, P.O. Box 4 

SUNBURY ON THAMES, Middl- 11. TW11 7TA 

SAILPLANE & GLIDING 



CASIO ALTIMETER WATCH 
* All the usual watch and 

eh rono functions 

Plus 

, * Height up to 1 3,000tt 

* Altitude Alarm 

* Memory 
* Barometer 

£49.95 inc. VAT (£43.43 before VAT) 
by post in UK - £52.45 

TRAILERS 

DISCOUNT HANDHELD 
TRANSCEIVERS 
ICOM 
ICA2 720 channel 
£299+VAT 
ICA20 720 channel plus VOR 
£349+VAT 

NARCO 
HT 870 720 channel plus VOR 
£320+VAT 

AOR 
TR 720 720 channel 
£349+VAT 

Add 
£3.45 for 

UK post/insurance 

bySCHROEDER 
* Rugged 

* Low Drag 

All are supplied 
with fittings and 
spare wheel 

STANDARD MODEL * Excellent towing 

* Light weight 
Price guides- for 15 metre glider 
(subject to exchange 
rate) 

Standard Model -
£3800 plus VAT 

* Proven - over 500 in use 

* Twin axle option 

Lift Top Model -
£4000 plus VAT 

LIFT TOP - available Sept. 90 
* GAP clad to minimise 

condensation problems 

* Auto-reverse 

1----------- - - - - - - -----;---------- - --- - - - --- ---l 

CLOUDMASTER sunglasses 

in widespread 
use 

* New - Quality frames (black or gold) 

* UV reduction 
* Improved cloud contrast 

* Virtually no colour distortion 

* Relaxing 
Our top of the range model 
is £27.99 inc. VAT (UK post. add £2) 
(£24.34 without VAT) 

Cheerful, Friendly Service 

Free Case 

Energy 
Absorbent 

* W'X 16"X 18" ................ £16.96 inc. VAT 

* 1 "X 16"X 18" .. . ......... . . . . £19.95 inc. VAT 

* 2"X 16"X 18" ................ £24.09 inc. VAT 

* W' body hugging comfort pad £22.14 inc. VAT 

lfA!!fb 1111. 

Cushions 

can be cut easily and can be joined 
with impact adhesive. Cushion 
covers available. 7l 

1 

~ 

I ywllj o 11 fl 
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E & OE 
m 0865 841441 (24hr) mail order 
Fax: 0865 842495 (24 hr) 
Open to caller.~: 0930·1830 Mon-Fri 
1030-1230 Sats, or by appointment 

WE'VE 
MOVED 

hee 1990 Catalogue From 
R.D. AVIATION LTD, 

Unit 25, Bankside, Kidlington, 
Oxon OX5 JJE 

(Just outside the airpon) 






